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ABSTRACT
COLLABORATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING AND
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT MODEL
by
Joanna DeFranco-Tommarello

A model to enhance collaborative problem solving and program development is
presented. The collaborative model is a detailed cognitive model that takes into
consideration the cognitive and social activities that occur during collaborative
problem solving and program development. The cognitive activities required
collaborative problem solving and program development are identified and integrated
into a six-stage model. An extensive literature review in the associated fields
presented to show the need for the model described in this dissertation. In addition, a
comprehensive study of tools to support collaboration during problem solving and
program development was also performed as well as a critique of these tools.
A detailed statistical experiment to study the effect of this model on subjects
collaboratively solving a software problem was designed and executed.
experiment included testing the collaborative problem solving and program
development model with and without assistance from groupware tools. The subje

ct

teams each constructed a software design and this design was evaluated based
research hypotheses. This experiment produced results indicating the positive effect
the Collaborative Model has on problem understanding and the quality of sol
planning during collaborative problem solving and program development efforts.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Problem solving is essential to software development. Indeed many of the basic
processes that are the backbone of software development can be viewed as standard
problem solving processes, ranging from requirements analysis, specification, and
design to testing or verification (Deek, 1999; Deek, 1997). As software development
has increased in complexity, an additional factor has grown in importance:
collaboration. In fact, the increasing complexity of applications has necessitated the
use of teams or groups to develop software because it is infeasible for individuals to
develop large software systems with appropriate expediency or levels of quality.
The contemporary computing professional works in an environment where
programs are thousands or millions of lines long, are often extensively modified and
maintained rather than constructed, are manipulated in a tool-rich environment, and
where work is usually a team effort (Mulder, Haines, Prey & Lidtke, 1995),
Computer scientists are not well prepared for this contemporary environment
according to Prey (1996) because their preparatory training usually focuses on the
construction of small programs (programming-in-the-small) and provides little
experience in complex software development. In contrast, the development of large
systems in an efficient and timely manner requires a team effort, and the more
complicated the problem, the larger the team needed to solve it. Another contributing
factor to the need for team development is that domain-specific expertise tends to be
localized and geographically distributed. Studies have shown that, particularly when
such developers are dispersed, their success depends critically on their ability to use
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effective groupware (Nunamaker, 1999). Such factors have made collaboration in
systems development a necessity, not merely a technically feasible option. The
emergence of the World Wide Web has fortunately made geographically distributed
collaborative systems technologically feasible in a way that was difficult or
impossible until recently. The term groupware will be used to refer to the kind of
software environments needed to support such a team, whose members collaborate
over a network (Zwass, 1998). Groupware systems are intended to provide a team a
shared workspace, despite being separated spatially and temporarily. Groupware or
collaborative systems can be instrumental in alleviating the logistical difficulties that
are associated with the application of distributed expertise. Indeed, the next
generation of development processes is expected to focus on the effective integration
of distributed expertise.
Experimental studies of both experienced programmers and novices have
established the positive impact of collaboration. Wilson, Hoskin, and Nosek (199 3)
-

conducted a study to determine if experience with collaboration could benefit
beginning programmers performing problem-solving/programming tasks. the
experimental results provided positive support for the hypothesis that collaborative
efforts could improve the problem-solving required in programming tasks. The
experiment compared a control group of novice programmers, solving a software
problem individually, with another group that allowed partners to communicate
freely. The results demonstrated that even such simple collaboration enhanced the
problem-solving performance of the novice programmer. The study also found
evidence that an individual's ability had little overall effect on team performance, a
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phenomenon they claim occurred because the collaborative effort counterbalances
individual deficiencies. The study also showed evidence that the collaboration
provided the programmers confidence in the solution and enhanced their enjoyment
of the problem solving process. Collaborative interactions appear to help beginning
programmers analyze and model problems, and may also help them master the
analytical skills required by such tasks (Wilson, Hoskin & Nosek, 1993). Other
controlled experimental studies indicate it is worthwhile to integrate collaborative
activities even at the early stages of problem solving and programming training
(Sabin & Sabin. 1994). Experiments with experienced software engineers (Nosek,
1998) also demonstrate that collaboration improves the problem solving process.
Indeed, all team projects evaluated in the study outperformed comparable
individually implemented projects, while at the same time team members were more
personally satisfied with their work and had greater confidence in their solutions.
The literature review in following chapter will focus on the research and
development for collaborative or group problem solving in the area of software
development with the objective of identifying important open issues and avenues for
advancing both theory and practice. The review will examine collaborative problem
solving and groupware in the software development domain, focusing on four areas:
group problem solving, individual problem solving, groupware, and group
psychology/sociology, including: group and individual problem solving models and
tools, groupware systems, group cognition, and team dynamics. The contributions
and outstanding issues in group problem solving and group software development,
and the identification of the area of research that will represent an advance in the state
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of the art will be discussed. Subsequent to the review, a new collaborative problem
solving and software development model, a system to best facilitate the model, and an
experiment to test the proposed hypotheses are all presented.

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND LITERATURE

Problem solving is important in many fields and both domain-specific and generic
problem solving methods have been developed over the years (Deek, 1997; Deck,
Turoff, & McHugh, 1999). Most collaborative problem solving models are based on
individual problem solving methods, so it is appropriate to begin our discussion with
a consideration of individual problem solving prior to discussing the background
literature on collaborative problem solving. Additional background literature that is
included in this section is groupware systems, general groupware tools, and
groupware tools specific for problem solving and software development.

2.1 Individual Problem Solving and Decision Making
Problem solving is central to software development, and a variety of domain-specific
problem solving models for software development have been developed. The models
are intended to support individuals in applying basic problem solving concepts in
programming. They are intended to ameliorate recognized deficiencies in problem
solving strategies and tactical knowledge as well as more widely recognized
difficulties with the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of programming languae

g

constructs (Deek, 1997; Deek & McHugh, 1999). Generally speaking, the
comprehension of a problem requires the identification of the problem goal, givens
unknowns, conditions, constraints, and their relationships, and problem solution
invariably requires some form of problem partitioning. Deek (1997) extensively
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reviews existing problem solving methodologies and develops a comprehensive
problem solving model which integrates general problem solving methodology with
program development tasks, and with the cognitive knowledge and skills needed at
each stage of the process. The integrated model, called the Dual Common Model
(DCM), identifies for each problem solving/program development task, the specific
cognitive techniques required to accomplish that task. A brief overview of the
problem solving tasks is as follows:
1. Formulating the problem: This stage leads to an organized representation of
all relevant problem information: the goal, givens, unknowns, conditions and
problem constraints.
2. Planning the solution: During this stage, the user identifies and evaluates or
assesses alternative possible solutions, and also partitions the problem by
refining the overall problem goal into sub-goals.
3. Designing the solution: This involves sequencing sub-goals, determining
whether the sub-goals require further decomposition, establishing
relationships among the various solution components and the associations
between data and sub-goals.
4. Translation: At this stage, program development skills are used to translate the
solution design into a coded solution.
5. Testing: At this stage the program is tested to verify that it meets the solution
specifications.
6. Delivery: At this stage the solution and results are documented, presented or
disseminated.

The Dual Common Model is heavily dependent on the classic work by the
problem-solving mathematician and theorist George Polya (1945). Another seminal
treatment of problem-solving was given by the Nobel prize-winner Herb Simon
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(1960) who identified four components of a successful problem solving process:
1. Intelligence: The ability to recognize the existence of a problem, gather
information pertinent to the problem, and produce an accurate definition of
what the problem is.
2. Design: Generate possible alternative solutions, including preliminary solution
plans for each.
3. Choice: Select and implement a suitable solution from the identified
alternatives.
4. Implementation: Put choice into effect and produce the solution.
In later work, Simon explored a problem-space model of problem solving
which viewed a solution as a sequence of transformations between partial problem
solution states (Newell & Simon, 1972). Solving a problem consisted in identifying a
set of operators that completed the transformation from an initial state (problem
definition) to a final goal state (problem solution).
A domain-specific model of problem solving in the context of organizational
operation is described in Barber (1984). This model, called office semantics,
analyses organizational processes with the objective of understanding the problem
solving processes underlying the physical and mental activities that occur in the
execution of organizational tasks. The office semantics model distinguishes between
organizational and application knowledge. Organizational knowledge refers to an
organization's social structure, while application knowledge refers to an organizations
products and processes. An instructive epistemological emphasis of office semantics
is that the way in which a problem is solved is highly dependent on how
information/knowledge about the problem is presented to the problem solver. It
follows that to present this knowledge effectively, one should understand how
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individuals think about problems, as well as what it means to solve a problem.
A problem solving methodology known to be effective in the domain of medical
applications is Problem-Based Learning (PBL). This approach was introduced in
the context of software engineering by McCracken and Waters (1999). They
emphasized self-directed instruction in problem solving skills using large, not welldefined problems, with the objective of promoting an understanding not only of
product-related issues but more especially of process-related principles.
Each of these problem solving models requires a decision about which one of
a set of alternative solutions should be implemented. Such decision processes were
studied by Mintzberg (1979) who identified the following typical stages:
1. Recognition: Recognize the need to initiate a decision process.
2. Diagnosis: Assess the situation.
3. Search: Find ready-made solutions.
4. Design: Develop custom-made solutions.
5. Screen: Evaluate the ready-made solutions.
6. Evaluation-choice: Choose a solution.
7. Authorization: If the problem solving occurs in an organizational context, then
obtain approval for the decision, which may be from individuals who not
explicitly involved in the problem-solving process itself.

Though decision-making is closely related to problem solving, distinctions
must be made. Problem solving is a process which advances analytically from

j

current problem state to a desired goal state, while decision-making tends to
emphasize a more synthetic approach whereby a desired goal is reached by a
selection process that chooses from one of a set of possible, and perhaps pre-existing,
alternative solutions (Huitt, 1992). One should also observe that there is a difference
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between problem-solving-like decision-making steps, and the process whereby those
steps are achieved (Finnegan & O'Mahony, 1996).

2.2 Collaborative Problem Solving Models
A group that develops a plan for designing a system that will solve an existing
problem is by definition engaging in collaborative problem solving. Collaborative
groups appear able to deal with complex tasks more effectively than individuals,
partly because groups automatically have a broader range of skills and abilities than
individuals (Finnegan & O'Mahony, 1996). Despite this, studies indicate that group
problem solving is intrinsically more complex than individual problem solving (XXX
Finnegan & O'Mahony, 1996). It can introduce difficulties that are specifically
group-related, such as an interaction environment that inhibits the free expression of
ideas (Hoffman, 1965), participation biases, conflicts caused by interpersonal
difficulties, or complications arising from the structure of the group. Overall,
however, the benefits of collaboration in problem solving far outweigh its
disadvantages (Hohmann, 1997). For example, one notable benefit is the ancillary
improvement of human capital effected by collaboration, because the individuals
involved in a group learn from the skills and abilities of the other group members
(Prey, 1996). The need to articulate designs, critiques, and arguments to other group
members also hones an individual's technical, critical, and interpersonal skills
(Guzdial et.al, 1996).
A collaborative problem solving model is an explicit methodology used to
facilitate collaborative problem solving. Such a model when complete will include
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generic problem-solving steps, domain-specific tasks, and requisite cognitive skills,
but also the communication and coordination activities required by a collaborative
environment. The collaborative problem solving method may be similar to an
individual problem solving method. Indeed, in his important work on group software
development, Hohmann (1997) observes that collaborative problem solving can be
done using the very same problem solving methods that are used by individuals.
Hohmann claims that while it is important for a group to explicitly choose and follow
a problem solving method, and while group members should be familiar with the
selected method, nonetheless, the method itself does not need to be designed
specifically for group problem solving. Despite this laissez-faire approach to the
chosen problem-solving method, Hohmann observes that the way in which a team
will appropriate such a method in a collaborative environment, will differ
substantially different from the way in which an individual will apply the same
method.
The main distinguishing characteristic that differentiates group from
individual problem solving in Hohmann's model is the decisive role of
communications in group problem solving. His collaborative model identifies several
group-oriented processes including, distributing or assigning of tasks to individuals,
coordinating team outcomes, and integrating solution components by subgroups.
Partitioning tasks and subsequently coordinating these subdivided activities
determines the communication requirements of the group. Various kinds of required
communication processes can be distinguished, such as, each individual's selfunderstanding of the problem to be solved must be shared with other group members.
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Hohmann emphasizes that the collaborative model should account for the possibly
dynamic nature of group membership and its impact on communications, because
group communications are affected every time the group membership changes. There
are standard mechanisms for coordination and control, defined by the Software
Institute Systems Engineering Capability Maturity Model (Hohmann, 1997), that
support software development teams including: configuration management, outcome
reviews, status monitoring, and in the case of more extended models of collaboration:
customer interaction, method management, cost management and release packaging
The following activities required by these mechanisms are worth noting in some
detail because their social aspects are relevant to collaborative development
(Hohmann, 1997):
1. Configuration Management: The process whereby outcomes: data models,
requirements documents, etc are identified and agreed upon by the group
members.
2. Outcome Reviews: Controlled reviews of the outcomes identified in
configuration management, by a subgroup of the collaborative group, possibly
supplemented by extra-group members. This is a critical component of the
development feedback loop, and typically entails additional outcomes such as
documentation of any required changes.
3. Status Monitoring: An ongoing step involving both the collaborative group
and external management to ensure the project is on schedule and to
determine actions in case of schedule slippage.
4. Customer Interaction: Communication and feedback between customer and
developer is initiated.
5. Management of the Use of the Method: Adapting a pre-defined, off-the- helf
s

methodology to the problem at hand.
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6. Managing Development Costs: Cost management is not only a management
function, but collaboratively involves all group members, each of whom can
contribute their own individual expertise to cost management.
7. Release Packaging: This entails collaboration between multiple groups. It
involves the activities required on system completion in order to bring a
product to the customer, and is required to ensure customer satisfaction.

An important aspect of group communications is how individuals interact in a
group. The properties of a group that affect such communications and the impact of
such interactions on group effectiveness can be examined using a cognitively-based
analysis. Zhang (1998) describes such a framework for group problem solving that
emphasizes how tasks are distributed across the individual group members, and
interprets or views the group's understanding of a problem as a distributed cognitive
representation system. The cognitive process of problem decomposition, for
example, can be considered not only in terms of its relation to the problem itself, but
also explicitly considered in relation to how a problem can best be partitioned with
respect to the ultimate assignment of the partitioned tasks to individuals in the group.
Further research that emphasizes the implications of coordination for group
communication is (Kies, Williges, & Rosson, 1998). Similarly, (Ellis, Gibbs & Rein,
1991) underscore that the communication and collaboration of a group is enhanced if
its activities are effectively coordinated.
Group problem solving can be interpreted in terms of cooperative decision
making, a classic model of which was adumbrated by Simon (1997) requiring:
1. Plan Development: A plan of behavior for the group is developed for all the
members of a group, not merely a set of individual plans for each member.
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2. Plan Communication: This plan is effectively communicated to each group
member.
3. Behavior Modification: Each individual group member must commit to the
plan in the sense of agreeing to permit their behavior to be guided by the plan.

The objective of this kind of contractually agreed upon group plan is to relieve
individual members of the group of the task from uncertainties in predicting the
behavior of other members.
A logical/qualitative method for facilitating joint decision making and
alleviating conflict resolution was developed in Wong (1994). The approach is
applicable to the kind of cooperation required of software engineers on a development
project. Wong's model has three stages: identification, processing, and negotiation.
The identification stage entails first identifying a decision agenda using priorityordered criteria, then identifying the agents concerned with each criterion, where the
term agent refers to the person or system responsible for a problem solving step.
Competing alternatives are identified and the relationships among the alternatives are
determined. The processing stage develops a set of so-called preference expressions
for each criterion in the decision agenda. These preference expressions are merely
ordering relations for pairs of alternatives. The alternatives are then rank ordered to
determine a recommended solution. A final negotiation stage then follows where the
agents negotiate conflicts.
A model of group problem solving formulated by empirically observing group
decision making behavior in environments which lay outside
scientific/engineering/software development contexts was developed by Finnegan and
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O'Mahony (1996). This behaviorally-based model empirically recognized the same
kind of problem-solving processes that have been systematically and explicitly
articulated for engineering contexts. Groups progressed from an initial problem
realization to a solution choice by a process dominated by communication of
information and group collaboration, and needed significant levels of coordination
and control throughout the decision making process. The initial, problem realization
stage was typically initiated by a specialized group or by organization management.
The next stage, planning, required coordination of subgroups. A subsequent
information search stage was followed by group discussion of the information
discovered about the problem. Subsequently, alternatives were identified and
evaluated, and a preferred alternative selected, followed by validating, marketing or
selling of the alternative to other groups, and ultimately implementation of the
selected solution. The process is iterative, adapting to new requirements as they arise,
reminiscent of user-centered software design in which a design is tested and
redesigned through multiple iterations (Kies, Williges & Rosson, 1998).
Collaborative problem solving has been addressed because it is at the very
foundation of collaborative software development: when developing software an
individual is designing a solution to a problem. Collaborative problem solving
models are at an initial stage of development. Researchers have developed various
models but their testing and implementation has not been extensive. Their utilization
at both the industrial and the education level has been limited. Table 2.1 highlights
the collaborative models considered, all of which had the same objective—solving a
problem or making a decision collaboratively.
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Simon (1997) and Hohmann's (1997) models will be used as points of
reference. Simon's (1960) influence in the field of problem solving has been seminal
(Deck, 1997; Hohmann, 1997). Though Simon considered only collaborative
decision making, the similarities with collaborative problem solving (Huitt, 1992)
makes his collaborative decision making model an important point of reference for
the collaborative problem solving models that have been described. Hohmann's
(1997) model, on the other hand, is a useful point of reference because it is relatively
comprehensive and closely related to some of Simon's most influential work. A
composite list of attributes from Hohmann's (1997) and Simon's (1960) models
follows.
• Identification of tasks. The objective of this task is to correctly identify the
components of the problem, which can happen only if the problem solution strategy is
fully understood. This step also helps confirm the group's understanding of the
problem. Hohmann (1997) indicates that the individuals who comprise the team are
best prepared to accomplish this task, as opposed to an external agent.
• Distribution of tasks. The components of the problem solution should be
distributed among the individual group members. This can be done by election,
elimination or direct assignment (Hohmann, 1997). If group members are aware of
each other's skill, distribution by direct assignment may be straightforward. If
election is used, it is important for each group member to be explicit about the
component they would like to execute to ensure successful implementation.
Assignment by elimination occurs when there is only a single component left and no
one yet assigned to the component.
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• Coordinating Outcomes. Coordination is an on going task in which each member
of the group should participate. Groups have been found to need a great deal of
control and coordination to enable members to collaborate effectively (Finnegan &
O'Mahony, 1996). Such coordination optimizes the likelihood that the group will
work harmoniously towards the goal. Many of the tasks of problem solving need to
be coordinated: distributing tasks, integration of the sub problems, design discussions
etc so coordination is essential for successful development (Hohmann, 1997).
• Integrating Solutions. Since the components identified in the solution planning
stage need to be integrated, an integration plan needs to be developed, beginning with
the order of the solution integration.
• Plan Development. The development plan of behavior is an integrated plan for all
the members of the group, not just a set of individual plans for each member (Simon,
1997).
• Communication Plan. The development plan needs to be communicated to each
member (Simon, 1997).
• Behavior Modification. Individual members must be willing to allow their
behavior to be guided by the plan (Simon, 1997).

Table 21 Summary of Collaborative Problem Solving (PS) and Decision Making (DM) Models
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2.3 General Groupware Theory
Groupware refers to software systems intended to support group interaction and
collaborative teamwork. These systems range from electronic meeting rooms to
workflow systems, such as a strategic information system used in project planning
and implementation. As previously indicated, the globalization of business implies
that team members are often geographically dispersed, and a dramatic growth in
telecommuting and off-site consulting has accelerated the need for dispersed meetings
(Nunamaker, 1999). Groupware is an enabling technology for such environments and
reflects a fundamental change in emphasis from using computers to solve problems to
using computers to facilitate human interaction (Ellis, Gibbs & Rein, 1991). The
principle functions of groupware are information sharing, document authoring,
messaging, computer conferencing, group calendars, project management, and
support for team building (Zwass, 1998). Team building and project management
tools provide coordination support and facilitate collaboration and communication by
information sharing/document authoring and messaging/conferencing tools. A simple
diagrammatic view is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Workgroup Support Offered by Groupware.

Groupware systems can be characterized as synchronous, asynchronous, or a
combination of both. Synchronous groupware systems run in real time and support
group communication and collaboration using such techniques as instant messaging
An example is an electronic meeting system used for brainstorming. In asynchronous
systems, users access stored messages or send messages to be viewed at a later time,
such as e-mail. An example of a system with both asynchronous and synchronous
features is a system with a message board and a chat feature. An analysis of how
synchronous and asynchronous approaches effect communication behavior differently
was done by Hiltz and Turoff (1985). For example, in asynchronous systems,
communications tend to be lengthy with multiple, simultaneous discussion threads, in
contrast to synchronous systems where participants tend to focus on a single topic at a
time. A different kind of distinction between synchronous and asynchronous systems
is given by Huang and Mak (2001) who differentiate between systems not just on the
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basis of the temporal characteristics of communications, but on how tasks and
information are shared. They define asynchronous systems as groupware systems
where individually allocated tasks and decisions are done separately and not shared
until they are completed. In contrast, synchronous systems provide a completely
shared workspace, continually accessible to all users, where work products are built
and critiqued in a shared manner, with minimal work separation, and subsequently
integrated via joint team decisions.
A model of groupware that has frequently been used to represent both
synchronous and asynchronous systems is the Computer Supported Cooperative
Work (CSCW) framework, developed by Dix and Beale (1996). The model
distinguishes between participants in the collaborative process and the collaborative
work artifacts, and explicitly emphasizes the need to develop a joint understanding of
the problem by the participants. A well-known type of groupware is the Group
Decision Support System (GDSS) which is used to facilitate such group processes as
brainstorming, reaching consensus by voting, surveying experts, and negotiation:
where parties resolve conflicting interests by communication (Zwass, 1998). For
example, brainstorming in a GDSS entails a group of networked participants
addressing a problem, with participants generating and posting their ideas
synchronously, then voting on the ideas using the system in real-time. This not only
saves time because of the parallel processing it allows, but also permits more ideas to
be presented then in a traditional face-to-face meeting. Certain affective and
behavioral side effects are also minimized. For example, individuals cannot talk over
one another and since self-consciousness is less of an issue in such an environment,
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individuals are more inclined to present ideas. Thus, GDSS support organized human
parallel processing, allow broader input, and promote more representative
participation and discussion than in a typical face-to-face environment (Zwass, 1998).
An interesting general framework for collaborative systems was considered in
Huang and Mak (2001) who distinguished between Computer Supported
Collaborative Work (CSCW) as opposed to workflow management. In CSCW all
interactions are between human members. In workflow management, on the other
hand, the process agents are either human or software agents. Architecture for such a
system of communicating agents in a cooperative planning environment is described
in Fuliang and Wu (1999) and includes software agents dedicated to such tasks as
addressing domain-level conflict recognition and resolution.

2.3.1 Organizational Factors in Collaborative Environments

The organizational, motivational, political and economic factors that are central to
group activity are rarely explicitly addressed in the design of collaborative systems.
Grudin (1994) identifies eight impediments to the development and use of groupware
systems. These difficulties and possible resolutions follow:
1. Perceived disparity: The perceived disparity is between the effort required in
collaborative environments versus the benefits that are perceived to accrue
from their use.
2. Critical mass problem: A collaborative tool may not be used because it does
not appear to be to the advantage of any single individual in the prospective
collaborative group.
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3. Disruption of social processes: Collaborative environments tend to level the
playing field, violating in-place social hierarchies.
4. Exception handling: Groupware systems may not be flexible enough to
accommodate the exception handling and improvisation required by most
group activity.
5. Unobtrusive accessibility: The most frequently used features should be readily
accessible, not hidden by being integrated with less frequently used features.
6. Difficulty of evaluation: Groupware is more difficult to evaluate then systems
used by individuals because they are not affected by the backgrounds or
personalities of other group members. Lab situations cannot reliably capture
complex but important social, motivational, economic, and political dynamics
of groups.
7. Failure of intuition: Systems are intuitively developed based on the needs of a
subset of the users or based on experience from developing single user
applications. Developers fail to recognize that groupware applications require
participation from a range of users.
8. Adoption or organizational integration process: As with any system,
organizational integration is critical, and careful efforts must be made to
ensure groupware is accepted on an organizational wide basis.
All of these represent serious challenges to the successful design of
groupware. The perceived disparity and critical mass problems can be addressed by
educating potential users to the advantages of the systems. Equally critical is
enhancing self-efficacy, defined in cognitive theory as the individuals' belief that they
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are capable of effectively using such technologies (Compeau, Higgins, & Huff,
1999). Nidamarthi et al. (2001) make related observations by underscoring that the
role of collaborative environments should be to supplement rather than replace
existing methods for communication, which is related to the requirement that
collaborative environments should not add an undo technological burden on team
members. Nidamarthi et al. (2001) additionally emphasize that the media used for
collaborative communication should not "destabilize" existing effective traditional
means of communication, such as simple pencil and paper calculations, a criterion
which has important implications for the specification of the technological
implementation of collaborative systems. Regarding social process disruption, it is
worth observing that computerized collaborative environments tend to reflect
implicit, built-in design assumptions which may well conflict with existing roles or
responsibilities defined by an organization (Siemieniuch, Sinclair, & Vaughan, 1999).
Since groups dynamically adapt to collaborative environments, the collaborative
framework and environment must also be flexible enough to allow groups to develop
their own norms for interaction (Majchrzak, Rice, Malhotra, King, & Ba, 2000).
Flexible exception handling is especially relevant to the present thesis because
improvisation and group cognition go hand and hand. Cognition is the process
behind knowledge creation. Since cognitive processes, problem-solving
methodologies notwithstanding, are often unstructured and spontaneous, a groupcognitive-model/groupware environment must balance the need to structure group
activities with the need to support improvisation.
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Cognitive effects of collaboration in asynchronous environments were
examined by Dufner et. al. (1999) who observed positive effects on participants of
having time to reflect on problems during asynchronous communication.
Furthermore, more alternatives could be identified and explored because
asynchronous meetings took place over extended periods of time. This research
stressed the importance of coordination to keep group members focused on the task at
hand. To facilitate such coordination, group process structures and methods should
be included in groupware tools. Even simple voting or meeting agenda tools assist in
facilitating coordination among group members during the decision making process
(Dufner, 1994).
Distributed learning is another benefit observed for collaborative
environments (Tinzmann, 1990), including knowledge sharing between experts and
novices and peer-oriented knowledge sharing among novices. Collaboration also
facilitates heterogeneous grouping, enabling weaker participants to learn from the
more experienced. Nonetheless, it remains essential to have a mediating agent for
intervention, such as when a group seemed blocked or misdirected.
Fundamental requirements for collaborative systems were identified by.Hahn,
Jarke, and Rose (1990). In particular, it is important to recognize group development
as an organized social process consisting of interactions between group members. The
system support for group interactions must accommodate customary collaborative
techniques such as negotiation, commitment, and responsibility contracts. The
system must reflect the social protocols that underlie group communication in terms
of strategies and policies for argument exchange, contract assignment, decision
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making, etc. The system should also provide tools that support the domain
knowledge of the underlying project, such as, in the case of software engineering
languages for specification, design, implementation, and date modeling. It has been
observed that one of the benefits of collaboration is the learning that occurs during the
process. Learning processes are typically socially distributed, extending beyond
individual cognition to include features both of the social environment and the
domain (Jarvela, 1999).

2.3.2 Groupware Theory for Software Development
Groupware reflects a change in emphasis from using the computer to solve problems
to using the computer to facilitate human interaction (Ellis, Gibbs & Rein, 1991). II
is a relatively new technology that is steadily earning a prominent place in today's
workforce. Seminal early work by Turoff (1984) documented that groupware
systems such as the pioneering EIES system were very useful in enabling software
developers to manage development in environments characterized by frequently
changing design features. Turoff observed that such systems allowed developers to
keep one another informed about what did or did not work, and were particularly
beneficial at the problem solving stage of software development. Software
development groupware refers to any system that allows a group of software
developers to design software, collaboratively, in the same workspace. The
increasing complexity of software applications makes such systems a practical
necessity.
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A key application of groupware technology is supporting the decentralization
of software development tools (Hahn, Jarke, & Rose, 1990), though available
software development groupware often pays rather more much attention to syntactical
than to critical semantic issues, such as documenting a change in a specification or
software but not documenting the reason for the change. In order to make groupware
effective, issues of both collaboration and software development should be addressed.
For example, software development groupware should integrate the submodels of
software development (requirement analysis, work package planning, programming,
etc.) under a composite formal model of software project management to ensure that
transitions between submodels are under formal control. Of course, groupware is not
only beneficial to geographically distributed workers, but also to local developers
engaged in team problem solving, because groupware can assist decision making,
such as through voting, keep track of software requirements, and provide
supplemental means for effective communication.
The information needs of developers can be analyzed in an a priori manner, or
by empirically observing the actual observed information requirements of practicing
development teams. Herbsleb and Kuwana (1998) performed just such an empirical
study to determine the kind of information software development teams required by
videotaping development team meetings and analyzing the resulting meeting minutes.
The types of questions the developers asked were used by the experimenters to
identify and categorize the team's information needs. Five specific areas where
developers needed assistance emerged (Herbsleb & Kuwana, 1998):
1. Understanding the problem domain: General methods for understanding
problem domains ranged from domain analysis and modeling, to mutual or
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self-guided instruction on the domain, to observing how other more
experienced developers viewed the domain. This kind of domain
understanding is a persistent issue at every development stage from
requirements analysis to design.
2. Exploring detailed design: Computer-Supported Meeting Environments
(CSME) are needed to effectively support collaborative detailed design, and
CASE tools are required to support representation of the design.
3. Tracking: Systems should support design traceability, which refers to the
ability to conveniently answer questions about specific functionalities.
4. Providing user scenarios: Typical user case scenarios are beneficial both at
requirements definition and detailed design, and synchronous or asynchronous
collaborative methods can be used to share such user case knowledge.
5. Functional definitions and interfaces: Systems should provide assistance in
tracking and sharing functional definitions of modules and interfaces.
Though developers may perceive these as obvious requirements, it is
nonetheless important to highlight their significance. For example, while (4) may
seem trivial, it is germaine to a leading cause of runaway projects: misunderstanding
changing software requirements. Runaway projects are defined by (Mahaney &
Lederer, 1999) as ones that significantly exceed the original budget estimate while at
the same time possibly providing significantly less than the originally intended
functionality. They identify the leading cause of such projects as ineffective handling
of dynamically changing requirements. Each of these five areas where support is
needed can be aided by groupware systems that facilitate effective communications
and information sharing.
Collaboration and management address common issues such as scheduling
meetings, task allocation, and negotiation, and also share common difficulties such as
interpersonal conflict management. Brereton et. al. (2000) used the similarity
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between collaborative and management activities in to analyze collaboration in
distributed groups in university environments, where they focused on the
effectiveness of different kinds of computer-mediated technologies in facilitating
collaboration. The collaborative technologies they examined included audio,
whiteboard, chat, and video. Whiteboard was used for synchronous annotation of
shared documents. Audio, video and associated chat capabilities were used for
general communication. Their evaluation found all these modalities to be useful.

2.4 Group Cognition
Fundamental to understanding software development is a consideration of the kind of
thought processes developers use (Stacy & Macmillan, 1995). The cognitive
processes required in individual problem solving and program development were
extensively examined in (Deek, 1997) where they were formalized in the Dual
Common Model presented there. Since the cognitive activities that occur in a group
are even more varied and complex than those in individuals (Hohmann, 1997), it is
still more essential to understand the role of such processes in group problem solving.
Their complexity is compounded because one is faced not merely with individual
cognitive activities, but with the interplay of cognitive activities among individuals.
In the context of software development, one particularly interesting cognitive
effect is cognitive bias. Cognitive bias refers to the propensity of individuals to be
consistent and predictable in their behavior with respect to the kind of errors they
make. Such biases operate at both the individual and the group level.
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Various techniques have been proposed to reduce cognitive biases (Stacy and
Macmillian, 1995) including obvious improvements such as using empirical as
opposed to intuitive analysis, as well as less obvious strategies such as systematically
seeking what is called dis-confirmatory information, or systematically recasting
guidelines as trade-offs. For example, intuitive approaches, which refer to immediate
cognition not reinforced by an explicit process, leave greater room for error than
method-based or empirical approaches. Seeking dis-confirmatory information refers
to the practice of asking negatively phrased empirical questions such as "How will
know if the feature does not work?" or How will I know if this is not the cause of the
-

problem? Finally, recasting one-sided guidelines as two-sided trade-offs refers to the
practice, in the context of software engineering, of interpreting or applying guidelines
by always applying and evaluating tradeoffs. These techniques reduce cognitive bias
by moderating the cognitive impact of previous experiences, which cognition tends to
bring to mind first, even though the previous experience may be irrelevant or invalid
in the current situation.
A theory of group cognition developed by Nosek (1998) views group
cognition as a coordinated, distributed cognitive process, the objective of which is to
create a shared, distributed understanding of a problem at a team level. Though the
importance of this area of research is increasing, information technologies are
frequently not designed with the requirements of such teams in mind and suffer
accordingly. Nosek calls the cognitive actions and interchanges that occur during
collaborative problem solving group sensemaking. Nosek's model identifies three
conditions required to create this kind of knowledge in a problem solving group:
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distributed knowledge, distributed cognition, and coordinated cognitive processing
among group members. Proper coordination of cognitive processing allows the
members of a group to have comparable knowledge of a problem area. This research
represents an attempt to determine the role of these effects in group collaboration.

2.5 Group Sociology, Psychology and Dynamics
Social science models have emerged as an important tool in understanding the impact
of computers in the work environment. Sociological and psychological factors are
especially significant in collaborative software development because of the intense
interactions among software development group members. Since computer system
affect the social conditions of work groups, it is appropriate to incorporate social
science models and methods into the development practices of software developers
(Anderson, 1991). Anderson's work is based on Bion's model for human behavior in
groups (Grinberg, Sor, & de Bianchedi, 1977) and indicates that understanding the
behavior and actions of groups requires an awareness of the relevant psychological
models because of the insights that can derive from a psychodynamic perspective,
Anderson emphasizes several implications of Bion's model related to social group
issues that developers of groupware should pay attention to in order to produce
effective groupware. These include: viewing groups as an interdependent collection
of individuals and viewing the behavior of individual group members as
manifestations of the group culture. He characterizes groups as operating in either
work-group mode or basic-assumption mode. The basic-assumption mode
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undermines effective problem solving, while the work-group mode is cooperative and
uses rational methods to approach its task.
An important but underutilized tool of social science that is useful when
designing Group Support Systems (GSS) for meetings is socio-emotional theory.
Socio-emotional theory examines the impact of factors like group conflict, or
group/individual satisfaction on the outcome of meetings or processes. GSS research
has generally focused on task outcomes, leaving socio-emotional outcomes largely
unexplored (Kelly & Bostrom, 1995). Thus, the success or failure of groups has been
analyzed based on the objective contents of their outcomes with little reference to the
underlying emotions that constitute the driving force of individuals and groups,
Socio-emotional theories emphasize that if a poor decision may be due to
socio-emotional issues, such as a lack of motivation or commitment by the group.
The research areas just mentioned are significant because the type of work
that systems and software engineers do is almost by definition dependent on the
expertise of a large number of individuals. Quintas (1993) lists several reasons why
the social aspects of systems engineering and software development must he
addressed. First of all, software engineering is a labor-intensive activity, so
communication processes and social interactions within the developer community are
of critical importance. Understanding why social activity is so prevalent in software
development will be useful in developing models that will help us better understand
the intricate interactions between developers during collaboration efforts. Secondly.
software development is a bridging process that links areas of specialized and diverse
expertise from the domain of the IT professional to the domain of the customer or
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user. Finally, the development of IT systems is itself a social and historical
phenomenon, so it is appropriate to understand the social processes involved in the
development, application and diffusion of IT.
Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST) indicates that the outcomes of meetings
is a reflection of the way in which groups appropriate and modify structures
implicitly or explicitly present in the meeting process, and that this in turn is
significantly affected by a meeting facilitator. Group problem solving has many
features in common with meetings, whence the relevance of such research. An
analysis of the impact of a meeting facilitator in terms of socio-emotional factors in a
GSS environment was done by (Kelly and Bostrom, 1999). The factors considered
were: fidelity to procedures, group attitude, and group level of either conflict or
consensus. The presence of a meeting facilitator tends to assist in the success
resolution of these processes. The role of a facilitator is to foster a positive
environment by appropriately selecting and facilitating the use of a structure that
matches the group's task. A related area of research is human factors, defined as the
study of the relation between the work environment of individuals and human
behavior, with the objective of designing tools and systems that enhance the
productivity of individuals and increase their job satisfaction (Thomas, 1984).
Classic human factors like ease of use should be incorporated in a group problem
solving model. For example, enhancing satisfaction increases motivation and
indirectly product quality.
Though group interaction during collaboration has a critical impact on the
problem solving process, the initial composition of the research group is at least as
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important. On the one hand, research in social psychology suggests that the presence
of incompatible personality types tends to complicate collaboration in a general
managerial environment (Polack-Wahl, 1999), thus suggesting that collaboration can
be inhibited in the presence of cultural and gender diversity during collaborative
software design. The historical prevalence of males in engineering fields accentuates
gender-specific issues, but cultural, national, and racial diversity may also be factors.
The same authors underscore that early exposure to diversity in collaborative projects
prepares software professionals for the work environment and ameliorates
complications rising from the diversity of group composition. Of course, the
underlying assumption is that a group is constructed of technically competent and
complementary individuals who jointly have enough knowledge to accomplish the
job. Groups should also be given the opportunity to provide feedback about the
collaboration. The authors also underscore the psychological, not merely the
operational benefits, of assigning each member of a group specific tasks. The point

is

that even though there is a global group responsibility for a project, nonetheless such
individual assignments psychologically tend to minimize displays of ego, aside from
there advantages in terms of individual specialization or the ability to partition the
work-load.

2.6 Group or Team Structure

The formation of a software development team is as important as the problem soh/
methodology and collaborative technologies a team uses. A team lacking a proper
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profile of members is unlikely to be successful even using the best collaborative
problem solving model. Shneiderman (1980) presented a well-known taxonomy of
software development teams into conventional, ego-less, and chief programmer
teams, defined as follows: a conventional team has a senior member who directs the
remaining junior team members, the ego-less team emphasizes cooperation versus
competition, and any work developed is considered as the property of the group rather
than merely that of the individual developer, so that the success or failure of a project
is viewed as a collaborative effort, and a chief programmer team is built around welldefined roles - like a surgical team where specific roles and responsibilities are
defined from the outset: surgeon, nurse, anesthesiologist, etc.
Each type of team has its advantages and disadvantages, so choosing the type
appropriate for a given project and the available pool of team members can have a
decisive impact on the outcome. Factors like the skill and work ethic of members
have to be weighed prior to team formation, with a proper balance important. For
example, members may be self-motivated, task motivated, or interaction motivated.
Having too many task-oriented individuals on a team may inhibit effective group
communications (Sommerville, 1996), while having the right composition of
personality types increases group cohesiveness. Sommerville identifies a variety of
advantages of group cohesiveness. First, a group quality standard can be developed,
and quality standards determined by the group are more likely to be followed then
standards imposed upon the group. Second, cohesion allows team members to work
closely together, thereby learning from one other. Third, members of a cohesive team
become more familiar with one another's work, promoting continuity and consistency
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when a member leaves the group. There are also some disadvantages associated with
cohesive groups, such as resistance to changes in leadership and groupthink
(Sommerville, 1996). Thus, it is generally better to select a new leader from within
the group because introducing an outside leader as a replacement for a current leader
commonly decreases productivity. Groupthink (Janis, 1982) occurs when the desire
by group members for unanimity overrides their need to evaluate alternatives
objectively. Particularly under the pressure of deadlines, cohesive groups can exhibit
cognitive biases that preclude selecting the most effective solution. The risk of
groupthink can be minimized by creating meeting environments where members feel
free to criticize decisions or by introducing a third party to evaluate group decisions.
This collaborative problem solving section of this chapter has examined a
variety of areas that are important in collaborative software development: problem
solving and decision making, both individual and collaborative, general groupware
systems theory - and for software development, group cognition, group sociology,
group psychology and group dynamics. The issue is critical because professional
software developers are expected to be able to engage in software projects as member
of groups, hence groupware should be available to facilitate this effort. A variety of
groupware systems for brainstorming, decision making, as well as general
communication have been successful, but systems that assist group software
development are at an preliminary stage of development. The next chapter reviews
some of these systems.
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2.7 Groupware Systems
A number of environments have been developed that provide some of the basic
elements of groupware functionality. This section will review some of these tools,
systems, and environments for collaboration, collaborative problem solving, and
collaborative software development. The discussion will begin with overviews of
some typical groupware systems, and then proceed to a review of systems specifically
designed for collaborative problem solving and/or software development. Finally, the
focus will be a detailed discussion of the features of several important collaborative
systems including Lotus Notes, Groove, and Rational. Rose.

2.7.1 CyberCollaboratory
The CyberCollaboratory (Dufner et. al., 2002) is an asynchronous group support
environment. The CyberCollaboratory contains the following tools to support
collaborative work: GDSS, Chat, and a Group Discussion and Document Production.
The GDSS environment contains an Electronic Brainstorming tool, an Idea
Organizer tool, and Voting Methods. A Facilitation tool is also available for the team
member who has been designated as the group leader. In the Group Discussion and
Document Production environment, the group leader will set up a category and then
ask group members to read and reply to questions and upload their revisions or
modifications for the document.
The CyberCollaboratory is a good tool to assist in some of the problem
solving and programming tasks of software development. The main focus of the tool
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is decision support, which is a key task in problem solving but certainly not the only
task.

2.7.2 Doors

Telelogic's Doors product is a requirements management system. Doors is able to
capture, link, trace, analyze, and manage information to keep a project compliant with
its specific requirements during its lifecycle. Doors has multiple tools that give the
user multiples ways to access information. This feature benefits the needs of the
different roles involved in developing software such as managers, developers, and
end-users.

An Example Solution
Doors is a client/server application. Each user or client needs to log into the
system located on a local server. Once the user has successfully logged in the main
screen, shown in Figure 2.2, they have access to all of the projects.
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Figure 2.2 Main Screen.

By opening up a project folder and clicking on one of the formal modules, a
new window like the one shown in Figure 2.3 will open containing access to the
selected project files.
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Figure 2.3 Project Window.
In the formal module window, the user can create different views. A view is
the way the information is displayed on the screen. Depending on the users need
different views are more appropriate. Each project initially starts out with only the
standard view, which only contains one column for identification of each object.
After different views are created and saved to the project, they can be applied by
choosing them from the views selector located on the far left of the second line of the
toolbar also shown in Figure 2.3 above. The following discusses a few possible
views.
In an attribute view, shown in Figure 2.4, three different attribute- 0
displayed: release, requirements, and assigned to. The data of each attribute
modified, and new attributes can be added to the view using the attribute choice

,-
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the edit menu. Once a new attribute is created, the user can create another view to
display the new attribute.

Figure 2.4 Example Attribute View.

Another example view is a hierarchies view. The objects can be sorted and
be viewed graphically by switching to graphics mode; each object is displayed as a
box that contains one attribute, as shown in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 Example Hierarchies View.

The Doors product has three different edit modes for collaboration: read-only,
exclusive, and shareable. In read-only the user can only look at the module, but no(
edit it. In exclusive mode one user can edit the module but all other users can only
read it. In shareable mode while one user is editing one section of the module,
another user can edit another section. In addition, the first user would have to lock
the section of the module they want to edit to stop another user from editing it. I he
other users will still be able to read the data just not modify it.
Doors Technology Analysis
Doors is an asynchronous requirement management groupware product.
main goal is to organize and communicate project information during and following

•
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project's lifecycle.

The collaborative feature is similar to other requirement

management tools where only one user at a time can modify a project file.
A feature that stands out in Doors is that the data can be organized depending
on the needs of the user. For example, the sales person doesn't need to see the same
level of detail as a software engineer so a hierarchical view of the project can be
displayed.

2.7.3 Groove
Groove (Udell, Asthagiri, & Tuvell, 2001) is a peer-to-peer groupware system that
provides small groups of collaborators (2-25) the ability to share documents,
messages, applications, and application-specific data related to group projects in a
secure way. This system provides security via a virtual private network (VPN) and
synchronization where offline changes are synchronized when users reconnect.
Groove provides strong tools for collaboration. The Groove application
resides on each client's machine and the network is used as a pipe between the
clients. It encompasses many activities such as live voice over the Internet, instant
messaging, text based chat, file sharing (text, pictures, presentations), web browsing,
drawing, brainstorming, games, and threaded discussions. It also has coordination
tools that keep track of meeting action items, agenda, and schedules. Each member
can be in different tools at the same time or the users can choose to navigate together
to work in the same tool at the same time.
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The Challenge of Groove
In this brief example Groove will be used in the context of developing
software. The basis of the analysis will be how well the system assists the attributes
of Hohmann's (1997) and Simon's (1960) collaborative problem solving and decision
making models. The analysis criteria are identification of tasks, distribution of tasks,
coordinating outcomes, integrating solutions, plan development, communication plan,
and behavior modification.

An Example Solution
Login enables Groove members to contact and collaborate with each other.
Once a user is logged into Groove's start up window, shown in Figure 2.6, they can
choose between five different types of workspaces to create or they can choose to
return to an already created space from a previous work session. For example, when
choosing to create a conversation space, the initial default tools include a note pad, a
Web browser, a file manager, and a drawing pad. The user can also choose to return
to one of their previous sessions. Figure 2.6 shows four sessions that were created
previously to choose from.
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Figure 2.6 Groove's Start-up Window.
This example uses Groove to assist the software development proccess
Therefore, a project workspace is created as shown in Figure 2.7. The following
default tools are included in the initial space: a discussion board, brainstorming tool,
document list, task list, schedule tool, Web browser, and contact list.
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The discussion tool enables users to exchange detailed ideas with the other
project members. The brainstorming tool allows the team to outline ideas in a
hierarchical structure. The document tool allows users to share files. Any type of file
can be transferred right form Windows Explorer into the document tool. The Task
tool is a more organized version of the brainstorming tool. Ideas from the
brainstorming tool can be organized with a framework created by using the task tool.
The Schedule tool is where the group can store the goals and deadlines of the group.
The Links tool allows the group to browse the web together. The last default tool in
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the project work space is the Contacts tool that enables the group to store the identity
and characteristics of each member on the team for easy messaging access. Each of
the tools described can be utilized by switching between various tabs. Also,
additional tools can be added to the shared space buy choosing the add tool tab. For
example, other tools that may be necessary when developing software are possibly
the sketchpad tool or the pictures tool. After the project workspace is created,
invitations are sent out to others to join the workspace either by instant messaging or
e-mail by clicking on the red invite button also shown in Figure 2.7.
The shared link that connects to the workspace is actually sent and the user
connects to it to accept an invitation. This is implemented by a combination of XML,
metadata describing what tools are in the space and the actual data that would be in
the shared space at that point in time. Each workspace is stored locally. If a user is
connected to the Internet, each of the shared space members sees each other's edits as
they are made. If the user is not connected, they can still write or edit in any tool in
the same shared space. When the user connects later, their edits get relayed and
synchronized in the shared space so other members can see them; at the same time,
the document they see gets updated with edits other members have made while they
were working unconnected. The same synchronization occurs with the workspace
tools. If one user changes the environment by adding a tool or a file the change is
reflected in everyone's workspace. This will be either an instant change or a
synchronized change when an off-line user reconnects with the group.
In this case study, the Groove is used to demonstrate the problem solving
steps related to the software development process. To begin the project, the person
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who in leading the collaboration could use the conversation tool in the lower left hand
corner of the screen, shown in Figure 2.8, to communicate which tool the group is
using to collaborate in the beginning of the project. The conversation tool is similar
to a walky-talky device. The person talking keeps the icon pressed until they are
finished talking. Another option for synchronous communication is utilizing the chat
feature. Figure 2.8 illustrates this in the bottom window to the right of the
conversation tool. The chat message indicates that the group should be participating
in the discussion tool where the group leader has posted a message to start the
discussion.

Figure 2.8 Example of discussion, conversation, and chat tools.
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Figure 2.9 shows the documents tool. In this example, there is a single
document called requirements.doc that can be accessed and modified by any member.
Members should use this tool for sharing any kind of requirements or user documents
developed during the course of development. Documents can be dragged right from
Windows Explorer.

Figure 2.9 Documents Tool.

Once the discussion session is over and the group has read and understood the
requirements document, the group needs to brainstorm for possible solutions to the
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problem using the brainstorming tool. By switching tabs to the brainstorming tool,
shown in Figure 2.10, the group brainstorms some solution ideas.

Figure 2.10 Brainstorming Session.
For example, if the group needed information on Java to see if that is the
language that would be the most effective and efficient for their development
purposes, they could surf the Web using the Links tool.
Once the problem has been discussed and solutions have been brainstormed
the group needs to distribute the tasks to each of the members. The group members
could either post their own task assignment or the group leader could post the
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assignments and have group members post a message indicating if they are not
satisfied with their assignment.
To keep the group on track in meeting the goals of the project, a schedule is
kept in the schedule tool shown in Figure 2.11. A monthly schedule is shown. There
are options to view the schedule as either weekly, daily or as a work month.

Figure 2.11 Schedule Tool.

Figure 2.12 shows the details when a user clicked on March 7 th . Any
member can add to the schedule or to the details of particular days events.

Figure 2.12 Event details occurring on March 7th

Groove Technology Analysis
Groove's features have the ability to assist in the coordination and problem
solving effort of software development. However, software development needs more
then synchronization, security features, file sharing, and asynchronous/synchronous
messaging. Collaborative software development requires specific problem solving
direction that includes efforts to enhance group cognitive activities while
collaboratively solving problems, which this system does not incorporate.
For example, the brainstorming tool does allow the users to move around the
different ideas for ranking purposes but there is no way to vote on items without
everyone physically typing in their choice and them someone else tallying the votes
to come up with the solution.
The Groove system does facilitate a group's performance of the major aspects
of the group problem solving process. For example, there is a way to identify the
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tasks of the proposed solution, the tasks can easily be distributed, and the solution can
easily be coordinated, communicated and modified. However, the entire problem
solving and software development process using this system needs to be heavily
guided through its various stages. An inexperienced software developer may skip
important stages of the collaborative process.

2.7.4 Group Systems
GroupSystems is a groupware application with many useful collaborative tools.
GroupSystems, must he installed on a shared server which is then used by team
members on connected workstations. The GroupSystems tools support many aspects
of collaboration including brainstorming, list building, information gathering, voting,
organizing, prioritizing, and consensus building. The system can be used both
synchronously and asynchronously.
An Overview of the GroupSystems Tools
This section presents a brief discussion of the main tools available in
GroupSystems. A discussion and analysis of how these tools facilitate the
collaborative problem solving and software development process will be given
following the tool presentation.
Following a successful login, the main GroupSystems screen, shown in Figure
2.13, appears. The main screen defaults to the people tool. The GroupSystems tools
are shown in the large lower right window of the main screen. The people tool
displays which users have access to the active project folder. It also has a sign in
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feature where team members can record their names and other information about
themselves.
All of the main tools available in the GroupSystems application are listed in
the icons shown across the top of the main window, i.e. agenda, people, whiteboard,
handouts, opinion, reports, briefcase, log, find, and folder list. The tool icons show
no matter which tool is active.

Figure 2.13 Main GroupSystems Screen.

Clicking on the agenda icon activates the Agenda tool (Figure 2.14),
Activities in the agenda tool can be added, deleted, or opened; opening an activity
changes the tool window to the selected activity. Figure 2.15 shows the
brainstorming tool activated by clicking the solution discussion activity in the agenda
window.
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Figure 2.14 Agenda Screen.

The initiator of the brainstorming session inserts a topic to initiate the
discussion. In this case, the topic is "Everyone submit their understanding of the
problem". A discussion sheet, also shown in Figure 2.15, was added. Team members
can double click on the discussion sheet to add their ideas.

Figure 2.15 Brainstorming Tool.

Figure 2.16 shows an example voting activity, which can be useful to organize
ideas, developed in a brainstorming activity or simply to provide a basis for a gr

oup

decision. Under the vote menu item, that will appear once a vote is in session, it ,
,

leader of the voting activity can add voting items by choosing the List-Buliding menu
item and entering a statement for the group to vote on. By clicking on the second
icon in the voting activity box, the leader can choose the voting method for the ballot.
Voting methods include: rank order, 10-point scale, multiple selection, yes no.
/

true/false, agree/disagree (5-point), agree disagree (4-point) or a custom method.
Once all the voting is complete, the results can be viewed by clicking on the results
icons.
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Figure 2.16 Voting Example.

Figure 2.17 shows the Whiteboard tool that emulates a traditional physic.:
whiteboard. Team members can draw and edit images on the whiteboard with the
various tool icons located on the left of the tool. There are ten available pages for
drawing. The users can print or save them to a file upon completion.
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Figure 2.17 Whiteboard Tool.

The Handout tool, shown in Figure 2.18, is essentially a document storage
area for the team to view up to 100 reference files. This tool gives access to reports.
multimedia files, mission statements, spreadsheet projections, or visual materials such
as graphs, charts, and diagrams. All files are read only. When a team member double
clicks a document, the application associated with the document is automatically
opened.

Figure 2.18 Handouts Tool.

The Opinion tool is essentially a faster, simpler voting tool. This tool
provides a flexible and informal means of gauging the opinions of the team. For
example, Figure 2.19 shows how a team member initiates/proposes a vote on
breaking a problem solution by breaking it into four sub problems instead of the
planned two sub problems. The team member who submitted the opinion can choose
from three different voting schemes: yes/no, agree/disagree, and a 10-point scale.
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Figure 2.19 Opinion Tool.
The Report tool is similar to the handouts tool in that the team can store
project related reports in this tool. The difference between the report tool and the
handout tool is that it enables the creation of aggregate report files containing data
from several activities and resources in the folder. The Briefcase tool, shown in
Figure 2.20, allows easy access to commonly used utilities such as: calculator,
clipboard and notepad etc. This tool can be personalized by added other commonly
used applications such as e-mail or a word processor.
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Figure 2.20 Briefcase 'Fool.

The Personal Log tool, shown in Figure 2.21, is where team members
keep track of anything. For example, if workstations are shared, each user can keep
track of what they modified in the project. In addition to manual logging, automatic
logging can be enabled. If automatic logging is enabled, each comment made in the
brainstorming tool will be stored.
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Figure 2.21 Log Tool.

The last tool is Find. The Find tool can help search through many folders to
find a particular activity. This can be useful if a team member is invited to join a
project when collaboration is already in progress.
GroupSystems Technology Analysis
GroupSystems, (GroupSystems.com , 2001), is an excellent collaborative tool
Its main goal is to support collaborative knowledge activities like strategic planning
and risk assessment. Although this tool was not directly intended for software
development, it has most of the features required to collaboratively solve a software
problem. For example, it has a brainstorming tool designed to keep the team focused
on the brainstorming topic. There are also ample voting tools to make the ma
group decisions required when solving a problem.
Obviously there is no step-by-step process to guide the team through the
problem solving and software development process, but all of the tools needed to
facilitate each aspect of collaborative problem solving and software development
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process is available in the GroupSystems tool. The only groupware features
GroupSystems doesn't have are the chat feature, calendar, web browsing, and a task
list. However, the features contained in GroupSystems have much more of an impact
on the collaborative problem solving and software development process then the
features missing.

2.7.5 Lotus Notes
Lotus Notes is a customizable client for e-mail, calendaring, group scheduling, Web
access and information management. The latest revision of Lotus Notes, called Notes
R5, is an integrated, Web-like environment that provides significant enhancements to
users over the original version, including quicker access to and better management of
many types of information ranging from e-mail and calendar of appointments to
personal contacts and Web pages.

An Illustrative Example
The initial Notes R5 screen is shown in Figure 2.22. It provides convenient access to
all Notes features: e-mail, calendar, address book, and to-do list.

Figure 2.22 Notes R5 Welcome Page.

The Notes interface is partially modifiable, allowing the user, for example, to
begin with different start up screens with different selections of links and a different
look-and-feel. This modification functionality is accessed through the drop-down
menu. One selects create new page style from the Welcome page drop down box in
the upper right-hand corner of the screen in Figure 2.22. A Page Options window
then appears as shown in Figure 2.23. The Basics tab in the Options window allows
the user to choose the frame layout of the screen. The Content tab lets the user
choose which items appear in the layout.

Figure 2.23 Page Options Window.
On the far left of the main Lotus Notes screen is a bookmark bar that contains
Note's key features in addition to providing access to the user's browser bookmarks, a
replica tool, and database access. The browser bookmarks are synchronized with the
user's Netscape and Explorer browsers. Individual Notes users can access any
website that is book marked in either of these browsers or a specific Web address can
be typed in the address field shown in Figure 2.24 in the upper right hand corner of
the screen.
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Figure 2.24 Notes Browser Tool.

The Notes replica tool allows a user to work with Notes off-line. For example
a user can replicate their mail database so they have a current copy of their complete
mail file with them when disconnected from the network. When a user eventually
does connect to the mail server, Notes sends any pending outgoing mail to the server,
gets new mail, and pushes any recent changes to their mail, made on the local replica,
to the server
Most of the databases accessed from Notes are shared databases, stored on
servers accessible to multiple Notes users. A user can view a list of accessible
databases by merely depressing a database icon on the bookmark bar. The list of
databases then appears in a panel as shown in Figure 2.25. Whatever Notes tool was
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previously being used continues to appear on the right side of the screen, in this case
the mail In-box of the user.

Figure 2.25 Data Base Panel.

When the user selects a specific database, the contents of the database
appear in the window located to the right of the databases listing. Figure 2,26
illustrates this with an example database called UCCI UW Manual Discussions.
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Figure 2.26 A database content example.

The to-do tool, shown in Figure 2.27, is accessed by depressing its icon on the
bookmark bar. The list of actions that a user can select from are located above the
to-do list, i.e. New To-do Item, Mark Completed, etc. The to-do list contains agenda
items for the group project.
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Figure 2.27 To-Do Tool example.
The details of a To Do item can be read by double clicking on the item so a
window appears as shown in Figure 2.28.
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Figure 2.28 To-Do item detail.

The Mail tool shown in Figure 2.29 is like other electronic mail tools
providing the ability to create, reply to, or forward messages, attach files, etc. The
user effects these actions by clicking on an icon in an action bar above the mail
inbox.
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Figure 2.29 Mail Tool.

The Notes calendar, shown in Figure 2.30, allows users to organize their
activities such as meetings. Figure 2.30 shows a 7-day view of the calendar, and 1, 2,
7, 14, or 31-day views of their schedule are accessed by clicking the number in the
upper right of the screen. The calendar is scrollable. Invitations to meeting to other
users are created by clicking on the schedule a meeting action item above the
calendar. If a group is working jointly on a project, a user can view the calendars 01
other group members, a facility which is intended to simplify scheduling meetings by
allowing users to determine open times of group members. The calendaring is
relatively automatic. If an individual schedules a group or subgroup for an activity at
a particular time, the system automatically verifies that the schedule is compatible the
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calendars of all the designated members, and updates each participant's individual
calendars accordingly.

Figure 2.30 Calendar Tool.

The address book shown in Figure 2.31 is used to manage and track contacts.
The Action bar above the contact window allows users to add/delete contacts, send
e-mail, schedule meetings, etc.
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Figure 2.31 Address book.

Lotus Notes Analysis
Lotus Notes provides general-purpose assistance for coordinating a group's
efforts, but it does not provide specific tools for real time or asynchronous
collaboration activities. Certainly, additional collaboration tools are necessary for
collaborating in the context of software development. Collaborative software
development requires specific problem solving support including features or
guidelines that enhance group cognitive activities for collaboratively solving
problems. In addition, explicit guidance and tools are needed for the group problem
solving and program development process, which Lotus Notes R5 was not intended to
explicitly support.
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Lotus also has two other more extensive colaborative tools for group
collaboration: Sametime and QuickPlace. Sametime is a client-server environment.
A Sametime server downloaded by the user group manages the environment; a
separate client provides the local functionality for each user. Sometime provides a
forum in which group can communicate in real time via instant messaging. Sametime
lets each user know who is currently available for instant messaging. It allows team
members to collaborate with other members on the same local network with a variety
of tools including instant audio messaging and video, shared whiteboard, shared
documents/drawings/presentations, text-based chat or instant messaging. These
features are similar to those provided by the Groove application to be discussed
subsequently.
QuickPlace is web-oriented environment, unlike the private network, client-

server environment provided by Sametime. Quickplace provides a text-based
chatroom environment which is enhanced to facilitate sharing and organizing of
ideas, content, and tasks for a project. Quickplace also provides the ability to create
rich text documents directly from a Web browser, file sharing, and e-mail. A shared
file can only be modified by one user at a time. The software also provides a
document revision history and facilitiesies checking documents in or out. There is
also off-line access that will synchronize any modified data when you reconnect.

2.7.6 Microsoft Visual SourceSafe
Microsoft's Visual SourceSafe is a collaborative tool needed during the
implementation phase of the problem solving and programming process. It stores
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current source code so team members can easily re-create previous versions and
maintain an audit trail for any file. This tool can also reconcile file changes from
multiple users and prevent accidental code overwriting with check out file locking,
visual merge, and difference reporting.

2.7.7 Rational Rose
Rose is an individually oriented up-to-date, object-oriented software development
application that assists in visually modeling software, but is not intended as a
collaborative tool. The models produced from using the Rose application can identify
requirements and communicate information, identify component interactions and
relationships.
Rose is compatible with most available version control applications. This
enables each team member to operate in a private workspace that contains an
individual view of the project. Changes made by team members are made available
to other team members by using a version-control system. Rational claims that visual
modeling improves communication across the team through the use of a common
graphical language.

A Detailed Review
Figure 2.32 shows the Rose graphical user interface. The main features are
the standard toolbar, diagram toolbox, diagram window, browser, documentation
window, and specifications. The standard toolbar located at the top of the GUI is
always visible. The diagram toolbox, shown vertically in Figure 2.32, changes based
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on the active diagram displayed. The diagram window enables the user to display,
create, and modify project related diagrams. Multiple diagrams can be open at one
time. The browser allows the user to view the names and icons representing
diagrams and model elements. Selecting 'documentation' from the view menu opens
the documentation window. It allows the user to create a self-documenting model,
which in turn generates self-documenting code. Specifications are dialog boxes that
allow you to set or change model element properties. Changes made to a model
element either through the specification or directly on the icon are automatically
updated throughout the model.

Figure 2.32 Rose GUI.

There are four different views to show the different aspects of the working
model: use case, logical, component, and deployment. The use case view, shown in
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Figure 2.33, helps the user to understand and use the system. Essentially, this view
gives a graphical representation of the completed system.

Figure 2.33 Use Case View example.

The logical view addresses the functional requirements of the system. For
example, the class diagram shown in Figure 2.34 depicts the project classes for a
university. The diagram also shows the logical relationships between classes,
methods inside classes, and class variables.
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Figure 2.34 Logical View Example.

The component view addresses the software organization of the system w
component diagrams. As shown in Figure 2.35 below, the component view displays
information regarding the software, executable, and library components of the
system.
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Figure 2.35 Component View Example.

The deployment view, shown in Figure 2.36, depicts the mapping of processes
to hardware. This is useful when there is a distributed architecture involved in the
system design, i.e. applications and servers in different physical locations.

Figure 2.36 Deployment View Example.

All of the views presented are graphical representations of the elements in the
developing system. These representations give multiple perspectives useful during
the development stages of the system.
Rational Rose Technology Analysis
Rose is a good development tool with an emphasis on visual modeling 1;.J
Rational claims that such visual modeling shortens the development life cycle.
increases productivity, and improves software quality and team communication.
Rose is not a specifically collaborative tool, but team members sharing various
documents developed with the tool could very well increase team communication
other words, team communication could be increased because of using a c,
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modeling language. However, there are no build in provisions to communicate via.
the tool. There is no messaging, brainstorming or voting tools integrated into Rose
Rose is primarily a design tool. It is assumed that the initial problem solving stage is
complete when Rose is used. Rose helps model solutions prior to the implementation
stage of development.
2.7.7.1 Rational Requisite Pro Case Study. Requisite Pro is a requirements
management tool, which assists in the integration of user requirements into the
development process. The Requisite Pro environment has two main elements: Tool
Palette, and View Workplace. The Tool Palette can be used to access the
requirements database and the View Workplace in addition to creating requirements,
updating their attributes and producing high-level reports. The View Workplace is
used to view the database of requirements.

A Detailed Discussion of Requisite Pro
Requisite Pro initializes with two windows: the tool palette and the view
workplace. Figure 2.37 shows the tool palette, which is the main interface for
accessing and working with Requisite Pro projects. The buttons on the tool palette
window provide quick access to project information, requirements information, and
views. The Tool Palette menu commands are also used to perform requirements
management operations in a Requisite Pro project.

Figure 2.37 Tool Palette Window.
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The main function of the View Workplace, shown in Figure 2.38, is to analyze
and print requirements. It is also used to view the database of requirements created in
different formats.

Figure 2.38 View Workplace Window.

The three formats, attribute matrix, traceability matrix, and traceability tree
are used to display requirement attributes and relationships. The attribute matrix,
displays all requirements and their attributes for a specified requirement type. The
spreadsheet-like view, shown in Figure 2.39, displays requirements in rows and the
attributes that describe the requirements in columns. You can add or change values in
the attribute fields.
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Figure 2.39 Attribute Matrix Example.

The traceability' matrix, shown in Figure 2.40, illustrates the relationships
between requirements of the same or different types. The Traceability Matrix
displays the requirements of one requirement type as its rows, and the requirements of
another (or the same) requirement type as its columns. This matrix is used to create,
modify, and delete traceability relationships and view indirect relationships.
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Figure 2.40 Traceability Matrix Example.

The traceability tree, shown in Figure 2.41, displays all requirements of one
type and all requirements related to/from requirements of the root type. It provides a
graphical view of relationships to or from root requirements of a specific requirement
type. The tag, name, and attributes of the selected requirement are displayed in the
attribute pane.
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Figure 2.41 Traceability Tree Example.
The first task a user needs to do is create a new project. Figure 2.42 shows the
New Project window that appears following the selection of New under the Project
drop down menu. The user can choose from a blank project or one of templates
provided. The templates differ from traditional declarative requirements approach
and follow a use case approach. Use cases are methodologies used in system analysis
to identify, clarify and organize system requirements. A use case can be thought of as
a collection of possible scenarios related to a particular goal. Each template choice
creates a directory for the project with the necessary requirement files.
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Figure 2.42 New Project Window.

Before any of the developers modify the project created, the project options
must be viewed because only one person at a time can modify the requirement
documents of a project. To be able to modify any of the project documents, the user
must open the project file from the tool palette, shown in Figure 2.43, and check the
Exclusive box. The window can also be used for opening requirement files.
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Figure 2.43 Project Contents Window.

Specific project requirements can be found by clicking on the goto
requirement button on the tool palette. A requirements selection window will appear,
as shown in Figure 2.44, where any of the projects requirements can be selected.
Choosing a requirement will automatically open up the file which contains that
requirements information.

Figure 2.44 Requirement Selection Window.

Once a specific requirement is chosen, its properties, shown in Figure 2.45,
can be viewed by clicking on the properties icon on the tool palette. Requirement
properties include: revision dates, attributes (priority, status, etc.), traceability (list of
actions performed on the requirement), hierarchy (shows any dependent
requirements) and related discussions.
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Figure 2.45 Requirement Properties Window.

Requisite Pro also contains an asynchronous discussion tool shown in Figure
2.46. This tool is activated from the Tool Palette. Users can also view the properties
of the messages posted by clicking on the properties button. Properties include:
message attributes (time, date, priority), discussion participants, and requirements
under discussion.
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Figure 2.46 Discussion Window.

Requisite Pro Technology Analysis
Requirement management is an important task when developing software,
Requisite Pro essentially provides an asynchronous groupware application for
requirement management with the exception that only one person at a time can
modify the requirement documents. In other words, the user is forced to either have
exclusive rights to modify entire project or just read only access. The feature that
positively balances the exclusive rights problem is the discussion tool. All users
post messages at any time.
Requisite pro represents an extensive application to manage project
requirements and as such is a key component of a collaborative software development
model.
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2.7.7.2 Rational Unified Process Case Study. The Rational Software Company

offers a multitude of software development lifecycle products. There are also
products that assist in the development, testing and documentation of software
applications. The next example will illustrate of the Rational Unified Process (RUP)
application. In contrast to Rose, The RUP is a groupware product.
RUP is a generic web-based software engineering process that provides a
framework to assign and manage tasks and responsibilities within a development
organization. RUP attempts to enhance team productivity by delivering what
Rational calls "software best practices" to all team members.
Figure 2.47 shows the dimensions of the Rational Unified Process: a
horizontal axis represents the lifecycle of the process; a vertical axis represents the
core process workflow. The graph shows how the emphasis of the workflows varies
over time. In the early stages, most of the time is spent on requirements; and in later
stages, more time is spent on configuration and change management.

Figure 2.47 RUP architecture.
An Example Solution
A template web site is the starting point for any project and shown in Figure
2.48. The template helps a team maintain project information, facilitates project team
communication, and initiates a web-enabled central project "knowledge" repository.

Figure 2.48 Main web page of example project.

The tree structure, shown in the far left of Figure 2.48, can be modified to
meet the needs of the project. It defaults to the following items: development case,
phases, artifacts, artifact template, project library, tools, directory of project members,
discussion forum and an over view of RUP.
The development case link provides a template to briefly describe descriptio s
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of the project milestones and their purpose. All projects should start by defining a
"development case", which is viewed as a high-level project plan that describes the
artifacts that will be produced in this project and the level of formality.
A Phases link can be modified to describe what will occur during the various
RUP phases, i.e. inception, elaboration, construction, and translation, as depicted In
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Figure 2.47 above. The inception phase's main goal is to ensure the project is worth
doing and feasible. This phase consists of the following activities: formulating the
scope of the project, planning and preparing a business case, feasibility analysis,
preparing the environment for the project. The goal of the elaboration phase is to
develop a solid base for the design and implementation effort in the construction
phase. Elaboration activities include: defining, validating and baselining the
software architecture, refining the vision, creating and baselining detailed iteration
plans for the construction phase, refining the development case and putting in place
the development environment, and refining the architecture and selecting
components. The construction phase's main goal is to clarify the remaining
requirements and complete the development of the system based upon the baselined
architecture. Activities for this phase include: resource management, control and
process optimization, complete component development and testing against the
defined evaluation criteria, and assessment of product releases against acceptance
criteria for the vision. The translation consists of several iterations to make sure it is
what the end users requested. This is accomplished by executing deployment plans,
finalizing end-user support material, testing the deliverable product at the
development site, creating a product release, getting user feedback, fine-tuning the
product based on feedback, making the product available to end users.
The artifacts link is where all of the documents related to the project can be
stored. Templates are provided for all types of project related documents. For
example, Figure 2.49 shows the table of contents of the software architecture artifact.
Each item in the table of contents is a link to that section in the document,
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Each section has explicit information regarding what information should be contained
in that section.

Figure 2.49 Software Architecture Artifact Template.

The project library link is a place to store any project related papers or articles
that would be useful to the team members such as white papers, experience reports on
tools or techniques, market surveys, and interview material from requirements
capturing. The tools link is a placeholder for collecting information on any tools you
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are using in your project. The information could include links to online manuals or
tutorials.
The project member's link is where the team members are listed along with
their role and responsibilities. A major factor in the successful software development
is the model or process followed during development. An efficient process can save
development and debugging time. One key aspect of the Rational Unified Process is
that it maps the people on a development team to specific roles. One physical person
can have the responsibility of many roles. Figure 2.50 shows is an example of a
project member's link when using the RUP web model.

Figure 2.50 Example Project Members link.
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The Roles include analysts, developers, testers, and managers. The example
project shown in Figure 2.50 utilizes the project manager, architect, and test designer.
The project manager role allocates resources, shapes priorities, coordinates
interactions with customers and users, and generally keeps the project team focused
on the right goal. The project manager also establishes a set of practices that ensure
the integrity and quality of project artifacts. The software architect role leads and
coordinates technical activities and artifacts throughout the project. The software
architect also establishes the overall structure for each architectural view: the
decomposition of the view, the grouping of elements, and the interfaces between
these major groupings. Therefore, in contrast to the other roles, the software
architect's view is one of breadth as opposed to one of depth. The test designer is the
principal role in testing and is responsible for planning, designing, implementing, and
evaluating the test, including: generating the test plan and test model, implementing
the test procedures, evaluating test coverage, results, and effectiveness, and
generating the test evaluation summary
The last two items in the RUP project web site are the discussion forum,
.

which is where links to sub forums can be found, and the overview of the RUP link.
The overview brings up a separate window with links to useful information regarding
the RUP.
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RUP Technology Analysis
The RUP attempts to unify the entire software development team by providing
each team member with one knowledge base, modeling language and view of how to
develop software.
The RUP does coordinate many activities of the software development
process. However, the process does miss some key factors when collaborating during
software development. For example, the web site is a good forum for coordination of
project documents but there are no facilities for brainstorming, voting, negotiation,
conflict resolution etc. RUP does have a discussion forum placeholder in the website
but it is up to the team to develop or integrate a message board or chat room.

2.7.8 Together
Together, (TogetherSoft Corporation, 2000), is a team software development platform
for building software solutions. It focuses on synchronizing models, code and
documents created while developing software. It is possible to integrate Together
with most leading version control applications. Together can run on a server where
all users access the server installation's global configuration settings that merge with
individual settings at runtime, or it can run on individual workstations where users
share a centralized set of global configuration properties that merge with individual
settings at runtime.
Together has several features that enable teams to use it not only for modeling
and documentation, but for actual implementation coding as well. Features include:
an editor for multiple languages, a debugger and compiler for Java, code generation,
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syntax highlighting, auto-indent etc. Together's integrated debugger enables you do
work in conjunction with the Editor. The debugger also features multi-threads,
watches, and breakpoints.

Together Technology Analysis
Together provides support for multi-user implementation, but it does not
provide tools for collaboration during the design stages of development such as
problem formulation. The support for multi-user development is a result of the team
using the same language, diagrams and "building block" components. Essentially the
team members share a development space, which requires a group to integrate a
version control application with the Together application. Individual team members
can check out" files from version control to see what other team members have
-

worked on. There is no brainstorming or synchronous exchange of ideas or any
organized task tracking tool.

2.7.9 WikiWeb

WikiWeb is a collaboration tool that operates through a web browser. The tool is
essentially a server that hosts a website which can be modified and instantly
published. In other words, web pages are automatically created and linked to one
another. The main features, in addition to instant web publishing, are file sharing,
page change notifications via e-mail, controlled user access and privileges, page
indexing, and full text search.
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WikiWeb Details
WikiWeb reads and navigates like a standard web page. WikiWeb pages each
have an edit link. Users can save changes, which are then instantly published, and
easily create links to new pages including pictures, files, and e-mail addresses. This
tool can be useful in brainstorming.
WikiWeb Technology Analysis
WikiWeb is ideal for a collaborative project that is does not need to follow a
stringent framework. It could be adapted to include a framework. It is an interesting
collaboration tool, but the group leader needs to set up the website to coordinate the
collaborative efforts.

2.7.10 Summary of Collaborative Tools

Table 2.2 is a comparative analysis of each tool reviewed in this section.

Table 2.2 Summary of Groupware Tools
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2.8 General Groupware Tools
Representative general groupware systems not specifically designed for problemsolving or collaborative software development include: EIES, Virtual-U, Learning
Space, WebCT, Co-Mentor, Colloquia, and TopClass. A synopsis of each of these
systems follows.
The Electronic Information Exchange System (EIES) developed at NJIT is a
groupware system originally intended for computerized conferencing, but later
enhanced to support distance learning. EIES provides a number of interesting
features, including hierarchically organized discussion threads. One objective of later
versions of EIES was to improve, rather than merely attempt to emulate, the activities
of a face-to-face classroom (Turoff, 1995). For example, EIES provided
sophisticated question and response capabilities, as well as a variety of group learning
tools including mechanisms to track student participation in group activities.
Virtual-U provides a framework for designing, delivering and managing
courseware (Harasim, 1999) and integrates conferencing, chat, and performance
evaluation tools using an underlying web environment. The system features e-mail,
file exchange, multimedia applications, an announcements area, asynchronous
discussion groups, as well as a detailed help system that supports course design.
An asynchronous, distributed learning environment, based on Lotus Notes, is
provided by Learning Space. The system supports scheduling, provides a course
material database, threaded discussions, user profiles, and a mechanism for user
feedback, as well as standard features such as e-mail, announcements, file exchange,
chat, whiteboard, and video conferencing.
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WebCT (World Wide Web Course Tool) is a system that facilitates
developing web-based courses (Goldberg. 1997). It provides a conferencing system,
chat, progress tracking, an announcements area, file exchange, e-mail, timed quizzes,
asynchronous discussions, whiteboard, and search capabilities. The system provides
course designers with the ability to modify the look and feel of courses they
implement on the system.
An on-line course environment that allows participants to collaborate by
providing synchronous and asynchronous discussion capabilities, e-mail, file
exchange, databases of previous work, and an announcements board is provided by
CoMentor (Hepplestone, 2000). The objective of the system is to supplement
existing off-line courses rather than provide self-contained on-line courses.
Colloquia (or Learning Landscapes) is a software system that supports group
work. Colloquia is distributed, that is each individual receives a private copy, unlike
most client server collaborative systems, allowing users to work independently offline. Colloquia provides both asynchronous group communication as well as personto-person conversation facilities and file exchange.

2.9 Groupware Tools for Problem-Solving and Software Development
The focus of this section is on tools or systems that support problem solving or
software development tasks, and specifically groupware tools that facilitate the kind
of communication and coordination needed when a group collaborates on problem
solving or software development. Such environments differ from environments that
support individually-based problem solving/software development activities.
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The collaborative characteristics of each tool will be identified. The number of tools
available is small since the technology needed to appropriately implement computeraided collaborative environments is relatively new. A selective illustrative review
follows.

2.9.1 Collaborative Problem Solving Tools
Group problem solving occurs in many formats, a particularly useful one being the
face-to-face group meeting. On-line versions of meetings are usually called
conferences. Thus, the tools for collaboration in meetings and groupware that assists
problem solving in a group setting will be considered. One interesting fundamental
presentation requirement of such meeting tools is that they provide a coordinated
interface for all participants (Stefik et. al., 1987), an abstraction frequently to by the
acronym WYSIWIS: "What You See Is What I See." The same researchers also claim
that for a meeting tool to be effective, every member of the group must be able to
view the work of the other group members. In addition to providing such coordinated
interfaces or views, meeting tools can also provide capabilities for brainstorming,
organizing, and meeting evaluation. Descriptions of various such meeting or
conference tools follows.
A simple example of an early conferencing tool that allows both asynchronous
and synchronous modes of user interaction is We-Met, a basic collaborative graphical
editor (Rhyne, 1992). The conference participants work independently and
asynchronously, then synchronously broadcast their work to the group. One
elementary advantage of having both synchronous and asynchronous capabilities is
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that participants can enter a group after work has begun and catch up by reviewing
messages that occurred before they joined. The We-Met system is non-anonymous:
users are explicitly associated with their work. Furthermore, a history of all
individual work actions is maintained.
An example of a cooperative design environment that focuses on detection
and resolution of design conflicts, a critical issue in any cooperative design process, is
the Design Collaboration Support System DCSS (Klein, 1994). DCSS's major
features are: it facilitates design agents in expressing their design actions; it assists in
detecting design conflicts; and it suggests potential resolution to design conflicts
detected. This kind of conflict resolution is called domain level conflict and refers to
inconsistencies in design criteria. It of course differs from the phenomenon of
collaborative conflict, which refers to interpersonal conflict between members of a
collaborative group.
An example of an asynchronous instructional conferencing system designed to
assist for engineering students is CaMILE (Collaborative and Multimedia Interactive
Learning Environments) (Guzdial et.al, 1996). Typical problems addressed by
Camille are small-scale engineering design problems such as might occur in a
college-level structural design course. The system prompts users to discuss
alternative approaches to designs already suggested by other group members. The
system also links to related multi-media documents, allowing users to share access to
a design database and resources. Projects developed under the system are archived in
a database and accessible to subsequent groups. Another rudimentary domainspecific system designed to enhance problem-solving and diagnostic reasoning skills
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in elementary biology is Biology Sleuth, developed by Denning and Smith (1995).
The system comprises a database of domain-specific facts and a graduated
instructional environment, but uses little computer-mediated collaboration.
A web-based system that supports collaborative information sharing for
document development and cooperative work is the Basic Support for Cooperative
Work project (BSCW) (Bentley et. al., 1995). The system is asynchronous and
supplies an application infrastructure that runs on a basic web server.

2.9.2 Collaborative Software Development Environments

A preliminary point of reference is SOLVEIT (Deek, 1997), an individually oriel,
environment designed to develop problem solving skills in the domain of elementar
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software development. SOLVEIT has a strong methodological foundation, being
systematically based on an underlying cognitive model for both problem-solving and
program development, the Dual Common Model (refer to section 1.1). An individual
using SOLVEIT begins with a preliminary verbal problem description and is then
interactively guided through a sequence of problem-solving stages, ranging from
preliminary problem clarification and modeling to final testing of a software
implementation.
A synchronous collaborative system intended to allow geographically
dispersed participants to work jointly on a large programming project is provided by
Computer-Supported Cooperative Training (CSCT) (Swigger, Brazile & Shin,

1995). The primary objective of the system is to train novices how to collaborate
when designing software. The context used to develop collaborative skills is
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requirement elicitation, the outcome being a requirements document for a software
problem. There are four shared tools: a Procedural Activity which is used to establish
operating procedures via a voting system; a Problem Definition Activity which is
used to specify an agreed-on problem statement; a Criteria Establishment Activity
which is used to develop criteria for requirements; and a Solution Activity which is
used to prioritize requirements via the voting tool. Each of these tools can be used at
any point during the collaboration to identify the software requirements of the
problem.
A web-based collaborative, software development system is provided by the
Karell++ Collaborative Laboratory. This system has both synchronous and

asynchronous collaboration capabilities, and enables participants to collaborate in real
time. The specific purpose of the system is to develop the participants' skills in
object-oriented programming techniques. The system provides a shared development
environment for programs development, written in a domain-specific language
Karell++ designed for rudimentary robotic applications (Rossi, 1999). Participants
design programs that simulate robots using component-based program elements, and
do program verification on a graphical simulator.
Another collaborative tool designed to support software development is EVA,
an acronym for "Evolving Artifact". This system allows developers and end-users to
iteratively understand design problems and to develop solutions. The system is based
on the construction and refinement of so called design representations (Ostwald,
1995). EVA utilizes a hypertext environment that lets end users view and interact
with design prototypes that they can annotate with comments, the underlying
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expectation being that access to a rich set of prototypes and documents deepens
problem understanding.
A more sophisticated environment for collaborative work, flexible enough to
adapt to both different software development processes as well as to very different
collaborative domains is provided by Conversation Builder (Kaplan et. al., 1992).
The Conversation Builder environment emphasizes the collaborative character of
work activities, allows individual tasks to be multitasked, recognizes that
simultaneous activities are typically dependent on each other, and that tasks usually
have associated actions to perform. In addition to providing an architecture that
supports these characteristics, the system also provides messaging capabilities.
version management, negotiation activities, shared data modules, and the ability to
dynamically interconnect activities.
A collaborative environment for software development that emphasizes
integrating the semantics of the software development domain with the characteristics
of group work, supporting strategies for negotiating problems via social-based
argumentation. and using contracts as a way to ensure responsibility for task
fulfillment called CoNeX was developed by Hahn, Jarke, and Rose (1990). CoNeX
includes an argument editor for negotiation, a contract manager for document dialog,
and a conferencing system for informal messaging. Users can also browse a
knowledge base to trace the project history. The tool is reminiscent of Wong's
(1994) model (section 1.2) for joint decision making and conflict resolution.
An asynchronous groupware tool for problem solving that assists ID
collaborative work among geographically distributed participants called Web-CCAT
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was developed and tested at the University of Illinois (Dufner, Kwon, & Hadidi,
1999). The tool consists of project management software, GDSS tools, and
computer-aided software engineering CASE tools, CASE being the generic term for
tools that aid software engineers develop and maintain software. The goal of the tool
is to provide a more enriched environment than face-to-face meetings.

2.9.3 Summary of Problem Solving and Software Development Tools
Some characteristics of the collaborative problem solving and software development
tools reviewed are summarized below in Table 2.3 using the Simon (1997) and
Hohmann (1997) models utilized in Table 2.1. The Table identifies whether a tool
facilitates any of the activities identified in the models reviewed in Table 2.1. The
headings for Table 2.3 are discussed in section 2.2, though the behavior modification
column has been deleted.
Table 2.3 Summary of Collaborative Problem Solving Tools
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Table 2.4 summarizes the software development tools, again in terms of the
Simon (1997) and Hohmann (1997) models. An additional "Tool Type" heading has
been added to indicate whether the tool is intended for individual or for collaborative
development.

1I0
The following section will analyze and critique existing tools and
methodologies to help identify open areas for future research in the software
engineering related collaborative problem solving and software development.

2.10 Critique of Existing Approaches
The purpose of this section is to identify deficiencies and/or open areas of current
theory and tools in collaborative problem solving and software development. The
results of this evaluation will be to help delineate an appropriate direction for
advancing the state of the art.

2.I0.1 Functional Weaknesses and Practical Deficiencies
This section will highlight the functional weaknesses and practical deficiencies of the
models and tools presented in the previous chapter. The models will be evaluated to
determine if they take into consideration the skills needed to solve problems
collaboratively. The tools will be evaluated to determine if they address the needs of
collaborative software development and collaborative problem solving.
2.I0.I.1 Models. Table 2.1 summarized collaborative problem solving and decision
making models, categorizing the qualities a successful model should possess. The
first model summarized is Hohmann's (1997) that focused on the communication and
collaborative aspects of the problem solving process. The model recognizes the
dynamic character of group communications and that it must account for the fact that
group communication changes whenever its membership changes. It does not focus
on the group character of the problem solving process, assuming instead that
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individual problem solving models suffice. The model also appears to not address
conflict resolution.
Simon (1997) presents a collaborative decision making model. The model
stresses the need for group-level understanding of the problem and for the
development of a group plan. Each of these objectives facilitates [and requires]
coordination. The model does not address the distribution of tasks to individual team
members, a requirement that is critical in complex problems.
The model of Finnegan and O'Mahony (1996) has a number of features that
support group activities, but it does not appear to adequately address coordination
activity. For example, it lacks activities that partition a problem and determine the
assignment of team members to work on particular parts of the partitioned problem,
such as provision of a group leader for coordination. The model also does not address
conflict resolution, which would be particularly relevant in the context of this model,
which does address the negotiation required when determining alternative solutions.
Guidelines for team interaction should also be included in such a collaborative
problem solving model. Their omission is significant because if group activities and
cognition are not properly channeled, inappropriate interaction among members can
undermine the steps involved in the iterative process proposed in the model.
Wong's (1994) group problem solving model focuses on conflict resolution,
and includes explicit negotiation attributes as part of the methodology. However, the
method does not include a framework for coordination of activities between group
members, or stress the iterative character of problem solving. The model also does
not address issues of team interaction.
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The model of Zhang (1998) reflects his supposition that collaborative
problem solving should not entail an explicit sequence of steps. Zhang's
methodology identifies four elements that should be included when collaboratively
solving a problem:
1. Consider the individual group members as a distributed representation system.
2. Explicitly, decompose the problem into individual tasks for each group
member.
3. Identify the individual task interactions.
4. Emphasis on interactions among individual group members and their tasks.

The elements, like some of the previously described models, include
partitioning the problem into individual representations. The model does not address
coordination among group members.
The PBL method does explicitly emphasize the need for a communication and
coordination framework, but doe not address detailed guidance or direction of the
participants. It would be advantageous to include a more explicit step-by-step
process. The method has had some success in software engineering instruction
(McCracken and Waters, 1999), though the experiment did identify a lack of focus on
tasks by participants. The proposed remedy was to provide monitoring of group
discussions with the objective of explicitly increasing coordination.
Despite their limitations, these methodologies do highlight both the usefulness
of group problem solving, as well as the need for participants to invest time to
understand group dynamics. Merely grouping participants and expecting them to
develop an application collaboratively does not imply they will effectively solve
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problems as a group, or that the group will appropriately address either conflict
resolution or consensus building.
2.I0.1.2 Tools. Two types of tools have been considered for collaborative problem

solving and for collaborative software development. Since problem solving is at the
heart of software development, any collaborative tool for software development
should incorporate problem solving methods.

Collaborative Problem Solving Tools
Refer to 2.2 for differences among the collaborative problem solving tools.
We Met supports only a limited range of collaborative features: meeting
-

discussions, brainstorming, and a history of the collaboration. Though it can be used
for problem solving, it does not provide an explicit problem solving framework. All
the collaborative tools depicted have asynchronous communication capabilities; some
like We-Met have synchronous capabilities as well. Each mode has its advantages

.

The asynchronous mode allows group members to enter the problem solving session
at their convenience by supplying all members a conference history. The synchronous
communication allows real time discussion which expedites the problem solving
process.
DCSS has a particularly interesting problem solving feature: namely, it can
assist in detecting design conflicts. If a group is collaborating on a design and chooses
an alternative design, the system helps detect problem with the alternative design,
However, while supporting recognizing internal conflicts in a proposed design, the
tool does not support interpersonal conflict resolution among group members as
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might occur during collaborative consideration of design alternatives. Like We-Met,
DCSS provides no overall problem solving framework.
The CaMILE system provides an asynchronous problem solving tool that
allows a user access to a database of resources, such as examples of designs provided
by other users. The objective is to provide participants with previous cases to
promote an understanding of decisions made by others in similar situations. The
system lacks an overall problem solving framework. Biology Sleuth is not
groupware in the true sense, but its methodology does require each member of a team
to perform problem solving steps and to discuss their hypotheses with a group. Thus
the tool uses a problem solving framework, but lacks true computer-mediated
collaborative functionality.
The main purpose of BSCW is document storage and sharing. The system
runs on a Web Server and so is available the internet with consequent advantages
(Bentley et. al., 1995) such as platform, network and operating system transparency;
integration with end-user environments and application programs, a consistent user
interface across platforms; an application programmer interface to incorporate
additional functionality; and ease of deployment facilitating rapid system prototyping.
However, the system only provides asynchronous communication and does not
include a specific problem solving methodology.
Collaborative Software Development Tools
Table 2.3 summarized the software development tools presented in this paper.
This section considers the functional and practical deficiencies associated with these
tools.

1I5
The first tool considered was SOLVEIT which was only to facilitate
individual software development based on a cognitively-explicit, problem solving
methodology, unlike other tools in Table 2.3. Some software development groupware
also addresses problem solving, but none seems to explicitly address the very
complex process by which groups solve problems.
CSCT is a collaborative tool that supports synchronous communication. The
system is primarily designed to facilitate software requirements elicitation. This tool
does not address the rest of the problem solving process. Its omission of an
asynchronous communication capability is an obvious drawback.
The Karell++ groupware tool enables both synchronous and asynchronous
communication, but does not address problem solving. EVA also does not assist in
problem solving or software development but provides a repository of design ideas
that could assist during the design process. In other words EVA is an asynchronous
group tool that has its only focus on sharing prototypes and developer documentation
and comments.
CB is a system that has many features to allow collaboration and any other
observed activities of group software development. However, there is no particular
problem solving model associated with the application. The system boasts its
"flexibility", hut the collaborative process needs much more to produce an effective
and efficient result.
CoNeX has many collaborative features a software development tool should
encompass. It is however missing an important feature of a specific problem solving
methodology to assist in the software development process. Therefore, the many
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facets of group cognition are not taken into consideration.
Web CCAT is a tool that aids in developing software by providing CASE
-

tools but is another example of an application not focusing on the problem solving
portion of software development. Today's CASE tools minimize their support of the
soft aspects of software development (Jarzabek and Huang, 1998). Soft aspects are
defined as creativity understanding, idea generation, analogy, goals, emotions etc.
Therefore, these tools do not assist in the problem solving effort. There are no means
in the CASE tools available today for any freedom to express ideas or stimulate
intuition.
The EVA system and the CSCT system are very useful in developing initial
software requirements collaboratively. Using EVA most likely limits the possibility
for "run away" projects by eliminating the change of user requirements early on in
project development. This system seems to be beneficial for the initial development
stages of a project. The iterative development process seems to be necessary for
collaborative development. It emphasized the discovery of new goals, the role of
prototyping and evaluation, and the importance of involving diverse stakeholders
including users (Carroll. 1997). The functional weakness is that there is no problem
solving support in any of these collaborative software development tools. The
implementation of the early problem solving steps should happen well before the
elicitation of software requirements.
Out of the groupware tools presented in this paper CoNeX, does address the
social needs of software development, but does not incorporate group cognition and
psychology into its methodology. Group cognition should not be minimized in the
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problem solving process. Brereton (2000) found that during group projects it seemed
that their problems were group cohesion, an aspect of group cognition, which to those
writers was minor, but in a larger more realistic project lack of group cohesion for
one reason or another could mean a very unsuccessful project. Group cognition will
be discussed in further detail later in this paper.

2.10.2 Absence of Psychological and Sociological Collaborative Issues
It has been noted previously that current groupware tools are primarily technically
oriented and do not explicitly address or provide mechanisms to address the social
interaction issues that arise in group contexts. For example, none of the software
development groupware tools considered in our review takes the psychological and
sociological issues of collaborative problem solving into consideration.
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phenomenon may be a side-effect of the personal characteristics of the software
developers. Indeed, Jones and Marsh (1997) suggest the absence of attention to the
social phenomena in collaboration occurs because most groupware designers are
technologists whose basic experience lies in developing technologies. The designers
lack expertise in the social protocols that play such a pervasive role in groupware
systems.
A recent collaborative software engineering case study [in the 13 th Conference
on Software Education and Training] illustrates the kind of problems that can occur.
In this instance, the case study exhibited difficulties with group cohesion, an
important phenomenon of group psychology and sociology that must be considered in
collaboration, as well as with individual commitment. The technology used in the
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study provided a diverse collection of media to for communication and collaboration
including video, audio, and chat, but there were still collaboration problems.
Communication difficulties involved in problem solving groups make the group
process much more difficult than the individual process. However, effective
communication mechanisms are only necessary but not sufficient to successfully
address successful group problem solving. In the case study, the collaborative
framework lacked a formal group problem solving methodology that could have
possibly eliminated cohesion issues. An explicit problem solving methodology
combined with appropriate communication tools would have enhanced group
cohesion. The authors of the case study attributed the collaborative difficulties to an
absence of group commitment together with a too steep learning curve required to use
the system's technologies. Commitment was apparently a problem because group
members were inadequately associated with or focused on their particular role in the
project: they did not have a sense of ownership. With respect to group cohesion, it is
possible that requiring each member to contribute comments to each problem solving
stage of the process could enhance the group cohesion.
With the cultural ubiquity of computers, individuals both technical and nontechnical now interact with computers. Studies in Human Computer Interaction
(HCI), a combination of psychology, social sciences, computer science and
technology, have led to some elegant successes that enhance the utilization of
computers: direct manipulation interfaces, user-interface management systems, and
task-oriented help and instruction. Key issues that have been identified include: how
can iterative development be supported and improved; how resources for iterative
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development can be managed to optimize cost-benefit; and how the scope and
richness of user cognitive models can be extended? The research (Carroll, 1997)
considers how the technical lessons learned in an iterative development process can
be accumulated and exploited
The goal of software psychology is to improve the human use of computers by
making computers easier to use. A premier researcher in the area of software
psychology is Shneiderman (1980) who emphasizes that the techniques of
experimental psychology and an understanding of human skills can be used to
improve the design and thereby the impact of computer systems. Some of the
relevant techniques in experimental psychology include: the analysis of cognitive and
perceptual processes, methods of social, personnel and industrial psychology; and
psycholinguistics. Shneiderman contends that though attending to psychological
issues may increase the design time and cost, overall design quality will be
significantly improved. The tools and concepts of experimental psychology can also
be imported and applied to understanding how groups collaborate to develop
software. One application of software psychology to collaborative software
development is in terms of group communication. Many factors effect such
communication: the size of the group, its structure, and the status and personalities of
group members (Sommerville, 1996).
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2.II Summary
The ultimate objective of software development groupware is to improve the software
development process. To date, such applications have emphasized process and
technologies, rather than people (McGuire & Randall, 1998). There are
corresponding limitations in current systems, and so corresponding opportunities for
improvement. As a prominent researcher in this area has observed: these limitations
result from "not understanding the unique demands this class of software imposes on
developers and users" (Grudin, 1994). The objective is to turn these defects into
research areas.
One significant limitation of current research on collaborative problem
solving is that current collaborative problem solving models do not adequately or
explicitly address the characteristics and requirements of group cognition. Another
serious limitation is the limited application of psychology and sociology in
collaborative problem solving models. Significantly, the tools available for
collaborative software development do not explicitly incorporate a problem solving
methodology. Current collaborative software development tools also reflect a highly
centralized view of project planning and fail to adequately incorporate domainspecific knowledge of the software domain (Hahn, Jarke & Rose, 1990). The
challenge for groupware systems is to design a system that equals or exceeds the
effectiveness of face-to-face interactions. Hence, groupware systems should focus on
facilitating group interaction, with an emphasis on the core areas of communication,
collaboration, and coordination. Group software development should be tightly
coupled with group problem solving, and the group problem solving model should be
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coupled with a group cognition model which will both facilitate cooperation and
foster mutual dependence among group members, enhancing cohesion. These models
will also provide a conceptual architecture for facilitating communication and
coordination among group members.
It is clear that collaborative software development/problem solving will
expedite the software development process, enabling faster more cost-effective
delivery of product, and more reliable development of complex systems. Suitable
collaborative environments can also enhance academic preparation in problem
solving and software development. Collaboration with co-workers, or group problem
,

solving, is an expected competency for contemporary software developers because of
the complexity and rapidity of application development, as surveys of 11
professionals confirm (McGuire & Randall, 1998). Thus, individuals should be
exposed to group problem solving models and methodologies at an early stage in their
career to prepare them for successful participation in the workforce. Suitable
groupware is an effective way to accomplish this, and will prepare individuals for the
team-oriented technology-based contemporary workforce. This will train individuals
in group dynamics and process related issues, rather than the current product- related
focus (McCracken & Waters, 1999).
The overall conclusion of this review of the literature presented is that there
are significant opportunities to advance the state of the art by combining views and
issues from collaborative problem solving, psychology, sociology and collaborative
software development. Our general objective will be to create a collaborative
problem solving model that takes into consideration the problem-solving cognitive
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processes of a collaborative software development group and that addresses the
psychological and sociological factors in teamwork. The model will explicitly
address the communication, collaboration and coordination requirements of a group.
Indeed cooperative learning based on interaction and communication will
strengthen academic inquiry (Rossetti & Nembhard, 1998). Rossetti and Nembhard
found by implementing five basic elements of cooperative learning students actually
improved their thinking and problem-solving skills in engineering classes. These
elements include: positive interdependence (success of a group depends upon the
success of every individual in the group), face-to-face promotive interaction
(explaining to each other findings), collaborative skills (group members should
understand active listening methods and conflict management), group processing
(self-evaluate group success).
Another aspect of the model could be assistance in object oriented software
development while problem solving. Problem solving and software development are
processes where user requirements are found and transformed into a software
application. Traditionally software is developed using structured methodology witch
is a top down or bottom up design. When hardware costs rapidly decreased while
increasing in functionality, software applications became large and increased in
complexity. These sparked the development of object-oriented methodology. Some
benefits of using object-oriented methodology versus a structured methodology
include the following: code reuse, data abstraction, information hiding, and no
adequate means of dealing with concurrency.
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The most challenging component of this research will involve tying together
theories involving group problem solving and software development while keeping in
mind cognition, psychology and sociology of collaboration.

CHAPTER 3
COLLABORATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING AND
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT MODEL

The Collaborative Problem solving and Software Development Process is a detailed
cognitive model that takes into consideration the cognitive and social activities that
occur during problem solving and program development. Specifically, the structure
consists of six stages where each stage is decomposed into three phases. Each phase
is a complete sub-process encompassing each of the major collaborative aspects of
problem solving and programming. Such aspects include: collaborative modality and
group dynamics, where group dynamics breaks down into collaborative processes,
side effects and administration. The collaborative modality is the pattern reflecting
the nature of the cognitive requirements the group follows to complete a specific
phase of the model. The group dynamics takes an in depth look at the specific
collaborative and administrative tasks needed to complete the phase while also
pointing out possible collaborative side effects and preventative solutions to the side
effects.
This model is based on the Dual Common Model for Problem Solving and
Program Development (Deek, 1997) that focuses on the individual cognitive aspects
of problem solving and programming. The Dual Common Model has shown to
improve the problem solving and programming skills of the individual programmer
(Deek & McHugh, 2002; Deek et al., 1999). The Collaborative Problem Solving and
Programming Model is hypothesized in this proposal to also improve these cognitive
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skills of a group while taking into consideration the psychological and sociological
issues that are present in group work.

3.1 STAGE 1 - Problem Formulation
The Problem Formulation stage of the theoretical model incorporates three phases:
Preliminary Problem Description, Preliminary Mental Model, and Structured Problem
Representation. Following is a detailed description of each individual phase.

3.1.I Preliminary Problem Description
The first step in problem solving is to create a basic description of the problem to be
solved which is called preliminary problem description or intact problem. An intact
problem is a problem presented to the group where the whole problem description is
given at one time (Dennis et. al., 1996). The key cognitive processes and
representation techniques for identifying the information needed are described in
Deek (1997). The cognitive processes include problem clarification via techniques
such as verbalization. Supporting techniques include various kinds of descriptions:
verbal, written, symbolic, graphic, or a combination (Greeno, Collins, Resnick 1996;
Mitroff & Turoff, 1973). This is a key step because describing a problem effectively
and identifying its facts compensates for such cognitive side effects as overlooking
known information or introducing unnecessary constraints (Rubinstein 1975;
Anderson 1983). In individual problem solving, the domain knowledge and critical
abilities of a single person are drawn upon to create the problem description. In a
collaborative environment, a collection of expertise is involved and a collective
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product is agreed upon. The application of multiple experts makes it less likely that
known information will be overlooked then in the individual case. The application of
multiple critical abilities makes it less likely that superfluous constraints will be
introduced.
The collaborative structure in this preliminary problem description phase is
determined, with respect to its modality by the typical characteristics of a startup
process, which include organizational initiation, knowledge base creation, and
operational agreements. With respect to collaborative group dynamics, initial
scheduling issues dominate the processes, side effects, and administration. The most
critical side effect is cognitive bias because the preliminary problem description is the
point of departure for the rest of the project. The primary administrative tasks are
project initiation and preliminary delegation responsibilities.
The collaborative modality should naturally reflect the cognitive requirements
of preliminary problem description. This phase requires uninhibited and highly
interactive exchange of ideas (brainstorming), cross-fertilizing by the various domain
experts (Adelson & Soloway, 1985) represented by the group, and the counter
balancing of the critical abilities of group members. In other words the group
composition will be discovered in this phase. Group composition includes the group
membership characteristics or demographics. The characteristics include whether
members are peers or whether a hierarchical order exists (Nunamaker et al., 1991).
Peer groups are where the members are not significantly differentiated by differences
in status, power relationships, or task expertise. A knowledge base of the individual
group members' domains of expertise must also be built to support the delegation of
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tasks and roles in the stages of the collaborative problem solving and program
development process. This knowledge base will highlight the group heterogeneity.
Group heterogeneity is the degree to which members of a group possess different
types of abilities, status, dispositional qualities or motivation (Steiner, 1972). The
knowledge base may also reveal each individual cognitive style preference.
Cognitive style refers to the kind of cognitive processes an individual prefers to use to
solve problems. Typical types include adaptors, where problems are solved within
existing frameworks, versus innovation, where newly invented external structures are
preferred (Hohmann, 1997).
Predominately, the collaborative processes at this phase are negotiation and
scheduling with coordination, integration, and acceptance playing secondary roles
By definition, the preliminary problem description phase proceeds from a loosely
defined problem statement to an agreed upon reference description of the problem.
Reaching a consensus agreement starting from a incomplete problem statement, by its
nature involves not only a extensive exchange of ideas but also potentially extensive
negotiation over disputed points. While such differences may lead to conflicts
requiring conflict resolution, one expects the majority of such differences to be
resolved in a manner which does not rise to the level of conflict, as is implied by
negotiation. Scheduling at this phase involves identifying the reference deadline for
the overall project and for the conclusion of the preliminary problem description
phase. Scheduling is a particularly important process at this stage since the project is
being initiated and so there is no prior collective understanding of the parameters of
scheduling, such as deadlines and frequency of interactions. The deadlines may or
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course be modified subject to the external constraints under which the problem is
being solved. The granularity of the schedule has to be identified, such as that the
participants are expected to update themselves regarding the state of the collaboration
daily. Benchmarks must be established, such as preliminary response to the problem
statement are due by the second day, critique of responses due by third day,
integration of preliminary responses and critique by fourth day, etc. Iterations must
fit in with the reference deadline for the phase. Coordination issues are secondary at
this phase because coordination presumes division of labor into sub-problems, which
must then be coordinated. Since sub-problems have not been identified at this point,
there is a minimal need to coordinate groups delegated to solve such sub-problems.
Rudimentary coordination is handled by the deadlines defined in the scheduling
process; but the integration process entails more significant coordination. Integration
at this phase consists of integrating the group members' contributions to the
description and critiques of other members' contributions, which are then combined
to form the successive versions of the preliminary problem description. Compatible
contributions can be integrated in a straightforward manner, but incompatible
contributions require group resolution implemented via negotiation. Acceptance of
the preliminary problem description version as the reference version for the next
iteration is done through consensus, and repeated until an agreed upon final
preliminary problem description is arrived at, subject to scheduling constraints.
The main collaborative side effect is cognitive bias. Cognitive bias refers to
the propensity of individuals to be consistent and predictable in their cognitive
behavior with respect to the kind of errors they make. It presents a particular risk at
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this stage since the preliminary problem description is the starting point of the rest of
the problem solving process. On the positive side, collaboration will tend to reduce
the risk of individual cognitive bias because of the mutually counter balancing effects
of multiple domain expertise and also multiple critical abilities. On the other hand,
the collaborative modality chosen should include measures to mitigate "group think"
such as options for anonymous communications. Procedures for conflict resolution
are critical in this phase of the collaborative problem solving process because there is
a potential for a higher level of conflict since the preliminary problem description
phase is less structured than subsequent phases and the group members may not be
unfamiliar with each other. The required highly dynamic interchange and integration
of ideas lends itself to conflict. The implication of unresolved conflicts at this point
resulting either from disagreement over the creation of the problem description or
interpersonal conflict are more damaging since this phase represents the point of
departure for the whole project. Thus, it is particularly important that conflicts are
identified and resolved. A significant collaborative side effect at this phase is
distributed learning precisely because the problem description is a highly joint
product involving the application of multiple domain expertise and skills. Exposure
to these domains presents considerable opportunity for distributed learning. There is
a need and an opportunity to establish group cohesion at this phase to reduce the
potential for conflict, previously noted to be more likely here. Cohesive groups tend
to exhibit higher levels of communication overall, as well as higher task-related and
non-task related communication (Dennis et. al., 1990). Many of these side effects
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may be a result of organizational behavior norms. These norms are preexisting
behavioral characteristics of a group (Dennis et. al., 1991).
Collaborative administration is dominated in this phase by initiation and
delegation. The collaborative leader initiates the project by providing the base
problem statement, identifying the scheduling parameters for the overall product, and
the local scheduling parameters for this phase: preliminary deadline and granularity
of response. The collaborative leader can serve as the initial project coordinator, but
in subsequent phases as the process become more complex may delegate a separate
agent to perform this task. The collaborative leader can act as the integrator, but may
delegate this task also on the basis of domain expertise.

3.I.2 Preliminary Mental Model
Following the development of the problem description, a preliminary mental model
will be developed. A mental model is an internal representation of a problem that
focuses on certain aspects of a situation at the expense of other aspects, which it
ignores (Hohmann, 1997). The incompleteness of a model entails that multiple
models should be used in problem solving, including but not limited to functional
models that identify system functions and interfaces, information models that identify
the flow and storage of data in a system, and state models that describe the states a
system can be in as well as the legal state transitions for the system (Hohmann, 1997).
The goal of this step is to develop a model that can be used as a solid foundation for
the following steps of the problem solving process. The essential cognitive processes
during this step include verbalization and inquiry questions activities (Deek, 1997).
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These problem understanding activities have a permanent effect on the rest of the
problem solving process (Volkema, 1983) and result in an initial mental model of the
problem to be solved.
Verbalization is where the problem question as well as the meaning of the
problem terminology and facts are understood (Charles et al., 1987). The inquiry
questions activity is where the problem is understood and important information is
found within its description (Polya 1945; Mitroff & Turoff 1973; Lauer, Peacock,
Graesser 1992), which oblige the problem solver to explicitly identify what is known
about the problem, what needs to be discovered, what should be done, and how it
should be done (Stepien et. al., 1993). Problem understanding, central to successful
problem solving (Lyles & Mitroff, 1980), is the primary beneficiary of this technique.
Inquiry questions can be effected by asking questions which provoke the problem
solver to examine the problem closely and uncover its goal, givens, unknowns,
conditions, constraints or any additional requirements for understanding and solving
the problem (Polya 1945; Rubinstein 1975).
In individual problem solving, written notes and diagrams are indicators of an
individual verbalizing the problem. In collaborative problem solving this is a more
complex process because each member needs to verbalize to the group their
understanding of the problem. Not only is it important for the individual to
communicate effectively, the group also needs to listen and make sure each member
has the correct understanding of the problem. It is extremely important that each
member of the team has the same understanding of the problem to be solved.
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A common understanding of the problem will undoubtedly increase the effectiveness
and efficiency of the solution developed by the team.
The collaborative structure in the preliminary mental model phase as far as
modality consists of a formal message knowledge base and voting capabilities. The
group dynamics regarding group processes consist of formal communication,
negotiation sessions, and coordination. The collaborative side effects are mainly
concerned with the group being hasty with developing this model. Since the
preliminary model will serve as the basis to the other phases of the solution it is
important that it is correct. Collaborative administration in this phase consists o I
facilitating group discussions to create the base model and voting sessions
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determine group consensus.
The collaborative modality, when developing a preliminary mental model,
incorporates tools that can continue the brainstorming activities that occurred during
the development of the preliminary problem description. The difference in this phase
of problem formulation is that a more formal method of communication needs to take
place in order to keep track of the preliminary mental model of the problem. A
message board or activity log could be of use where everyone posts their
understanding of the problem and each member of the team would be required to vote
on the correct model descriptions of the problem. The main purpose of an activity log
is to keep a summary of digital records during team member interactions (Dennis et.
al., 1991).
Collaborative processes that occur during this phase assist in the tea
members understanding the agreed upon description of the current problem
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Initially team members will pull and push information from the preliminary problem
description. Pulling is where the user initiates and information access or interaction.
Pushing is where other team members will initiate interaction with other team
members such as e-mailing or instant messaging. Pushing initiates the ever so
important collaborative process of communication. It is important that team members
individually communicate their understanding of the problem description to each
other. This will ensure that everyone is solving the same problem and eliminate
errors as the problem solving progresses to further stages. The mode of
communication is an idea generation activity (Gallupe et. al., 1992) where team
members create their own idea of the problem being solved. This stage also require:,
negotiation. This will occur while the group is verbalizing their understanding of the
problem. Each member will be voting on correct problem verbalizations creating a
need for negotiation if there are conflicting problem understandings. By negotiating,
the team will come to an agreement on the problem verbalization and team goat:

,

making it easier to make group decisions in later stages of the problem solving
process (Ware, 1992). The result will be the dominant group preference representing
the majority preference of the group (Dennis, 1996). Each member's verbalization
will have to be coordinated. This will be accomplished by arranging an organized
message board available for each team member to post their verbalization of the
problem. The voting/negotiating will also need to be coordinated.
A collaborative side-effect while developing a preliminary mental model is the
adoption barrier of the groupware used during communication. Since acceptance 1 ,
,

required by all individuals who use the system, groupware requires greater care to
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achieve organizational and marketplace acceptance (Grudin, 1994). Another main
side effect during this phase is eagerness. Often when a group assembles to solve a
problem they have a tendency to begin offering solutions to the immediately
perceived problem rather than exploring the facts to define the real problem
(Hoffman, 1965). This needs to be avoided. A synchronized understanding of the
problem will result in a more effective solution. Team members may have a tendency
to begin free riding where they rely on others to achieve this task without their own
contribution limiting their understanding of the problem to be solved (Dennis &
Valacich, 1993). Another side-effect is consensus building, where by discussing the
problem model and sharing the contributions of all the team members an increase o
their sense of participation and individual ownership of the joint solution will result
(Constantine, 1990). The opposite of consensus building is conflict, which may occur
when discussing problem understanding. The group should be skilled at confronting
their differences. They should adopt the philosophy that disagreements are healthy if
they are worked through in pursuit of a better more effective solution (Ware, 1992).
If communication is problematic, media richness should be considered where
emphasis is placed on the communication medium of the group. For example, voice
communications may be preferred in situations where relating to others is critical
(Whitworth et al., 2000). On the other hand, media richness from digital
communications may be more precise increasing positive communication
(Nunamaker et. al., 1991). Another way to minimize conflict is to put together a
group that works well together. Determination of skill, work ethics, and interpersonal
interaction style should be determined about each team member before the team is
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formulated. For example, a team member could have a reclusive style of interaction
where they avoid information exposure and solicitation (Hohmann, 1997). Where
exposure is there is a willingness to inform others of information and solicitation is
where information is actively sought out from others. Some developers are also selfmotivated, some are task motivated, and some are interaction motivated. Having too
many people in the group who are task-oriented may inhibit the effectiveness of the
group's communications, (Sommerville, 1996). Having the right personalities
composing the group will contribute to the group's cohesiveness and will produce a
synergistic environment. A final side effect of this activity is called cognitive
synchronization, which occurs when participants make certain they share a common
representation of a given subject (Robillard & Robillard, 2000). Nosek (1998) calk
this process group sensemaking where the group interprets the situation to produce
the sense that a shared meaning exists. It is extremely important that the group
focuses on synchronization/sensemaking before planning the solution.
The main collaborative administration during this phase is when the team
leader facilitates the problem understanding process. The team leader should lead the
group by explicitly representing the goal of the group (Whitworth et. al., 2000). This
would include, initiating the group discussion, whether it is on-line or face-to-face
every team member is required to participate and vote on the correct verbalizations of
the problem.
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3.1.3 Structured Problem Representation

The structured problem representation phase of collaborative problem solving has a
goal for the team to identify and organize any relevant information to the problem.
The cognitive process in this phase requires a more structured approach then previous
phases of the model. This more structured approach is a formal information
elicitation method to the problem description in order to extract and organize
meaningful information in an appropriately structured model for use in the next stages
of the process (Simon 1969; Benbasat & Taylor 1982). The goal, givens, unknowns,
conditions and constraints are extracted from the problem description and organized
by category. Such formal elicitation and documentation of information is essential
for identifying, retrieving, and utilizing information in problem solving (Anderson
1983; Rubinstein 1975; Miller 1956).
In individual problem solving, a developer will proceed through this task by
refining the preliminary problem description, transforming the problem statement into
an organized knowledge base that will then evolve during the remaining stages of the
process. In collaborative problem solving, the knowledge base will be contributed to
by all group members. The group should encompass a logically large group size
where the expertise of members does not overlap to ensure the knowledge base has
enough information to solve the problem (Dennis et. al., 1991). Every team member
by either contributing facts to the knowledge base or commenting on the correctness
of the facts presented will have contributed all relevant information as well as
eliminating all non-essential facts. This activity will not only ensure that every group
member will have a reinforced understanding of the goal to be achieved but it will
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also reduce equivocality and ambiguity. Equivocality and ambiguity are reduced by
the mere organization of related project information (Hohmann, 1997).
The collaborative structure modality aspect in this phase is based on a
message board to coordinate and record the facts and problem decomposition decided
on by the team. The group dynamics consist of activities associated with the team
producing facts associated with the problem. There may be several brainstorming
sessions that have some general collaborative side effects such as groupthink. The
administrative tasks can help lessened the collaborative side effects by facilitating
productive discussions.
The collaborative modality requires organizational skills that are also
necessary to not only coordinate the breakdown of components and to associate facts
with each identified component, but also to coordinate each team member's
contribution to this task. The same format as used when discussing and voting on the
preliminary mental model can be used for developing a structured problem
representation. It is important to keep track of the group memory because it is not
only an artifact of the team but an essential component for successful team
functioning (Constantine, 1990). All of the facts with their component associations
posted by each team member and recorded on the message board will also be voted
upon to come up with a final listing of facts associated with the problem. The final
listing of facts will be the common information that will be a reference for the
upcoming discussions (Dennis, 1996).
When the team is developing a structured problem representation, there are
many collaborative processes that will occur. These processes are tightly coupled in
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that they require the input from the entire group (Olson & Olson, 2000). The first of
which is a brainstorming activity. The team members will be brainstorming to come
up with a list of facts associated with the problem at hand. The contributions as a
result of the brainstorming activity need to be coordinated in order to organize the
contributed facts. Organization will facilitate the voting activity that occurs at the end
of the brainstorming session. Negotiating is another collaborative activity that may
also occur during the voting activity to solve any conflicts.
The main Collaborative side-effect that occurs in this phase is groupthink.
Groupthink is a possibility when voting is involved because it could occur when team
members stop critically examining decisions (Hohmann, 1997). It is important the
team is reminded that the right balance between quality and time/cost effectiveness
always is the priority to minimize groupthink. Just as in the last phase of Problem
Formulation, cognitive synchronization will also be a side-effect when participants
make certain a common representation of the problem is shared. While the team
members judge each other's contributions to the problem representation, cognitive
evaluation will occur.
Just as in the last phase, the collaborative administration that occurs is a
structured problem representation discussion, requiring every member to participate
and vote on the correct facts associated with the problem.
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3.2 STAGE 2 - Solution Planning
The Solution Planning stage of the theoretical model incorporates three phases:
Strategy Discovery, Goal Decomposition, and Data Modeling. Following is a
detailed description of each individual phase.

3.2.I Strategy Discovery
The goal of the strategy discovery stage is to devise a preliminary plan to solve the
problem. This is necessary before the additional problem transformations that take
place during the subsequent design and translation stages. The main cognitive
process is planning, which requires using general problem solving strategies to assess
solution alternatives and produce a plan for the problem (Deek, 1997). The preexisting knowledge, beliefs and information about the problem afford an
understanding of the problem's requirements, enabling a software developer to plan a
preliminary course of action and to devise a potential solution for the problem (Butler
& Winne, 1995). In individual problem solving, this is accomplished by drawing
upon a single person's creativeness and their knowledge base of previously solved
problems. During collaboration, the team has access to more creativity and a larger
knowledge base of experience.
The collaborative structure in the strategy discovery phase in terms of
modality is similar to the preliminary problem description phase in that it contains a
database. The difference in this database is that it keeps track of all the proposed
ideas and opinions of the group discovered after the problem was understood. It is
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important for a group to not only have an organized area to promote group discussion
but to also have a reference that will keep track of why a particular idea was either
accepted or discarded in terms of modality. The group dynamics in this stage focuses
on communication and coordination to create an environment in which different ideas
can freely be presented and discussed. As with any collaborative phase, there are side
effects that need to be monitored and managed.
The collaborative modality in this stage reflects the cognitive requirements of
discovering a solution strategy. These requirements are all related to the
brainstorming activity that occurs during the exchange solution ideas. This phase is
mainly concerned with information provision. The information available to a
collaborative group can range from a well-defined package of information to
information provided from a variety of sources and modalities (Dennis et. al., 1991).
In this phase, all of the information provided to the team members will be organized
in one place. This will occur by a database of all proposed ideas and evaluations
being created during the brainstorming process for future referencing and the final
alternative selection. The database will essentially serve as the group memory
(Dennis et. al., 1997). Groupware that can support the memory of a group is called
organizational memory. It provides an archive or repository that stores details of the
group's interactions. A solution cannot be chosen until every idea is presented and
evaluated. Just as a group has a tendency to offer solutions before understanding a
problem, choosing a solution before evaluating all proposed solutions needs to be
avoided. Keeping track of all ideas and evaluations in a database will make the final
selection process more accurate. Before a vote of the strategy, a categorizes would be
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useful. A categorizer is software that group's comments exchanged during a team
discussion into categories on the basis of key words (Nunamaker, 1999).
Collaborative processes in this stage turn the initial set of facts associated
with the problem into a solution strategy. In order for a team of developers to
produce the solution strategy, a few collaborative processes need to occur. The first
collaborative process is communication. In order for the communication process to
be a success, each team member's solution needs to be verbalized and understood by
the other team members for it to have a fair evaluation. This can either occur as faceto-face communication or publication style communication where the group members
do not necessarily know each other and communicate by broadcasting information to
the entire group. Team members initiating an elaboration activity can assist the
communication process. Elaboration activities should occur when any group member
proposes a new solution to the problem under study (Robillard, 2000). All of the
proposed solutions and evaluations also need to be coordinated in order for the next
collaborative process of negotiation and voting to occur. Using both process
templates and process structure can facilitate coordination. Process templates can
simplify the use of a group tool during activities such as brainstorming and voting etc.
(Nunamaker et. al., 1996). Process structures are rules for directing the pattern,
sequencing, or content of communications between group members. These structures
include techniques such as dialectical inquiry, where subgroups argue for different
alternatives, or devil's advocacy, where one subgroup acts as the foil to dispute a
solution proposed by another subgroup (Dennis et. al., 1997). After voting on the
alternative solution, an acceptance of this group decision will need to happen.
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The principle positive collaborative side effect in this stage is distributed
learning. It is a side effect in that all of the ideas presented, although may not be
efficient solutions for the particular problem at hand, will now be a part of each
individual's knowledge base of solutions. This is because each team member is
exposed to the knowledge and ideas of the various team members. The principle
negative side effect is cognitive inertia where a team member may stick to a single
thematic line of thought and not explore all of the alternatives (Dennis et. al., 1990).
Another side effect that can occur during strategy discovery is initial preference
inertia where team members may maintain their initial attitude on a solution they
suggested and be very closed minded towards any other ideas (Dennis, 1996).
Conflict will possibly occur if participants argue about using a particular solution
presented (Robillard
inertia.

Robillard, 2000) or may occur due to the initial preference

This type of collaborative conflict is referring to a combination of

interpersonal conflict between members of a collaborative group and domain level
collaborative conflict. By performing a cognitive evaluation activity, other team
members could judge the value or give their opinion on a particular solution possibly
minimizing the any conflict that is occurring. If the conflict is not resolved, team
members may resort to reducing their needs for communication (Galegher & Kraut,
1992), which will have a detrimental effect on the project success. Another option is
to establish norms. Norms are implicit or explicit agreements made by members of a
group to minimize disorder concerning what should or should not be done and when.
Norms and roles define expectations about what is considered appropriate just as
methods facilitate expectations (Steiner, 1972).
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There is a lot of collaborative administration that needs to occur during this
phase of solution planning. The collaborative leader will need to initiate the solution
brainstorming process and also provide an organized forum for the evaluation of the
proposed solutions. The collaborative leader should also assess the progress of the
solution evaluation process and make sure each team member is contributing.

3.2.2 Goal Decomposition
This phase is concerned mainly with goal decomposition, which is the subdivision
aspect of the problem solving process. Organization and sequencing and any further
subdivision are done in the next stage. Goal decomposition is the process of refining
the goal into subgoals and subgoals into smaller subgoals. The intent is to break the
problem into smaller problems that are more easily solved. The key cognitive process
is a commonly used technique based on identifying, organizing and sequencing
subgoals called Divide-and-conquer (Deek, 1997). It is accomplished by using a
step-wise refinement technique.
In individual problem solving, goal decomposition is performed with the
intention of a single person solving each subgoal. In collaborative problem solving
the problem to be solved is much more complex, requiring two stages of
decomposition. The first stage the problem is transformed into divisible tasks that are
accomplished by different individuals on the team. These tasks are discretionary in
which they can be distributed in any manner the team deems necessary
(Steiner, 1972). The expertise of each group member is evaluated to determine the
best fit for solving each of the sub goals. Individual team members on their assigned
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subgoal or task perform the second decomposition similar to what is described in
individual problem solving.
The collaborative structure in this stage as far as the modality aspect of this
model is mainly concerned with organizing the project by modifying or adding to the
database the various subgoals and assignments of each team member. Group
dynamics in this phase focuses on the delegation of individual work, highlighting the
need for negotiation and conflict resolutions skills. Assigning individual
responsibility or not breaking down the project efficiently could have the most side
effects to the project. The administrative task primarily is facilitating the delegation
of individual responsibilities.
The collaborative modality when decomposing goals requires the exchange of
ideas to determine how the problem should be broken down into its subgoals. This is
much like the brainstorming session used in formulating the problem. However, the
starting point of this brainstorming session is the output from the problem formulation
stage, i.e. the refined problem description. Weather the team is meeting face to face
or not a group support system (GSS) will help facilitate the meeting by
supplementing or replacing verbal communications with computer-mediated
communications, thereby providing parallelism, anonymity and group memory of the
discussion (Dennis et. al., 1997).
The knowledge base of group member expertise that was created in the
problem formulation stage will be used to determine which sub-goal best suits the
skills and knowledge of a particular developer. An electronic voting system is needed
to help put closure to the distribution process. Team members can vote to determine
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which task they will be assigned. And finally a workflow application that manages
the flow of tasks among workers such as routing and queuing tasks will be used.
Collaborative processes in the goal decomposition phase occur while
transforming the refined problem description into various subgoals, one for each team
member to accomplish. Task clarity and task matching will be the main processes
of this phase. The members of a group may have different understanding of a task,
and none of these understanding may correctly match the actual problem represented
by a situation (Steiner, 1972). Cognitive evaluation will occur during the goal
breakdown process assisting in the clarification task. This may ensue some
negotiation on how the main goal should be broken down. Task matching will
identify who is to perform a subtask and how the matching is done (Steiner, 1972)

.

This can be done by election, elimination and direct assignment (Hohmann, 1997).
The group members should be aware of each other's skills, by the skills knowledge
base making the distribution straightforward (direct assignment). If election is
preferred, each group member should be vocal about which component they would
like to solve to ensure successful implementation. Elimination occurs if there is only
one component left and there is someone that is not yet assigned a component. Task
matching in collaborative problem solving is similar to load balancing. Load
balancing is used in parallel processing when tasks are assigned to different
processors in order to try to balance processor utilization; effective and efficient task
matching balances the team's utilization. Acceptance of the distribution is a major
factor in the individual's success in solving the problem. If an individual assignment
is not acceptable to an individual, negotiation will take place again. Finally, the
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collaborative leader will coordinate the individual assignments and schedule review
meetings. Coordination is the act of managing mutually dependent activities
performed in order to achieve a specific goal (Malone & Crowston, 1990). It is an on
going activity in which each member of the group needs to take part. Groups have
been found to need a great deal of control and coordination to enable members to
collaborate effectively (Finnegan & O'Mahony, 1996). The coordination process is
present to keep everyone harmoniously working towards the same goal.
Cognitive or social entrainment is a collaborative side effect of particular risk
when collaboration occurs. While discussing the goal breakdown, group members
tend to become mutually entrained to one another (McGrath, 1990). This fact stresses
the importance of having a highly cohesive group because highly cohesive groups
may tend to be more productive in their thinking and discussions. Conflict resolution
is critical at this stage because the goal breakdown will be a factor in determining
each member's assignment. Conflict resolution will also be a factor when
distributing each assignment because it is important for each member to feel
confident that they can accomplish their specific goal. This kind of conflict is a result
of the team attempting to make a decision on who is working on each part of the
problem. Group values guide behavior that is helpful when the group is making
decisions. Hohmann (1997) discusses two types of values, interpersonal and
functional. Interpersonal values effect how the team members interact. This type of
value consists of honesty, integrity, respect, an inclination for direct communication,
a dislike for hidden agendas, and an understanding for compromise. Functional
values pertain to having pride in your work. For example, developing code that is
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understandable to other group members. Group members should seek group
members with similar values, since values are not something easily modified. These
values could then be reinforced during the collaboration. Cognitive overload
(Fussell, 1998) is also a possible side effect in this phase when a task assigned to a
team member is too demanding and not fitting of their skill set. It is important to be
aware of every team member's skills so the team's resources are used efficiently.
Collaborative administration leads this phase with initiating the problem
discussion. The result is the agreed upon and refined problem statement. The
collaborative leader also will identify and coordinate the individual assignments
making sure the role of each team member is defined. The role is an implicit or
explicit agreement made by members of a group that specifies who does every task
(Steiner, 1972). The leader much also determine the self-efficacy of each individual.
This refers to the confidence an individual has that they can solve any problems
required to complete a task (Hohmann, 1997). Scheduling the review dates for the
individual solutions must also be administered.

3.2.3 Data Modeling
The data modeling phase is where the data structures are developed (Deek, 1997).
The data must have persistence where it is useful beyond the original application or
interaction that generated it. Logged and categorized groupware interactions or data
structures that are archived in a data repository are an important potential source of
persistent data from an organizational standpoint. The cognitive process to develop
the data structures involves refining the data from givens and unknowns, which were
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already identified through the elicitation technique of problem formulation. Having
outlined a plan and a strategy to implement it, an accurate organization of information
suited for manipulation is the last phase of the solution planning stage. Facts
acquired during problem formulation may be incomplete or imprecise, but are used as
the basis for a comprehensive analysis and refinement of data requirements. The
relationships between the problem's givens, unknowns, and the various solution
components are established in the solution design stage.
In a collaborative environment, the data and facts recorded in the problem
formulation stage by the entire team needs to be associated with each team member's
subcomponent. These data structures also need to be accessible by all team members
in a global database. Much like individual problem solving, organization of the
information associated with each subcomponent will be manipulated. Although each
individual is working on their own data model for their subcomponent, the other team
members are available for consulting.
The collaborative structure modality deals with the characteristics of
developing open communication. The group dynamics aspects of the structure are
not as apparent since the team members at this point are working individually.
However, the team members need to be aware of potential side effects, processes, and
administration during the limited collaboration.
The collaborative modality in this phase focuses on the future integration of
the solution. To accomplish this task each team member needs access to the progress
and design of other subgoals. To maintain open communication, each team member
will manage a message board dedicated to the progress and design of their
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subcomponent. This will include storing data structures associated with each team
member's component. At this point, only data structures will be the focus but it will
serve as a base for the more involved design in subsequent phases of problem solving.
Collaborative processes in this phase are intermittent. The communication
will be regular in the sense that each member is updating their message board but
responding to messages will be an ad hoc collaborative activity (Herbsleb & Kuwana,
1998). Team members will store meta-information about the data such as interactions
with other components worked on or owned by other team members (Romano et. al.
1998). Meta-information will encourage communication and participation from other
team members. Team members should be encouraged to respond in that they have a
vested interest in assisting or at least communicating with their fellow team mates
because the tasks being worked on by each individual are additive. Additive tasks are
when the group's success is a summative combination of the outputs contributed by
all the team members (Steiner, 1972).
There most likely will also be scheduling constraints that each team member
would need to adhere to. The collaborative leader will need to put strict time limits
on the individual work so to not have the rest of the group waiting for one team
member to complete the data modeling task.
The main positive collaborative side effect in this stage is distributed learning.
This is a benefit observed in collaborative environments including knowledge sharing
between experts and novices and peer-oriented knowledge sharing among novices
(Tinzmann, 1990). Process losses and process loss side effects are also possible due
to working mostly on an individual level in this phase (Dennis, 1996). Process losses
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are inefficiencies associated with the intrinsic characteristics of a process, or factors
that decrease performance. In this case group members working on the data
structures alone will lose the benefits of collaboration.
Another possible side effect is conflict resolution. Maintaining
communication and group cohesion during the limited collaboration may encourage
less conflict. Group cohesion, also known as group unity, is not based on
interpersonal attraction alone (Whitworth et. al., 2000). How the group resolves
conflicts will also have an effect on the cohesion of the group. There is also
possibility for cognitive resource limitation side effect. This side effect is a natural
limitation when a human engaging in one cognitive activity limits their ability to
simultaneously engage in another (Dennis, 1996). Therefore, while a team member is
heavily involved in data modeling their own component, it will be difficult to
communicate with team members about other aspects of the solution.
Each team member accomplishes collaborative administration. Each team
member is administering a message board for their component of the solution.
Everyone is responsible for updating their message board with status reports and
design documents. Each team member is also responsible for acknowledging any
comments or discussions from other team members on their message board. This
phase is essentially the first time group members are working on their own
component. The group leader needs to manage goal congruence where the personal
interests of the group members stay compatible and aligned with the goal of the group
(Nunamaker et. al., 1996). The collaborative leader will also manage the schedule
and monitor status updates.
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3.3 STAGE 3- Solution Design
The Solution Design stage of the theoretical model incorporates three phases:
Organization and Refinement, Function/Data Specification, and Logic Specification.
Following is a detailed description of each individual phase.

3.3.1 Organization and Refinement
The goal of organizing and refining the problem is to ultimately have the problem
broken down in to well-defined tasks. The programming activity is a sequence of
design decisions for decomposing tasks (or goals) into subtasks (or subgoals), and
maintains that the level of decomposition will effect the ease or difficulty with which
a solution will be implemented, adapted or changed (Deek, 1997). The initial
problem statement defined in problem formulation was transformed into the
preliminary solution decomposition in the planning stage. That preliminary
decomposition is now further resolved into a more refined hierarchy of among
solution components, each of which is assigned a preliminary function statement.
Since the decomposition proceeds in an iterative top-down manner, the subgoals and
their inter-relationships may require reorganization and resequencing upon further
analysis. Therefore, the cognitive processes include the constant refinement of the
subgoals until each is a well-defined task by using a visual representation of the
problem decomposition and hierarchy between subgoals.
Organization and refinement is completed on an individual basis whether the
entire problem is being solved individually or by collaborating. The difference when
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collaborating is that team members need to make sure their well-defined tasks don't
overlap and are compatible with everyone else's task designs.
The collaborative structure in this organization and refinement phase has a
collaborative modality that reflects the nature of organizing and refining the
individual goals of each team member. The group dynamics deals mostly with the
communication facet of this process, in particular team members needs to document
their status and keep up with other team member progress.
The collaborative modality reflects the need for each group member to
balance multiple tasks of strategically organizing and refining their component into
well-defined tasks, while keeping in tune with the progress of the other component
designs. This will require synthesis of common information. Common information is
information known to members of a collaborative group prior to accomplishing this
task (Dennis, 1996). Each developer will synthesize the information output from the
solution planning stage with the problem understanding from the problem formulation
stage. Synthesis also occurs when the developer transforms the general
understanding of their component to a particular designed solution. The component
assigned to each team member, which was broken down into subcomponents in the
previous stage needs to be decomposed into single tasks, which will activate
additional cognitive activities such as organization and specification. The individual
message boards build for each group member's component design should be
continuously maintained and updated reflecting the organization and refinement of
their component. Each group member should frequently check each other's message
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boards to ensure no overlap of design tasks or incompatibility. Individually
breakdown into well defined tasks
Collaborative processes in this phase, just as the last phase, are rather
intermittent. However, this does not diminish the value of the group processes that
occur in this phase. The basic processes of a group consist of identifying subtasks
that are distributed among members who then coordinate their activities and finally
integrate their work to solve the original problem (Hohmann, 1997). As past phases
highlighted identifying subtasks and the distribution of them, this phase highlights the
beginning of coordinating activities among group members. The way to accomplish
coordination is establishing group protocols. Group protocols are mutually agreed on
ways of interacting (Ellis, Gibbs, Rein, 1991). Both technological and social
protocols are necessary. An example of a technological protocol is where each
member would asynchronously communicate, by posting messages and responding to
other team members' design message boards. This type of communication is
beneficial since participants can interact without communicating at the same time.
An example of a social protocol is the team adhering to the scheduling constraints to
keep the project moving towards completion. A way to encourage group protocols is
to incorporate an incentive structure into the protocol. However, collaboratively
sharing/seeking information with others requires an appropriate organizational
incentive structure (Olson & Olson, 2000). You don't want to cloud the purpose of
the protocol with incentives.
The Collaborative side effects in this phase revolve around communication.
Conflict resolution again, being extremely critical to maintain communication and
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group cohesion during the limited collaboration. Conflict can be resolved by having
information influence. Information influence is support for an opinion derived from
the quality of the information, rather then from social factors such as the status or
number of supporters for that position. The type of communication in this phase will
create an awareness of what other team members are doing (Fussell et. al., 1998). A
possible side effect that may come with awareness is increased information volume or
cognitive overload (Fussell et. al., 1998). Team members will need to judge for
themselves which information is pertinent to their sub-solution. Adding passive
information to already large amounts of project information could consume too much
of the teams resources (Fussell et. al., 1998).
The Collaborative administration in this phase is actually performed by each
team member. Each team member will administer a message board for their
component of the solution. Everyone is also responsible for updating their message
board with status reports and design documents and for acknowledging any
comments or discussions from other team members on their message board. The
collaborative leader will manage the schedule and monitor status updates.

3.3.2 Function/Data Specification
This phase of the model focuses on the functions and data flows between the modules
refined in the previous phases of the model. The function of each module is a
statement of the goal of the module. Data flows between modules are identified using
information gathered during the formulation and planning stages. The data gathered
from the previous stages needs to be refined. This is accomplished with a data table
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that specifies the precise data flow between the models, indicating the source,
destination and type of data. Typically, intermediate data elements may have to be
introduced, reflecting the decomposition process. The result is a data dictionary table
that includes the data element names, type, description, the associated goal and the
direction of the data flow.
Collaborating during this phase requires not only data flow between the
modules of but also the data flow between each team member's sub-problem. This
adds to the already complex process of function/data specification when individually
solving a problem. The success of this phase is critical for smooth integration
performed in stage five of the problem solving process. A well-planned data flow
between each team members sub-problem will also eliminate or at least reduce
amount of debugging to be performed in stage six. The main cognitive process that
occurs in this phase is synthesis (Deek, 1997). Synthesis is where the modules of
each team member are developed into a coherent whole by rearranging
establishing relationships.
The collaborative structure of function and data specification focuses in
creating open communication and organizing function and data requirements of the
problem solution. These modal requirements are accomplished with collaborative
tools such as message boards and chat rooms. The group dynamics in this phase
include processes that promote cognitive synchronization and eliminate conflict and
cognitive bias. Administratively, the group leader will guide the team toward
positive outcome in this phase.
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The collaborative modality in this phase must provide a forum for open
communication and discussion to facilitate the synthesis of each team member's
component. An efficient synthesized design of function and data specifications is
critical for later debugging and integration stages. Interactive communication needs
to occur along with documented outcomes. Thus, specifying the data specification
responsibilities for each team member's component is key. This is accomplished by
adding documentation to the project database specifying the data required by each
team member's sub-problem. Facilities for open communication will also be
necessary such as a chat room or an asynchronous messaging tool. To ensure
successful communication, the tools used by the team members should have common
ground factors. These factors are environmental characteristics that facilitate
establishing a shared collaborative experience (Olson & Olson, 2000). These
characteristics include factors that enhance cueing such as audibility, contemporality
(immediate receipt of messages), simultaneity (all participants can send/receive
messages simultaneously), and factors that enhance message quality such as
reviewability (messages can be reviewed afterwards) and revisability (messages that
can be revised before sending) (Olson & Olson, 2000). In addition, the asynchronous
messing tool will be one of the most frequently used tools and should have
unobtrusive accessibility where it is readily accessible and not obscured by being
integrated with less frequently used system features (Grudin 1994).
The most important collaborative process in this phase is communication. it
is imperative that the data needs of each team member's sub-problem be expressed
and understood to ensure cognitive synchronization. This will eliminate any
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misunderstanding of the data requirements of each sub-problem. Team members
will also need to negotiate responsibilities imposed by the needs of other subproblems. It is important that the data requirements are designed in the most efficient
manner. At the completion of any negotiations, acceptance will occur and the
responsibilities will be documented. Team members should also individually
organize their own sub problem decomposition to determine the most efficient way to
solve it. Team members could create a selection if more than one sequence is
possible as well as simultaneity of subtasks and communicate with other team
members about finalizing a sequence that would be most beneficial to the team
(Steiner, 1972).
As with any negotiations, conflict is a possible side effect. Resolution shop k]
be immediate to avoid wasting time. Group cohesion is another side effect in that ill:.
more each developer discusses their sub-problem and design the more cohesive the
group will become. Cognitive bias is also at risk if the data requirements for each
sub-problem are not well thought out and understood by all team members.
The group leader will perform the collaborative administration in this phase

.

The collaborative leader will need to perform status monitoring. This is an ongoing
activity to ensure a project is on schedule and to determine actions in case of schedule
slippage.

The leader will concentrate on monitoring the data requirem

responsibilities and document them in the project database.

ent
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3.3.3 Logic Specification
Once modular decomposition and data flow are completed, the process proceeds by
specifying the algorithmic logic for each module. This requires the use of algorithmic
pseudocode to identify the data structures, control structures, and operators. This
pseudocode generated at this stage can serve as the basis for code translation to a
target programming language. The cognitive process that occur in this phase of the
solution design include cognitive strategies which demonstrate the ability to carry out
the transformation of previously developed plan for a solution into an actual solution
(Gagne, 1985).
Logic specification is accomplished individually whether this is a
collaborative or an individual project. The difference with a collaborative project is a
pseudocode review. It is important to review the logic for each sub-problem before
time is wasted translating inaccurate pseudocode to a programming language. This
could be accomplished with a brief face-to-face or electronic meeting.
The collaborative structure in this phase includes tools to assist the
pseudocode review as far as the collaborative modality aspect of the structure is
concerned. The group dynamics occur more casually since this is a relatively
individual phase of the problem solving model. Side effects such as cognitive
overload can be minimized by the collaborative administration aspect of this phase.
The collaborative modality in this phase is accomplished with electronic
meeting tools assisting the pseudocode review. Support for electronic meetings
include brainstorming tools, asynchronous messaging tools, document databases,
chat, synchronous audio and video etc. In essence these environments support
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computer-mediated interactions (CMI). CMI refers to group environments where all
interactions between the members of the group are through computer communications
only, as distinguished from computer supported face-to-face interactions (Whitworth
et. al., 2000). The main quality of an electronic meeting tool is WYSIWIS. This
stands for "What You See Is What I See" This is sometimes considered a
fundamental presentation requirement of meeting tools, namely that they provide a
coordinated interface for all participants (Stefik et. al., 1987). However, it is
important that team members not destabilize other means of communication such as
simple pencil and paper calculations Nidamarthi et. al., 2001) .
The collaborative processes are intermittent because the logic specification is
mostly accomplished individually until the pseudocode review is performed either
face-to-face or using CMI. If using CMI, the review can be done via
depersonalization where it is anonymous allowing more objective evaluation and
better error detection to the extent that persons are separated from the contribution
being critiqued (Nunamaker et. al., 1991). It is also important that each team member
communicates all unique information pertaining to his or her component. Unique
information is information that is known to only a single member of a collaborative
group prior to group discussions (Dennis , 1996). This information may effect
another subcomponent being developed by another team member.
The main collaborative side effect is evaluation apprehension. Team
members may not want to express their logic specification ideas or important project
information because they fear criticism and evaluation (Dennis & Valacich, 1993).
Anonymous computer-mediated communications are intended to reduce evaluation
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apprehension especially in the presence of status differences or pressures to conform
(Dennis et. al., 1997). Presentation of partial information may have a detrimental
effect on the outcome of the solution. Partial information is information that is only
known to a subset of members of the collaborative group (Dennis, 1996).
Another side effect would come from the casual communication is distributed
learning. Team members are exposed to enlarged knowledge base of skills and
expertise by collaborating. Another positive side effect is cognitive synchronization,
Cognitive synchronization refers to the kind of cognitive process that occurs when
group members synchronize because they have a shared representation of a problem
or solution. In this phase by having a successful pseudo-code review, all project
information will be known by all group members causing group members to
synchronize cognitively. This will facilitate the effectiveness of each team member's
sub-component solution.
The basic collaborative administration that occurs in this phase is the
supervision of the pseudocode review meeting. This meeting will reassure that every
team member's sub-component is compatible with the other sub-components
developed.

3.4 STAGE 4 - Solution Translation
The Solution Translation stage of the theoretical model incorporates three phases:
Implementation, Integration, and Diagnosis. Following is a detailed description of
each individual phase.
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3.4.1 Implementation

Implementation involves transforming the detailed design into instructions suited for
compilation and execution. Data modeled in earlier stages is transformed into type
definitions, declarations, parameter statements, etc. Pseudocode is converted to
syntax specifying operators to manipulate and transform the data to produce the
desired results. Preliminary documentation of the individual instructions and the
modules is done at this time. The key cognitive process that occurs in this phase is
the application of knowledge. The knowledge acquisition component is concerned
primarily with determining relevant language features and integrating previously
identified partial solutions. At this point, all of these details of each sub-problem are
in line with the other sub-problem designs because of previous collaboration tasks.
Therefore, this work can be accomplished individually. The other team members are
available for support if any questions should arise during the implementation.
The collaborative structure when implementing the solution translation deals
primarily with the awareness aspect collaborative modality. The group dynamics in
this phase are nominal because of the nature of this phase. However, communication
will continue to be a major collaborative process and scheduling is side effect that
needs to be monitored.
The collaborative modality in this phase is related to the main cognitive
requirement, which is awareness. The team members should have awareness of each
team member's implementation plan. For example, if everyone is developing their
code in Java they should all use the same Java compiler to ease integration steps that
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will follow. There should be a posted document stating the project requirements as
far as language, compiler, schedules, etc.
Collaborative processes are minimal in this phase because it involves tasks
that can be completed by each individual without much collaboration. This is a result
of all the effective collaboration that happened in previous stages of collaborating.
The lines of communication, both asynchronous and synchronous, should still be kept
open for any issues that may come up. Team members could also use direct style
communication where members know each other and communicate directly, as
opposed to publication style communication where messages are broadcasted.
A collaborative side effect in this phase is not staying on schedule. The
collaborative leader needs to acquire implementation status from each team member
on a regular basis.
The Collaborative administration in this phase as with the previous phase that
is accomplished individually, the collaborative leader needs to enforce the scheduled
time allocation for the implementation phase. Since the team members are doing this
individually, this phase is more difficult to monitor but can be easily accomplished
with required status reports. A simple e-mail to the collaborative leader would
suffice. If there are any issues, the collaborative leader could call a meeting with
effected team members. It is imperative that the team stays on schedule so as to not
waste valuable man-hours waiting to move to the integration phase.
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3.4.2 Integration

In addition to writing new code, program implementation can also involve code reuse,
which involves integrating existing code used previously. It is classic problem
solving strategy to recall similar problems that have been solved previously; this
correlates with current thinking in the software design methodology where the
strategy is to develop new software systems by, as much as possible, integrating
previously written code. This is also called opportunistic design where each
developer solves key parts of a problem by mentally scanning their personal cognitive
library of solution plans until they identify a plan that matches the problem at hand
(Hohmann, 1997). The cognitive process occurring in this phase is synthesis

.

Synthesis transpires in two ways: first, with respect to the integration of existing
software components into the solution, and secondly, with respect to the piecemeal
integration of the modules under development.
When individually solving problems, the integration phase includes only code
reuse and individual integration. Adding the collaborative factor to the integration
phase adds an additional task: the integration of the sub-problems of each team
member. This additional integration task will cause the integration phase and the
diagnosis phase that follows the integration phase to be iterative. Therefore, the team
members will first perform the integration phase and the diagnosis phase individually
then when every team member has individually completed these two phases, the team
will revisit these phases together doing the additional collaborative tasks.
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The collaborative structure has a main focus of coordinating the integration
efforts. A source code tool would fulfill the modality need for this phases structure.
The group dynamics will be modified slightly since there will be a central person
leading the coordination efforts with assistance from each of the other team members.
This person will lead all collaborative administration of this phase and is most at risk
for the collaborative side effects of this phase.
The collaborative modality of this phase accentuates the synthesis cognitive
requirement. A tool for a team member to not only integrate their work but also
enable integration for the entire team is necessary. This tool must provide a secure
source code database, which will promote both code reuse and the overall project
integration. Source code tools are usually designed to handle huge repositories of
source code and project data, which is ideal for a team project. A networked
application that is able to distribute files over a network could also be useful. For
example, an application such as FTP (file transfer protocol) might be needed to
transfer files from one machine to another. A prioritizing tool (Dennis et. al., 1997)
is also necessary to assist in deciding the sequence each component should be
integrated.
The most significant collaborative process that occurs in this phase is the
identification of the person leading the integration effort. This person needs to have
the most domain expertise in order to integrate the entire project without difficulty.
Integration will also require coordination and scheduling processes. The leader of
this effort may choose to coordinate the integration in a way where one team
member's component is integrated at a time making the next phase (diagnosis) easier.
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Scheduling each component's integration is necessary to keep the project moving
smoothly.
The main collaborative side-effect is process bias. Process bias is a cognitive
bias in favor of certain kind s of process in decision making. Example process biases
include: preference for overly length processes, excessive preference for group
processes, excessive analogizing, and over simplification (Hohmann, 1997). The
team has to not only agree on the process that will be used to integrate the project but
also monitor the integration progress.
Another side-effect is cognitive overload of the integration leader. If the
person chosen for that role does not have the proper skill set they could experience
cognitive overload. If there is a situation where there is an integration leader with a
limited skill set the team members could lessen the overload by communicating
effectively with the integration leader to assist in efficient coordination and
integration efforts.
The integration leader predominantly handles the collaborative administration
of this phase. That person will also coordinate the integration effort with scheduling
any necessary deadlines for integration and the forthcoming diagnosis phase.

3.4.3 Diagnosis
Debugging is the process of diagnosis that refers to the identification and remediation
of possible errors. Debugging is a process also supported by existing development
tools in most programming environments. Possible errors could include: syntax
errors, run-time errors, and logical errors. The programming environment detects the
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first two types of errors. Syntax errors are found when the program is compiled.
Modern programming environments provide sophisticated error reporting and
debugging utilities to assist with syntax problems. Run-time errors are detected and
reported during program execution. Logical errors, on the other hand, are not
detected by the system and may be a challenge for the developer to correct. These
types of errors are usually handled in the testing stage. The main cognitive process of
this phase includes applying language syntax and problem domain knowledge during
the diagnostic analysis of errors.
Just as in the integration phase of this stage, diagnosis has an additional task
when developers are collaborating. Once each team member has completely
their sub-problem solution they will return to the integration phase whe
rdebugged
e
each of their sub-solutions will be joined together. Following the joining of all subsolutions, the team will return to the diagnosis phase to debug the entire solution, thus
completing the iteration of the integration and diagnosis phases. Debugging t
,

-,

entire solution will be much more complex in the second iteration in that their will be
mostly run-time errors to detect.
The collaborative structure in this phase is mainly concerned with a bug
database as far as the collaborative modality is concerned. The group dynamics deal
with integration, scheduling processes while the side effect focuses on conflict.
main administration tasks in this phase are assessment and delegation.
The collaborative modality during diagnosis focuses on the characteristics of
run-time errors during the second iteration of the debugging process. During the
second iteration of this phase, the person leading the integration efforts will mos(
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likely be doing the debugging. This person may encounter run-time errors that need
to be solved by the team member who designed the component that may have the
problem. Therefore, a database containing the list of bugs and who is being assigned
to look into the bug needs to be created. A notification protocol will also be
followed. For example, this protocol could be accomplished through an e-mail
application where the recipient would be required to respond with weather they are
going to fix the bug or not. Instant messaging is also a possibility if the recipient is
available.
The main collaborative process in this phase will take place during the
integration and testing of the each team member's component. This task should be
accomplished by scheduling the integration of one component at a time. This will
facilitate the diagnosis process. Communication is also the key to success during this
phase. Each team member will need to be aware of possible run-time error bugs they
may need to investigate. Details of the problem will be communicated via the bug
database or synchronous communication. Participants when communicating
synchronously interact at the same time, in contrast to asynchronous communication
such as the bug database. Synchronous groupware systems run in real time and
support group communication and collaboration using such techniques as instant
messaging. Task complexity will also vary due to the different types of possible bugs,
i.e. logical errors being more difficult to detect then syntax errors. The group will
need to work together to fix more complex problems during this phase.
The main collaborative side-effect in this phase is possible conflict during
diagnosis. If the integration leader experiences problems during debugging he/she is
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going to need to diagnose the problem by essentially pointing the finger at one of the
team member's components. It is important that each team member goes into this
phase with an open mind and accept any problems that may arise. If the previous
stages are completed correctly, there should be minimal problems eliminating any
conflict.
The integration leader will manage collaborative administration in this phase.
That person will need to assess any problems that comes up. The assessment will
involve delegating the problem to one of the team members for further assessment.

3.5 STAGE 5- Solution Testing
The Solution Testing stage of the theoretical model incorporates three phases: Critical
Analysis, Revision, and Evaluation. Following is a detailed description of each
individual phase.

3.5.1 Critical Analysis
The goal of the critical analysis phase is to develop test cases that verify the goals
have been met by the program developed by the team. In other words, the test cases
will determine that the problem has in fact been solved. This requires an examination
of the original goal, requirements, and specifications of the problem. The problem
requirements, data modeling and design specifications are used to define test cases for
each goal and subgoals. Code-based tests are also designed on the basis of the control
variables in the program. Developing test data to use as input for the program under
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verification is the first task in this stage. The objective is to design and apply a
testing strategy that uncovers all program errors.
The main cognitive process at this phase is analysis. The team needs to
analyze the original goal and solution requirements in order to develop appropriate
test cases. In collaborative problem solving, the solution is much larger thus the
need for more elaborate test cases. Initially, team members will create a test case for
their component. Once the results for the individual components are correct, a test
case will be developed collaboratively to test the integrated solution. It is important
to test the individual components first to facilitate the analysis of the large integrated
solution.
The collaborative structure modality consists of fundamental collaborative
tools to reach the goal of testing the solution for correctness. The group dynamics
focuses on accepting results, scheduling testing, and avoiding cognitive bias. Each
team member will have a hand in the collaborative administration of initializing
testing and assessing the results.
The collaborative modality tools needed to critically analyze the solution
consist of fundamental collaborative tools. Most of the collaboration will occur when
the team is creating the test case for the integrated solution. Initially, the team will
use the tools to assist in any difficulties encountered while testing their individual
components. Then the team will need a forum to discuss the best way to test the
integrated solution thus brainstorming tools; voting tools, documentation storage tools
will all be useful during this task.
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The main collaborative process that occurs while critically analyzing the
integrated solution is task division. Task division is how the group will divide the
critical analysis task into smaller subtasks. This may be externally specified by the
environment or determined by the group (Steiner, 1972). The critical analysis task is
developing test cases to analyze each component of the solution. In order to
completely test the solution, a rational model of behavior needs to be addressed. This
is where the decisions of a group, in this case the test cases need to be decided on, are
intentionally rational choices, as opposed to politically motivated decisions that are
not optimal from the viewpoint of an organization (Dennis et. al., 1991). Another
collaborative process is scheduling. The integration leader will create a testing
schedule in order to keep pending deadlines. The team will also have acceptance of
any results that come from the testing. Team members will negotiate problem results
as well as proposed solutions to incorrect testing results.
A collaborative side-effect that is the largest hazard to critical analysis is
cognitive bias. Team members that develop test data for their own component may
cognitively bias the data to always produce correct results. In order to choose data
that will challenge the outcome of the solution, team members should not critically
analyze their own component. Outcome bias, a type of cognitive bias, is also a
possible side effect. Outcome bias is when certain kinds of outcomes from decision
making is favored. In this phase, the outcome bias is an aversion to thorough testing
of a solution (Hohmann, 1997). Cognitive simplification is a possible side effect that
is similar to outcome bias. Cognitive simplification is that it is the tendency to use
easily available data and make conclusions after only using a small sample (Nosek,
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1998). A positive side effect is possible process gains that increase the performance
of the group (Nunamaker et. al., 1991). A processes gain is possible synergies that
occur while the group is deciding on test cases and test procedures. In order to
maximize the synergies occurring within the group, team members need to be given
airtime. This refers to the need in a non-computer mediated environment for group
discussions to partition speaking time among members because they can't access the
floor simultaneously (Dennis et. al., 1991).
The Collaborative administration that takes place during this phase is
initiating the analysis process as well as assessing the testing results. Each team
member should both initialize the analysis of their component as well assess
results. The integration leader will initialize and assess the critical analysis of t
integrated solution.

3.5.2 Revision

The outcome of the critical analysis phase may produce incorrect results. Either the
whole solution or some part of it does not match the purpose intended when the
was created. It may be necessary to reorganize or retrace the solution path, returning
to previous phases of the problem solving process. The solution may require changes
to a program affecting its logic, language constructs used, or data representation. in
the case where errors are found, the program will require modification and perhaps
revision either in the code or the design. This requires that the location of the error be
determined, their cause established, and corrective measures taken. The main
cognitive process involved when revising a solution is self-critical attitude (Gagne
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1985), which demonstrates the ability to critically assess one's own thought processes
as well as ones' own intellectual creations. When collaboratively solving a problem,
the group will be assessing critically not only their own components but also the
team's integrated solution, which in effect will be assessing other team member's
work.
The modality of the collaborative structure will focus on previous tools
created to complete the other phases of this model. The group dynamics will focus on
activities that will help the team communicate in order to pinpoint the solution
problem.
The collaborative modality will first need to distribute the revision task to the
appropriate team member. A workflow application similar to what was used during
the component distribution would be useful during the distribution of the particular
revision task. The actual revision will require the particular developer or team
member to look back on the entire problem solving process. They will need to review
all of the databases that were created to store the outcomes of the previous problem
solving phases. That information coupled with the incorrect results from the critical
analysis should give the developer insight on an appropriate revision.
Collaborative processes during the revision phase are processes that can assist
in locating the origination of problems discovered in the critical analysis phase. This
will require the activities such as communication and brainstorming between group
members. If a particular problem cannot be broken down for several team members
to solve, it is called a unitary task. These types of problems correspond
mathematically to tasks that cannot be usefully paralyzed, such as computing the
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square root of a number (Steiner, 1972). Choosing the team member to solve a
unitary task or problem will initiate a negotiating process. Incurring credibility of
information source can facilitate the negotiating process. This is a key factor in
acceptance of information (Dennis, 1996).
During the task of pinpointing the origination of the incorrect results, the team
may encounter some collaborative side effects. The main side effect is domain level
conflict. This type of conflict refers to inconsistencies in design criteria. It differs
from collaborative conflict that refers to interpersonal conflict between members of a
collaborative group. However, domain level conflict can turn into collaborative
conflict. If the group is assessing the revision either on-line or face-to-face flaming
may result. Flaming is uninhibited, angry negative criticism (Nunamaker et al.,
1991). During the revision task, confirmatory bias is a prospective side effect. This
type of bias is where the group has a cognitive tendency to seek and observe evidence
that verifies or confirms a viewpoint. This bias can be reduced by explicitly
searching for errors in the design rather than an attempt to verify the error (Stacy &
Macmillian, 1995).
Assembly effect is also a possibility due to the consequences of group
composition (Steiner, 1972). Group assembly may result in more effective solution
revisions. Another positive side effect is cognitive stability. Cognitive stability is the
tendency of a group to resist changing the focus of a discussion due to social
inhibitions against repeatedly changing the focus of a discussion (Steiner, 1972). The
importance of the revision phase warrants this type of focus.
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The team leader will manage the collaborative administration during the
revision phase. That person will need to initiate the revision process by determining
which team members need to revise their component. Assessing the results from the
critical analysis phase and reviewing the entire project can accomplish this. The
leader will need to also delegate responsibility to various team members.

3.5.3 Evaluation
The final phase of solution testing is evaluation. Evaluation requires assessing the
completed solution and monitoring the thinking process. Techniques used to monitor
thinking are called cognitive strategies, or metacognition. Metacognition is the main
cognitive process in the evaluation phase because it is concerned with monitoring the
thinking process and evaluating the solution (Sternberg, 1985).
Individual observations made as the solution evolves, called internal feedback,
provide grounds for reassessing the problem's need and the solution. Internal
feedback is an important progress indicator of the problem solving process and is
triggered as a result of the problem solver's own comprehension of the project's
progress. External feedback, such as comments provided by other team members,
can either confirm or conflict with the developer's strategy, thereby also causing
reassessment and adjustment.
Collaborative problem solving differs in individual problem solving in that the
focus is on the external feedback. It is important to include the entire team in the
evaluation process since collaborative problem solving is essentially a vertical
division of tasks were the team members are depending on each other's performance
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(Steiner, 1972). This is opposed to a horizontal division of tasks where the division
of labor in which each member of a group performs all aspects of a task. This is a
less efficient way of dividing tasks (Steiner, 1972).
The main characteristics of the collaborative structure when evaluating the
collaborative solution are communication tools and processes that promote
convergence and team exposure. The side effects to be avoided are critical mass
problems and situations where team members are not able to take suggestions from
each other.
The collaborative modality' in this phase is any tool that can assist in the
communication process. Fundamentally, the tool should provide collaborative
convergence (Romano et. al., 1998) where the team can come to a conclusion or
decision on a critical issue using a collaborative environment. For example,
asynchronous and synchronous messaging tools such as chat, e-mail, and/or a
discussion board. In addition a voting tool would be used to obtain the teams final
consensus.
The primary collaborative process that will occur while evaluating is
convergence as described above. In addition to converging to a decision the team
will develop a shared understanding of the solution in order to be able to accurately
evaluate the solution's accuracy. The shared understanding occurs by way of
information exchange between all of the team members (Dennis, 1996). The goal is
to have a consensus change after the information exchange, which is the difference
between the post-group consensus and the pre-group discussion consensus (Dennis,
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1996). While communicating to assist in the convergence process the group will gain
a more detailed exposure (Hohman, 1997) to the components of the solution.
The most serious collaborative side-effects is the critical mass/prisoner's
dilemma problem (Grudin, 1994). Some team members may not see the importance
of the evaluation process leaving a gap in this phase of solution testing thus the team
will not be able to reach critical mass of the groupware system that is being used for
communication. A non-participating team member may feel their component works
and the evaluation process will not benefit them so they possibly will abandon the
project before every aspect of the solution is evaluated. Another side effect that may
occur is A priori preferences (Dennis, 1996). During evaluation, there may be some
criticism of a particular component design. The team member who worked on that
design may focus only on information supporting their opinion thus, ignoring
anything contradictory. Normative influence is also a problem during evaluation.
This type of influence could occur during a discussion and the support for an opinion
is derived from secondary factors such as the status of participants. Normative
influence also refers to the tendency of individual's to defer to what they perceive as
the group opinion without the need for group pressure, coercion or persuasion.
Another side effect related to normative influence is group polarization. This refers
to the alleged tendency of groups to adopt more extreme positions or decisions than
individuals (Whitworth et al., 2000).
The main collaborative administration task in this phase is facilitation
(Dennis, Nunnamaker, & Vogel, 1991). The communication process needs to be
facilitated by the team leader. The leader will have to manage and encourage
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participation in the evaluation process. The leader must keep in mind that evaluation
is an additive task. An additive task (Steiner, 1972) is when the success of a
collaborative task is based on the result of all team members participating. Success
will be determined by the combined effort of the group. Team members will each
lead the communication of their solution component evaluation.

3.6 STAGE 6 - Solution Delivery
The Solution Delivery stage of the theoretical model incorporates three phases:
Documentation, Presentation, and Dissemination. Following is a detailed description
of each individual phase.

3.6.1 Documentation
Documentation has significant consequences on the clarity and readability of the
whole solution and is essential for comprehending and modifying programs
(Tremblay & Bunt, 1989). The major cognitive process during documentation is
synthesis. Synthesis requires the ability to produce a well-organized whole (Bloom,
1956).
In addition to the documentation generated during the earlier stages of
problem solving, program documentation including comments and explanations are
important to understand the approaches and techniques used to solve the problem.
Maintenance, which may require modifying the existing program functionality or
addition of new user requirements, would be difficult without adequate
documentation. Other forms of documentation, such as help features or user manuals
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in the case of complex systems, are also essential for understanding system
operations.
In collaborative problem solving, the amount of documentation is increased
largely because the problem is larger then a problem solved by one individual. On
one hand this is not a problem because team members could document their own
component, however, the integration of the documentation needs to occur as well as
documentation regarding the integration of each individual component.
The collaborative structure during the documentation phase incorporates
processes that focus on the organization of the main project document. Organization
requires communication and coordination of the documentation tasks as well as
identifying a team member to lead the integration of documentation effort.
The collaborative modality needed for documentation is a tool that can
monitor the activity of a document as well as limit modification rights to one team
member at a time. In other words, all of the team members will be able to read the
document but only one user will be able to modify it. Each team member should
create their own documentation for their component and post it to the documentation
tool. One team member will then integrate the component documents into one main
document.
The main collaborative processes needed to create documentation for a
collaborative solution is coordination. Each team member will be creating a
document to describe the component solution they developed. These separate
documents need to be coordinated in order to integrate them in the main solution
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document. Symmetry of information (DNV) also needs to occur so that each team
member is using a similar format facilitating the integration of the documents.
A major collaborative side-effect that occurs is information redundancy (D).
Since each team member will write about features and reasons for specific design
decisions, some information my get repeated. This is not necessarily a negative side
effect. Information may be repeated and the integrator of the documentation may
choose to leave in redundant information to increase information saliency (DNV).
An increase in saliency can decrease the possibility of important information being
overlooked.
The main collaborative administration activities are facilitation and
identification. The team member that will take charge of the document integration
needs to be identified. This person will also facilitate the documentation activity of
each component by the other team members.

3.6.2 Presentation
Once the solution has been tested and documented these results have to be organized
as a report. The important cognitive process of this phase is the communication of
verbal information as exhibited by the ability to formulate and organize a complete
and coherent report (Gagne 1985).
In individual problem solving, a presentation can be done relatively easily
with a written report. In the case a group projects, the results may need to be orally
presented in addition to a well-organized report. The written report documents, in an
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orderly manner, the original problem description/requirements, solution
plan/specification, and the coded/verified solution.
The collaborative structure of the presentation phase centers around providing
a documentation tool with shared access and the team deciding on essentially how to
use that tool most efficiently. Efficiency is measured on the basis of how quickly the
entire written presentation can be integrated.
The collaborative modality when a group is planning a presentation needs to
focus on standardizing the tools and style used during the presentation design. Team
members will be developing a section of the presentation based on the tasks assigned
to them, therefore, a standardized style will enhance the execution of the presentation.
Finished presentations can be posted in the documentation tool for easy access by the
presentation integrator.
The collaborative process is not only the development of the written project
presentation but also the execution of the verbal presentation. Depending on the
group proximity, the presentation can be completed by either one or all of the
members. The team will also need to vote on the standardized style and tools to be
used during the development of their individual portions of the presentation. During
the actual presentation, the media speed should be considered while deciding on the
method of presentation execution and tools to be used. The relative speeds of typing,
reading, speaking, and listening effect the amount of information available to and
processes by a group, thereby affecting process gains and losses (Nunamaker et al.,
1991).
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When presenting a large organized project the main collaborative side-effect
is synergy (Dennis & Valacich, 1993). The group will build on each other's
presentation making the whole of the presentation greater then the sum of the
individual parts of the presentation. This will only occur is the group proximity
(Nunamaker et al., 1991) is close enough for the presentation to be executed as a
group. A negative side effect that could occur during a presentation is production
blocking. This is blocking associated with mutually exclusive access to a resource.
For example, in a verbal exchange only one person can speak at a time, so other
participants are blocked in the meantime (Dennis, 1996). Attenuation blocking is also
a possibility because it can occur during production blocking. This type of blocking
is when a member of a group forgets or suppresses expression of an idea that could
not have been expressed in a timely way because of production blocking (Nunamaker
et al., 1991).
The collaborative administration of developing both a written and oral
presentation focuses the decision of standardizing a tool and style of the presentation.
The team leader can facilitate a vote and identify a presentation integrator of all the
project components.

3.6.3 Dissemination
Most projects and vital project information needs to be disseminated to the
appropriate community of interest. The most significant cognitive process is the
performance component directing task organization (Sternberg, 1985). Individually
this may not be a difficultly organized task, however, because of its size a group
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project will require much more organization of the information to disseminate as
opposed to an individually worked on project.
The collaborative structure during dissemination deals mostly with the
interaction between the team leader and the group requesting the solution to the
original problem such as communication, conflict, externality, and decision-making.
The collaborative modality of the dissemination phase is more feasible and
more important, by the availability of Internet technology. The project and the files
can either be uploaded to an Internet site for easy downloading or depending on the
size of the files can be compressed and e-mailed to the interested parties.
Collaborative processes of dissemination are at this point between the team
leader and the group or company who initiated the problem that was solved. The
collaboration focuses on the communication of the dissemination process. Where the
process is concerned with the method in which the project will be disseminated.
Communication is not an easy process because of cognitive multi-threading
(Whitworth et. al., 2000). This refers to the notion that a single act of
communication, ranging from the literal content of the message, sender context
information such as about the state of mind of the communicator, and sender position
such as an associated intended action. The Dissemination will be a mass publicati n
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where identical information is dispersed to a group of users. This could occur via
FTP, e-mail, or regular mail.
The only Collaborative side-effect might be any conflict that may occur while
deciding on a dissemination process. When the solution is actually used there may be
either positive or negative externality depending on the how many people accept or
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use the product. When distributing the solution, representativeness bias needs to be
considered. This is the cognitive tendency to expect the local characteristics of what
seems o be a typical sample are general or global characteristics (Stacy &
Macmillian, 1995). Therefore, the dissemination process needs to be approved by the
receiver of the solution as well as the group working on the solution.
The team leader accomplishes collaborative administration that occurs in the
dissemination phase. The team leader will actually execute the dissemination process
agreed to by all interested parties.

CHAPTER 4
COLLABORATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING AND PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
A framework for an integrated environment to support a group in all problem solving
and program development stages including problem formulation, solution planning,
solution design, solution translation, solution testing and solution delivery is
proposed. This environment is based on the tools needed to support the Collaborative
Cognitive Model for Collaborative Problem Solving and Program Development
described in the previous chapter. The model takes into consideration the cognitive
skills, psychology, and sociology and tasks that must be addressed by a team during
collaborative problem solving and program development.

4.1 System Description
The complete collaborative problem solving and software development system is
made up of four commercial applications. The combinations of these four
applications, shown in table 4.1, supply all of the tools needed to satisfy the
collaborative and cognitive activities during collaborative problem solving and
software development.
The first application is Groove. Groove provides numerous tools to assist m
collaboration. The Groove tools that will be utilized are as follows: a documentation
storage tool is available to keep track of group decisions and solution plans, a
member contact tool for easy access to team members, a task list tool assists m
organizing the individual and group tasks of the team, a scheduler tool to organ
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meeting dates and details, a message board to facilitate asynchronous messaging, a
link tool to assist in group Internet searching, and finally a chat tool for spontaneous
communication.
CyberCollaboratory is primarily needed for its Group Decision Support
System (GDSS) tools: a brainstorming tool assists team members in generating ideas
for problem understanding and solution planning, an idea organizer tool, and a voting
tool to facilitate group decisions.
The last two systems Rational Requisite Pro, a requirement management
systems, and any Visual Source Safe, a source code management system, are essential
in the overall system, however not needed until stage 3 of the collaborative model,
Table 4.1 Complete Collaborative System
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In the following sections a description of how the tools presented above
integrate with the specific tasks of the collaborative model is presented.

4.1.1 Tools for Problem Formulation
Brainstorming occurs in a few of the beginning stages of this model. In this stage the
brainstorming tool will be used during the creation of the problem description and the
refinement of the problem description. Following brainstorming the idea organizer
tool is used to facilitate the use of the voting tool occurring next. This stage also
utilized the member contact tool to create a database of the individual team members
and their skills. The team will use the asynchronous messaging tool to keep track of
the extracted facts from the refined problem. One person from the team will have the
responsibility of documenting the resulting problem description and facts. This
information is stored in the document storage tool. This stage as well as the
following stages will all use the scheduler tool to schedule the occurrences of each of
the tasks in this stage.

4.1.2 Tools for Solution Planning
Brainstorming, idea organizing and voting are a large part of this stage just as in the
previous phase. Those tools are specifically needed for generating alternatives and
selecting a solution strategy, and for breaking down the problem solution into major
components. The major components need to be distributed to the team members.
This can be accomplished using a voting method or team member volunteering.
This distribution will be documented using the task list tool. Organizing the facts
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depicted from the last stage with the various problem components can be discussed
using the message board and documented in the document storage tool. The
scheduler tool is used for setting various deadlines in this stage.

4.1.3 Tools for Solution Design
Now that the components are distributed among the team members, the solution
design is partially an individual task. The team will discuss the overall design but
individual team members need to determine the breakdown of their own component.
The collaborative tasks will use again, brainstorming, idea organizing, and voting

.

During a solution design brainstorming session, questions may arise where the link
tool will come in handy. The team will be able to surf the Internet together. The
scheduler tool and the requirements management tool will be used to set deadlines for
the individual tasks of further component breakdown and algorithm logic
specifications. Asynchronous messaging and chat are primarily utilized during h
individual tasks for team member assistance.

4.1.4 Tools for Solution Translation
During solution translation each individual is composing the code from 'I.,
algorithmic specifications from the last stage. If team member assistance is need

,

chat, e-mail, and asynchronous messaging tools are available. The code will he
stored in the code database tool for version control. The collaborative element of
stage is code integration. Initially, the team members will be integrating their
components and debugging. Then an integration and debugging schedule for
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team components will bet determined. The code will be integrated from the code
database tool. During the integration, debugging various problems may arise. These
issues will be distributed among the team members using the task list tool. Problems
should be documented using the document storage tool.

4.1.5 Tools for Solution Testing
The team needs to develop test data to determine the correctness and completeness of
the solution. Individuals should determine test data for their own component but
every team member should test the entire solution for effectiveness and efficiency
problems. Solution problems will result in debugging tasks that will be distributed
among the team members using the task list tool. Problems should be documented
using the document storage tool. Team discussions will arise during the testing
process possible to compare results. All of the communication tools, i.e. chat, e-mail,
messaging, may be utilized.

4.1.6 Tools for Solution Delivery
Delivery of the solution will be a result of a presentation of the documentation
collected during the problem solving and software development process and stored in
the documentation tool, as well as delivering the actual software to the end-user.

CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The impetus behind the development of a collaborative problem solving and software
development model is improving the output and success of a group attempting to
solve a problem with software. Most groupware systems have focused on the
communication aspect of collaboration but not the coordination and cognitive issues
that need to be addressed during problem solving and software development.
Previous studies in this area have examined software requirement development with
use of different modes of collaboration (Ocker, Hiltz, Turoff, Fjermestad, 1995;
Ocker & Fjermestad 1998; Ocker et. al. 1998; Ocker, 2001) and use of a decision
making model with modes of collaboration (Ocker, Hiltz, Turoff, Fjermestad, 1995).
The decision making model is described as a structured approach with a sequence of
3 steps where the subjects were guided in generating alternatives alone then as a
group evaluate each alternative and finally a group consensus is reached. The modes
of collaboration are described as either computer conferencing alone, face-to-face or a
combination of both.
The work presented in this experiment, both in terms of theoretical model and
experimental design, considers a much larger aspect of the problem solving and
software development process. Specifically, the focus is on the first two stages of
problem solving and software development: Problem Formulation and Solution
Planning. This model takes into consideration the cognitive processes of groups
during these tasks. Ocker's (1995) research stated that using a "problem solving
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approach did not significantly impact creativity or quality" of the software
requirements produced. It is this writer's opinion that there was not a significant
impact because the structured method was not extensive enough to impact creativity
or quality. Group Cognition was not considered.
In the problem formulation stage of the proposed model, the subjects were
required to perform tasks that guide them through the phases of problem formulation:
developing a preliminary problem description, a preliminary mental model and the
development of a structured problem representation. During the solution planning
stage, the subjects were guided to discover a solution strategy, goal decomposition
and data modeling. Past research (Ocker, 1995) only covered 1 out of 6 phases
will be tested in the proposed experiment.
The experiment also utilized a collaborative system that provides all of the
tools necessary to accomplish all of the tasks required to effectively and efficiently
solve a problem. Specifically, these tools provide brainstorming, documention
storage, member contacts, task list, scheduler, message board, chat, synchronous
messaging and a link tool. Past research utilizes a computer conferencing system
provide collaboration tools (Ocker, 2001). When Ocker (1995) tested the quality of
the solution produced by the group using computer conferencing the quality
judged to be higher but not significantly so. This research hypothesized that by
the appropriate tools for the specific tasks outlined in the proposed model a
significant difference will be apparent when judging quality. In this research, a plan
has been developed to evaluate two stages of the model presented in the pr,
chapter using existing tools.
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This chapter describes the evaluation plan of the collaborative problem
solving and software development model and the effects of using it with specific
groupware tools. An experiment to test and investigate hypotheses was conducted
over two semesters. The hypotheses that were used in the evaluation, the subjects,
the design, instrumentation and data collection methods are all presented.

5.1 Introduction
The groupware system that was used in this experiment is Groove. This groupware
application provides the necessary tools that the subjects utilized to complete the
tasks as outlined in the problem formulation and solution planning stages of the
collaborative model.
This study is sought to verify the claims made regarding the collaborative
problem solving and software development model and to investigate the impact
resulting from using collaborative tools as a support structure for the model.

5.2 Task
The problem solving task for each group was to design a solution for a super market
simulation program. Neither implementation nor coding was required, only the
solution's design. This task was similar to other collaborative projects commonly
assigned in graduate level object-oriented courses such as the course in which the
subjects are enrolled. The final design of the supermarket should have included the
different aspects of a supermarket designed using object-oriented concepts. The user
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of the simulation program should be able to input the customer frequency, the number
of stockers re-stocking the shelves, and the number of cashiers working, where
customer frequency is how often a customer will enter the store. The subjects were
also required to determine any additional objects needed to simulate a supermarket
and what functions all of the objects need to perform during simulation. The output
of the design will be any statistical information from the different objects in the
supermarket the subjects feel necessary.
The subjects had one week training. During that time, the subjects were
instructed to vote on a process facilitator and a content facilitator and be able to
familiarize themselves with the collaborative systems by working on a very simple
problem. The process facilitator was responsible for initiating any activities noted in
any day's tasks. The content facilitator was responsible for updating daily the output
documents required for submission.
Following training, the subjects were given two weeks to complete
experimental task. The entire experiment lasted 3 weeks. The subjects were given a
schedule to structure their time for the tasks and to allow time for documentation

.

The subjects were also given a post-task questionnaire that included questions used to
measure subjects perceptions regarding the task. The subject task list for
condition is located in Appendix C of this document. Documentation and
questionnaire are discussed in section 5.3.2. The subjects were also asked to
participate in a debriefing session to discuss the task, the conditions, group member
interactions, any time issues, any modifications needed in the experiment, and
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what they learned in the experiment. This session was conducted as an asynchronous
messaging session in the subjects' course Web board conference.

5.2.1 Subjects
The subjects consisted of Computer and Information Science graduate students at the
New Jersey Institute of Technology enrolled in Object Oriented Programming (CIS
601 & CIS 602). All students received course credit for their participation. Students
were given an alternative task if they choose not to participate in the experiment. The
alternative task was exactly the same task as given for the experiment.

The

alternative task is included in Appendix C of this document. Groups of four NA
randomly assembled for all groups whether experimental or alternative.

5.2.2 Independent variables
There were two independent variables: tools and model generating a 2X2 fa(
design. Therefore, there are four conditions in this study:
(1) Access to Groove AND access to the Model
(2) Access to Groove AND no Model access
(3) E-mail AND access to the Model
(4) E-mail AND no Model access

5.2.3 Dependent variables and Data Collection
The
post-test
data was obtained from multiple sources including: (1) subjects'
questionnaire, (2) subject performance on the given problem to be solved, 4,
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subjects' output documents on brainstorming sessions, alternative decisions, problem
understanding and solution plan, and (4) subjects' e-mail communication. Table 5.1
outlines the dependent variables and their measurement details.

Table 5.1 Measurement Methods for Dependent Variables
Variable
Problem Understanding
Quality of Solution Planning
Number of Alternatives
Solution Creativity
Solution Satisfaction
Solution Quality
Process Satisfaction
Quality of E-mail Participation
E-mail Message Pattern
Process Conflict

Measurement
Output Document Analysis
Output Document Analysis
Output Document Analysis
Experts Solution Analysis
Ratings on Post-Task Questionnaire
Experts Solution Analysis
Ratings on Post-Task Questionnaire
E-mail Content Analysis
E-mail Statistics
E-mail Content Analysis

The reports/documentation required from the subjects were as follows:
1. Problem Formulation Document - This document contained the following
information:
a. The problem description their own words
b. Any information known regarding the problem
2. Solution Plan Document - This document contained the following
information:
a. A strategy to accomplish a solution, i.e. any alternatives the teams
devised with and the final alternative chosen by the team.
b. An exact plan to accomplish the solution.
c. Any facts associated with the plan
The post-task questionnaire, located in Appendix B, measures solution .u,
process satisfaction as well as validating the experimental task. The questions were
based on a questionnaire, also located in Appendix B, from the literature that also
measured solution and process satisfaction (Ocker, Fjermestad, Hiltz, Turo
Johnson, 1998).

Table 5.2 shows the questions asked to measure solution
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satisfaction, Table 5.3 shows the questions to measure process satisfaction and Table
5.4 shows the task validation questions.
Table 5.2 Solution Satisfaction Questionnaire Items
1. I am very satisfied with the quality of my group's solution.
3. I am not confident in the group's final solution.
5. I am very committed to my group's final solution.
7. The final solution and formal reports do not reflect my inputs.
9. 1 feel I had an equal part in the correctness of the group's final solution.
Table 5.3 Process Satisfaction Questionnaire Items
2. My group's problem solving process was efficient.
4. My group's problem solving process was coordinated.
6. My group's problem solving process was unfair.
8. My group's problem solving process was confusing.
10. My group's problem solving process was satisfying.

Table 5.4 Task Validation Questionnaire Items
11. I felt the task was too difficult.
12. I understood the task.
13. I felt there wasn't enough time to complete the task.
14. I felt that everyone on my team understood the task.

Scale for questionnaire items 1,2,4,5,9,10,12,14
Strongly Agree
Disagree
7

Si;

Undecided
6

5

4

3

2

Scale for questionnaire items 3,6,7,8,11,13
Strongly Agree
Disagree
1

Undecided
2

3

4

Strongly
5

6

7

5.2.3.1 Judging procedures. Trained expert judges were selected based on h
academic and/or professional experience in software design. The judges met prior to
evaluating the results for training and practice on report evaluation. The judges
evaluated the solutions presented by each group from the problem solving/software
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development sessions. Specifically, the judges in analyzing the Problem Formulation
document evaluated problem understanding on a separate 10-point scale. Solution
quality, creativity, quality of solution planning, and number of alternatives were
judged on a 10-point scale by evaluating the Solution Plan document. Solution
satisfaction and process satisfaction were also judged from the post-task
questionnaire given to the subjects immediately following completion of the
experimental task. This questionnaire included measures to evaluate the experimental
task.
Quality of participation and process conflict were measured by the content of
the e-mails passed between the group members. Specifically, quality of participation
was measured by comparing the number of social oriented messages and the number
of task oriented messages. There was also consideration for messages that are both
task and socially oriented and messages where the subjects are not following the
directions as outlined in the task document. Process conflict was measured
specifically by the quantity of disagreement and agreement messages passed between
the group members. Finally, the message pattern variable was measured
comparing statistically the number of messages passed per day, the average number
of lines per message and the average number of messages per group.

5.2.4 Hypotheses
The Hypotheses were designed to assess whether the tools in the collaborative
environment and the Collaborative Model (CM) aid the subjects in their search

h

solution, producing better results, enhancing their perception, attitude.
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motivation, and in the development of skills and knowledge necessary for
collaborative problem solving and software development. The hypotheses were
designed to test the relationship between using the collaborative problem
solving/program development model and various collaborative tools. The major
assumption of the hypotheses was that subjects using the tools along with the CM
would perform better on problem solving and software development tasks than
subjects not using the system and the CM.
The tools used in this study specifically intend to facilitate problem
formulation and solution planning and design tasks during collaboration. In addition,
the CM outlines the tasks required during these problem solving stages. As reflected
in the hypotheses formulated, the tools and CM usage are expected to directly effect
the output of the teams. Table 5.5 shows the hypotheses used in this experiment.
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Table 5.5 Hypotheses
H la. Teams working with the tools will produce more creative solutions than the teams working without tools.
H lb. The teams having access to the Collaborative Model (CM) will produce more creative solutions than the teams
working under the condition without the CM.
H lc. When evaluating solution creativity, a positive synergistic effect will occur between the tools and the CM.
H 2a. The teams working with the tools will produce higher quality solutions than teams working without tools.
14 2b. Teams with access to the CM will produce higher quality solutions than the teams working under the
condition without the CM.
14 2c. When evaluating solution quality, a positive synergistic effect will occur between the tools and the CM.
H 3a. Solution Satisfaction will be higher in the teams with tools than for teams working without tools.
H 3b. Solution Satisfaction will be higher in the teams having access to the CM than the teams working under the
condition without the CM.
H 3c. When evaluating solution satisfaction, a positive synergistic effect will occur between the tools and the CM.
H 4a. The teams having access to the collaborative tools will show superior understanding of the problem as
demonstrated by their ability to clearly and correctly state problems and extract problem facts better than teams
without tool access.
H 4b. The teams having access to the CM will show superior understanding of the problem as demonstrated by
their ability to clearly and correctly state problems and extract problem facts better teams without CM access.
H 4c. When evaluating problem understanding, a positive synergistic effect will occur between the tools and the
CM.
H 5a. Teams working with the tools will generate more alternatives than those teams working without tools.
H 5b. The teams having access to the CM will generate more alternatives than the teams working under the
condition without the CM.
H 5c. When evaluating the number of alternative generated, a positive synergistic effect will occur between the
tools and the CM.
H 6a. The teams having access to the collaborative tools will show higher quality solution planning as
demonstrated by their ability to provide detailed and clear plans, complete goal refinements and representation of
facts better then the teams working under the condition without tool access.
H 6b. The teams having access to the CM will show higher quality solution planning as demonstrated by their
ability to provide detailed and clear plans, complete goal refinements and representation of facts better then the teams
working under the condition without the CM.
H 6c. When evaluating solution planning quality, a positive synergistic effect will occur between the tools and the
CM.
H 7a. Process Satisfaction will be higher in the teams with tool access than that of the teams working without tool

access.
H 7b. Process Satisfaction will be higher in the teams having access to the CM than the teams working under the
condition without the CM access.
H 7c. When evaluating process satisfaction, a positive synergistic effect will occur between the tools and the CM.
H 8a. Quality of e-mail participation will be lower in teams with tool access than that of the teams working without
tool access.
H. 8b. Quality of e-mail participation will be higher in teams having access to the CM than the teams working under
the condition without the CM.
I-1CM
8c. When evaluating e-mail participation quality, no interaction effect Will occur between the tools and the
9a. E-mail Message Pattern will be less complex in teams with tool access that that of the teams working with...:
tool access.
H 9b. E-mail Message Pattern will be more complex in teams with CM access.
H 9c. When evaluating e-mail message pattern no interaction effect will occur between the tools and the CM.
H l Oa. Process Conflict will be lower in teams with tool access that that of teams with tool access.
H 10b. Process Conflict will be higher in teams having access to the CM that that of teams working under the
condition without the CM.
H 10c. When evaluating process conflict no interaction effect will occur between the tools and the CM.

5.2.4.1 Hypotheses Details. This section includes a detailed discussion of the
twenty-one hypotheses. This will include the reasoning behind the hypotheses JO
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any studies that may have influenced their selection. This section will also discuss
the instruments for hypothesis verification.
Hypothesis 1 measures solution creativity. Based on the findings of a prior

study where more creative solutions were produced by teams who had access to
computer conferencing systems than those who only met face-to face (Ocker &
Fjermestad, 1998), this experiment speculates that teams using the groupware tools
will also produce more creative solutions than groups without tools. In addition to
the tool influence, another study (Ocker et. al., 1995) concluded that a decision
making model had no influence on the outcome of a group's solution. This proposal
speculates that the use of the CM will produce more creative solutions due to the CM
considering more extensive characteristics of the collaborative problem solving and
software development process. This proposal also speculates that the combination of
both the collaborative tools and the CM will produce significantly more creative
solutions than conditions with only the CM or only tool access and most definitely the
condition without either the tool or CM access.
Hypothesis 2 measures solution quality. Based on the speculations of Ocker

et. al. (1995) that groups producing more creative solutions will also produce
solutions with higher quality, this proposal also hypothesizes about solution quality

.

However, Ocker's (1995) results did not show a significant increase in solution
quality when compared to solution creativity. This experiment speculates that quality
will be significantly higher in groups with access to both the collaborative tools and
the CM. This is based on the speculation that the CM will facilitate creativity thus
improve quality. Therefore, solution quality will have a high correlation with
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solution creativity.
Hypothesis 3 measures solution satisfaction. This variable will measure the
group member's opinion regarding the final group solution. The hypothesis is based
on results from a collaborative experiment with experienced software engineers
(Nosek, 1998), which, showed team members were more personally satisfied with
their work and had greater confidence in their solutions then individual software
engineers. In an experiment by Ocker et. al. (1998), there was no significant
difference in solution satisfaction between the different collaborative modes of
communication. However, there was not a model for the subjects to follow. It is
speculated in this experiment that team members with access to groupware tools and
the CM will have more satisfaction with their team's solution plan than team
members without access to groupware tools and the CM.
Hypothesis 4 is measuring Problem understanding. This hypothesis is
based on results from Deek (1997) which showed that individuals using a problem
solving model which facilitated understanding the question, the meaning of the
problem's terminology, and identifying relevant problem facts did better than
individuals without the model. It is speculated that the same results will apply to a
group where the teams exposed to the CM will understand the problem significantly
better than teams without access to the CM which guides the teams through the
problem understanding process.
Hypothesis 5 measures the number of alternatives. It is speculated that with
the access to the collaborative tools the number of alternatives produced will be
significantly higher than groups without access. This hypothesis is based on the fact
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that the addition of the collaborative brainstorming tool facilitates alternative
generation; as such it is speculated that those groups having access to the tools will
produce a significantly higher number of alternatives from which to choose their
solution.
Hypothesis 6 measures Quality of Solution Planning. Based on results from
Deek (1997) where individuals using a problem solving model showed higher quality
solution planning as opposed to individuals without access to a problem solving
model. This proposal speculates that significantly higher quality solution planning
will result in groups that have access to the CM as opposed to groups without acces s.
The subjects will be developing an appropriate strategy for a solution by follow .
the tasks outlined in the CM. The subjects will be guided in considering variou s
alternatives to achieve the goal of the problem by subdividing the goal into subgoals
and identifying the tasks needed to accomplish each subgoal.
Hypothesis 7 measures process satisfaction. Process satisfaction measures
the satisfaction experienced by groups that accomplished the same task via different
means. This measure is based on Ocker et. al. 1998 where process satisfaction
measured and there was not a significant difference between the modes of
communication. This proposal speculates that there will be a significant increase in
process satisfaction between those groups with access to the tools and the CM (hail
the teams without access to either the collaborative tools and the CM. Ocker's
experiment did not include a model for the groups to follow thus this proposal
hypothesizes that since the CM facilitates problem solving process satisfaction
increase.
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Hypothesis 8 measures quality of participation. Quality of participation will
be analyzed by doing a content analysis of the e-mails passed between the groups.
E-mails will be coded in 4 different categories: social, task oriented, both social and
task oriented, and off-track e-mails (not following directions). The higher the number
of task and task/social messages will increase the score of that group. It is speculated
that groups with only e-mail access and the CM will have a higher outcome for this
variable because the groups with CM access will have more motivation to
communicate that groups without CM access.
Hypothesis 9 measures the e-mail message pattern. E-mail message pattern
is accomplished by measuring the number of messages passed per day, the average
number of lines per message, and the average number of messages passed per group
member. Teams with only CM access are hypothesized to have a more complex email message pattern than groups working under the other conditions. The CM will
promote more frequent and detailed e-mail discussions.
Hypothesis 10 measures process conflict. Process conflict will be evaluated
by determining the number of disagreement and agreement messages passed between
group members. It is hypothesized that teams having access to the CM will have a
higher amount of conflict than the other conditions. Because of the hypothesized
more frequent and detailed e-mail discussions occurring there could be a higher
probability of conflict.
Ten 2X2 ANOVAs will be performed on the data collected. To correct For
possible type 1 errors, a step-wise Bonferonni procedure will be employed
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The highest F observed value will be examined at Alpha .007 or .05/7. The next
highest F observed will be examined at .0083 or .05/6.

5.2.4.2 Theoretical Model of the Hypotheses. The hypothesized model shown in
Figure 5.1 depicts the predicted relationships and how each variable combines to
form a total model. The model shows that the uses of the collaborative tools and the
collaborative model together have a direct effect on all variables. It is speculated that
solution planning quality will have a high correlation with solution quality. Solution
quality is also highly correlated to number of alternatives and problem understanding.
Problem Understanding will also correlate highly with solution creativity. In
addition, process satisfaction is speculated to have a high correlation with solution
satisfaction. A Structural Model of the data collected will be performed to test the
model for consistency with the data collected.
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Figure 5.1 Theoretical Model

CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DATA ANALYSIS
An experiment to measure the effectiveness of the collaborative problem solving
model coupled with groupware tools was conducted over two semesters. The
analysis performed was compared against a set of hypotheses. Each experiment
lasted 3 weeks including a 3-day training session. The subjects were randomly placed
into groups of four; then each group was placed in one of the four conditions.
Data were collected from three main sources: group written documents rated
by expert judges, a post task questionnaire presented at the end of the experiment, and
the categorization of e-mails passed between group members. The analysis of this
data, performed using a collection of statistical procedures, is presented in this
chapter.

6.1 Descriptive Statistics
The experiment took place in the Fall 2001 and Spring 2002 semesters. The sub!'
groups were placed into one of the four conditions:
1. Access to Groove AND access to the Model
2. Access to Groove AND no Model access
3. E-mail AND access to the Model
4. E-mail AND no Model access
There were 57 subjects who completed in the fall semester pilot study. I
subjects were placed into groups of 4. For the fall semester there were 5 groups in
condition 1, 4 groups in condition 2, 4 groups in condition 3 and 2 groups in
condition 4. Originally, there were 4 groups in condition 4 but those subjects either
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dropped the course or opted for the alternate task.
There were 174 subjects who completed the spring semester experiment,
equating to 12 groups in condition 1, 10 groups in condition 2, 11 groups in condition
3, and 11 groups in condition 4. None of the groups dropped out in the spring
semester. All subjects were students of graduate C++ and JAVA courses.

6.2 Inter-rater Reliability
The two expert judges, who were blind to the experimental conditions, were each
given the two group output documents to evaluate: Problem Understanding document
and Solution Plan document. In the Problem Formulation document the subjects
evaluated the problem by restating it in their own words and organized a ny
information they knew regarding the problem. The judges were to evaluate the
groups' problem understanding on a scale of 1 to 10 where 10 was the best score. By
evaluating the Solution Plan document the judges evaluated separately solution
quality, solution creativity, quality of solution planning, and number of alternatives
using the same scale. The judges were also responsible for evaluating the quality
e-mail participation and e-mail process conflict dependent variables. The jud
were each given a copy of every e-mail passed between the group members. I
evaluate the quality of e-mail participation, they categorized the e-mails into
categories: task oriented, socially oriented, both task and socially oriented To
evaluate process conflict the judges categorized the e-mails as agreement o
disagreement.
The results from both judges were evaluated to determine if they were trained
properly and to determine the reliability and validity of their evaluations
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dependent variables. An inter-rater reliability check was performed with a bivariate
Pearson 2-tailed test. It was found that there was a significant correlation at the .01
level between the two judges (r = .932, p < .01), shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Correlation Between Judges
Correlations
RATERONE
RATERONE

RATERTWO

RATER TWO
-

Pearson Correlation
S. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation

.932

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

.000
135

k. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

1-

The results of a Paired Samples T-Test was also performed to show no
significant difference between the judges is shown in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2 T-Test for Judge's Significant Difference

6.3 Pilot Hypotheses Analysis
Thirteen 2X2 ANOVAs were performed on the pilot data collected as well as
Analysis on post-task questionnaire data and presented in this section. The pilot
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study, performed in the Fall 2001 semester, was the same as the experimental study
performed in the Spring 2002 semester. There were not any problems discovered
with the task given during the pilot study, therefore, nothing was changed for the
spring semester experiment.

6.3.1 Problem Understanding Results
The problem understanding variable was measured by the judges' evaluation of the
Problem Formulation document that was written by each group. Table 6.3 shows the
results from an ANOVA evaluation of the problem understanding dependent variable.
Table 6.3 Problem Understanding Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 7.2
SD: 1.39
Mean: 7.13
SD: .75
7.17

Mean: 6.8
SD: 1.14
Mean: 5.0
SD: 3.5
5.9

7
6.07
Grand Mean: 6.53

Tools:
F = 1.27
p = .284
Model:
F = 2.24
p .162
Tools X Model:
F 1.07
p .322
These results show no significance. Hypothesis H 4a, H 4b, and H 4c were
not supported.
6.3.2 Quality of Solution Planning Results

The quality of solution planning variable was measured by the judges' evaluation
the Solution Plan document that was written by each group. Table 6.4 shay

,
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results from an ANOVA evaluation of quality of solution planning dependent
variable.
Table 6.4 Quality of Solution Planning Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 6.65
SD: .38
Mean: 7.06
SD: 6.83
6.86

Mean: 4.25
SD: 2.89
Mean: 5.6
SD: 1.59
4.93

5.45
6.33
Grand Mean: 5.89

Tools:
F = 1.0
p = .34
Model:
F = 4.61
p .055
Tools X Model:
F .29
p .601
These results show no significance. Hypothesis H 6a, H 6b, and H 6c were not
supported.

6.3.3 Number of Alternatives Results
The Number of Alternatives variable was measured by the judges' evaluation of
Solution Plan document that was written by each group. An ANOVA evaluation
showed a significant difference in teams that did not have access to Groove compared
to teams that did have access to Groove. The teams without access created a higher
number of alternatives then teams that did have access. There was also a significant
interaction between the tool and model. Table 6.5 shows the results from an AN( )a,
evaluation of the number of alternatives dependent variable.

1
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Table 6.5 Number of Alternatives Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 1.5
SD: .5
Mean: 1.5
SD: .41
1.5

Mean: 1.0
SD: .41
Mean: 2.5
SD: .71
1.75

1.25
2
Grand Mean: 1.63

Tools:
p = .015
F = 8.25
Model:
p .359
F = .917
Tools X Model:
p .015
F 8.25
The interaction effect was further evaluated by doing a Post Hoc Bonferroni
procedure to determine where the interactions lie. Six independent T-tests were
performed. Zero of the six possible tests showed significance.

6.3.4 Solution Creativity Results
The Solution Creativity variable was measured by the judges evaluation of
Solution Plan document that was written by each group. The results showed no
significance with any of the independent variables as shown in Table 6.6. Therefore,
hypotheses H1a, H1b, and Hie were not supported.
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Table 6.6 Solution Creativity Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 7.85
SD: .78
Mean: 7.44
SD: .83
7.65

Mean: 5.06
SD: 2.99
Mean: 7.75
SD: 1.77
6.41

6.46
7.6
Grand Mean: 7.03

Tools:
F 1.38
p .265
Model:
p = .228
F = 1.63
Tools X Model:
p .14
F 2.56
6.3.5 Solution Quality Results
The Solution Quality variable was measured by the judges' evaluation of the Solution
Plan document that was written by each group. The results, shown in Table 6.7
showed no significance with any of the independent variables. Therefore, hypotheses
H2a, H2b, and H2c were not supported.
Table 6.7 Solution Quality Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 7.2
SD: 1.04
Mean: 7.25
SD: .96
7.23

Mean: 5.38
SD: 3.35
Mean: 7.5
SD: 1.41
6.44

6.29

Tools:
p .34
F = 1.02
Model:
F = .532
p = .481
Tools X Model:
F = .924
p .357

7.38
Grand Mean: 6.83
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6.3.6 Task Oriented E-mail Message Results
The Task Oriented e-mail variable was evaluated by the judges' categorization of the
e-mails passed between group members during the experiment. The e-mails were
judged to be either socially oriented or task oriented. The results of the categorization
were then evaluated by performing 2X2 ANOVAs on both variables. The results of
the task oriented e-mails are shown in Table 6.8. The results of the socially oriented
are discussed in section 6.3.7.

Table 6.8 Task E-mails Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 35.0
SD: 22.99
Mean: 59.75
SD: 74.72
47.38

Mean: 15.0
SD: 7.4
Mean: 34.0
SD: 9.9
24.5

25
46.88
Grand Mean: 35 94

Tools:
F = .92
p=..36
36
Model:
F = 1.0
p .34
Tools X Model:
F .02
p .90
These results showed that all three hypotheses, H 7a, H 7b, and H 7c were not
supported.

6.3.7 Socially Oriented E-mail Message Results
The Socially Oriented e-mail variable was evaluated by the judges' categorization of
the e-mails passed between group members during the experiment. The e-mails were
judged to be either socially oriented or task oriented. The results of the categorization

1
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were then evaluated by performing 2X2 ANOVAs on both variables. The results of
the socially oriented e-mails are shown in Table 6.9.

Table 6.9 Social E-Mail Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 2.5
SD: 2.89
Mean: 9.25
SD: 13.19
5.88

Mean: 1.13
SD: 1.11
Mean: 1.25
SD: 1.06
1.19

1.82
5.25
Grand Mean: 3.53
i

Tools:
p .40
F = .77
Model:
p = .26
F = 1.44
Tools X Model:
p = .42
F = .72
These results showed that all three hypotheses, H 8a, H 8b, and H 8c were not
supported.

6.3.8 Average E-mail Messages Passed Per Day Results
E-mail Messages passed per day was evaluated by averaging the total number of emails that were passed by each group. This variable was evaluated by performing a
2X2 ANOVA. The results, indicating no significance are shown in Table 6.10,
Hypotheses H 10a, H10 b, and H 10 c were not supported.
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Table 6.10 Average E-mail Message Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 4.1
SD: 3.72
Mean: 11.48
SD: 15.25
7.79

Mean: 1.55
SD: .98
Mean: 4.95
SD: .78
3.25

2.83
8.22
Grand Mean: 5.52

Tools:
p = .26
F= 1.41
Model:
p = .34
F = 1.0
Tools X Model:
F = .19
p = .67
6.3.9 Average Number of Lines Per E-mail Passed Per Group Results
Average number of lines per e-mail was evaluated by performing a 2X2 ANOVA.
The results are shown in Table 6.11 indicate no significance. Hypotheses H 11a, H
11b, and H 11c were not supported.
Table 6.11 Average Number of E-mail Lines Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 6.37
SD: 4.29
Mean: 5.27
SD: 4.18
5.82

Mean: 5.08
SD: 1.54
Mean: 9.31
SD: .58
7.2

5.73

Tools:
p = .43
F = .67
Model:
F = .52
p = .49
Tools X Model:
p = .19
F= 1.95

7.29
Grand Mean: 6.51
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6.3.10 Total E-mail Messages Passed Per Group Results
Total number of e-mails was evaluated by performing a 2X2 ANOVA. The results
shown in Table 6.12 indicate no significance. Hypotheses H 12 a, H 12 b and H 12 c
were not supported.
Table 6.12 Total E-mail Messages Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

I

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 41
SD: 37.17
Mean: 114.75
SD: 152.53
77.88

Mean: 15.5
SD: 9.85
Mean: 49.5
SD: 7.78
32.5

28.25
82.13
Grand Mean: 55 19
.

Tools:
p = .26
F = 1.46
Model:
p = .34
F = 1.0
Tools X Model:
p = .67
F = .19
6.3.11 E-mail Process Conflict Results
E-mail process conflict was evaluated by performing a 2X2 ANOVA. The results
shown in Table 6.13 indicate no significance. Hypotheses H 9a, H 9b and H 9c
not supported.
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Table 6.13 E-mail Process Conflict Results
NO MODEL
MODEL
TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

Mean: 1.1
SD: 1.67
Mean: .63
SD: .63
.87

Mean: 0
SD: 0
Mean: 1.0
SD: 1.41
.5

ALL
.55
.82
Grand Mean: .69

Tools:
p .68
F .18
Model:
F = .34
p .57
Tools X Model:
p .26
F = 1.39
6.3.12 Questionnaire Evaluation
The post task questionnaire, shown in Appendix B, was evaluated via a Factor
Analysis and Chronbach's Alpha to determine the factors; then an ANOVA was done
on the resulting scales.
The results from the Factor Analysis, using a factor loading of .55 or greater
and an Eigen value greater than one, were three scales. Scale one included questions
1, 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, and 14. It had an Eigen value of 6.5 explaining 46.4% of the
variance un-rotated. Scale one, when rotated, has an Eigen value of 3.99 explaining
28.5% of the variance. Scale two included questions 2, 4, 6, 7, and 10. It had an
Eigen value of 1.55 explaining 11.06% of the variance un-rotated. Scale two, when
rotated, has an Eigen value of 2.76 explaining 19.74% of the variance. Scale three
included questions 4, 11, 13, and 14. It had an Eigen value of 1.24 explaining 8.88%
of the variance. Scale three, when rotated, has an Eigen value of 2.54
hexplain18.2%oftvrceTh salombinedcutfr6.3%o

variance.
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A Chronbach's Alpha evaluation was performed resulting in a value of .9.
This value shows a high internal consistency for the questionnaire.
To complete the analysis, an ANOVA was performed on the scale one which
will be compared to Solution Satisfaction questions. The results, shown in Table
6.14, indicate no significant results. Therefore, the hypotheses were not supported.

Table 6.14 Solution Satisfaction Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 38.94
SD: 8.89
Mean: 38.83
SD: 7.44
38.89

Mean: 39.0
SD: 5.58
Mean: 35.08
SD: 11.98
37.04

38.97
36.96
Grand Mean: 37.96

Tools:
p .374
F = .804
Model:
p = .414
F .677
Tools X Model:
p .4
F .718

An ANOVA was performed on the scale two which will be compared to
Process Satisfaction questions. The results, shown in Table 6.15, indicat
significance. Therefore, the hypotheses were not supported.

e
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Table 6.15 Process Satisfaction Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 28.72
SD: 5.91
Mean: 28.89
SD: 4.96
28.81

Mean: 26.15
SD: 7.76
Mean: 26.42
SD: 7.49
26.29

27.42
27.66
Grand Mean: 27..).,

Tools:
p .898
F = .016
Model:
p .14
F = 2.27
Tools X Model:
p .98
F = .001
An ANOVA was also performed on the scale three which will be compared to
Task Validation questions. The results, shown in Table 6.16, indicate no
significance.
Table 6.16 Task Validation Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 21.5
SD: 5.55
Mean: 20.44
SD: 4.02
20.97

Mean: 18.77
SD: 5.51
Mean: 19.0
SD: 6.22
18.89

20.14
19.72
Grand Mean:

Tools:
p .765
F .09
Model:
p .135
F 2.3
Tools X Model:
p .642
F .219
6.3.13 Dependent Variable Correlations
The model shown in the previous chapter (Figure 5.1) depicted correlations pre
between some of the dependent variables. A path analysis of the data collect,

,
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performed to test the model for consistency. The hypothesized model depicted the
predicted relationships and how each variable combines to form a total model. The
result of the analysis was a Chi-Square value of .79 equating to a .37 significance
indicating that there was not a significant difference between the hypothesized model
and the actual model. Figure 6.1 shows the actual correlation values. Any value over
2.0 was considered significant.

Figure 6.1 Actual Path Model for Pilot.
As shown in the actual path model there was a correlation between the model
and process satisfaction.
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6.3.14 Pilot Study Summary
There were 14 ANOVA evaluations performed on the pilot data. There was only one
significant variable result that could be a reflection of the small number of groups per
condition and an uneven distribution of groups among the conditions due to subject
dropouts. The pilot study did however prove the task to be sound and sufficient for
the experimental study.

6.4 Experiment Hypotheses Analysis

Twelve 2X2 ANOVAs were performed on the data collected as well as a Factor
Analysis on post-task questionnaire data. The results were compared against the
hypotheses formulated and presented in the following sections.

6.4.1 Problem Understanding Results
The problem understanding variable was measured by the judges' evaluation of
Problem Formulation document that was written by each group. The results of an
ANOVA evaluation of the data showed a .017 significant difference of the problem
understanding between subjects exposed to the collaborative model and the subject

,

not exposed to the model. Where subjects that used the collaborative model had a
higher problem understanding then the subjects that did not have access to the
collaborative model. Table 6.17 shows the results from an ANOVA evaluation
problem understanding dependent variable.
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Table 6.17 Problem Understanding Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL
Tools:
F = .553
Model:
F = 6.196
Tools X Model:
F = .288

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 6.25
SD: 2.27
Mean: 7.25
SD: 1.83
6.75

Mean: 4.73
SD: 2.67
Mean: 4.89
SD: 3.36
4.81

5.49
6.07
Grand Mean: 5.81

p = .462
p = .017
p = .594

These results supported the main effect, hypothesis H4b. Hypothesis H4;!
H4c were not supported.

6.4.2 Quality of Solution Planning Results
The quality of solution planning variable was measured by the judges' evaluation 01
the Solution Plan document that was written by each group. The results of t

,

ANOVA evaluation of the data showed a .007 significant difference in the quality of
solution planning between subjects exposed to the collaborative model and
subjects not exposed to the model. Table 6.18 shows the subjects that used
collaborative model scored higher for the quality of solution planning than the
subjects that did not use the model.
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Table 6.18 Quality of Solution Planning Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 7.0
SD: 1.81
Mean: 6.64
SD: 1.87
6.82

Mean: 4.3
SD: 2.87
Mean: 5.23
SD: 2.85
4.77

5.65
5.94
Grand Mean: 5.79

Tools:
p .697
F = .154
Model:
p .007
F 8.172
Tools X Model:
p = .375
F = .807

These results supported the main effect, hypothesis H6b. Hypothesis H6a and
H6c were not supported.

6.4.3 Number of Alternatives Results
The number of alternatives variable was measured by the judges' evaluation of the
Solution Plan document that was written by each group. The results of an ANOVA
evaluation test showed an interaction significance of .045 for access to the
collaborative model and Groove. Table 6.19 shows that the groups with access to the
collaborative model and no access to Groove presented the most solution alternatives
for the task. The interaction that occurred with the groups having access to Groove
and no access to the collaborative model and the groups with access to the model and
no access to Groove.

I
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Table 6.19 Number of Alternatives Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 1.7
SD: .39
Mean: 1.82
SD: .98
1.76

Mean: 1.6
SD: 1.35
Mean: 1.18
SD: .40
1.39

1.65
1.5
Grand Mean: 1.58

Tools:
p = .655
F = .203
Model:
p .697
F .154
Tools X Model:
p = .045
F = 4.27

The interaction effect was further evaluated by doing a Post Hoc Bonferroni
procedure to determine where the interactions lie. Six independent T-tests were
performed. Four of the six possible tests showed significance. The first significant
result is the analysis of condition 1 (tool + model) with condition 2 (tool + no model).
Table 6.20 shows the group statistics. Table 6.21 shows the results from the T-test,
which is an F value of 6.47 translating to a significance of .02.

Table 6.20 Group Statistics (condition 1 and condition 2)

NUMAL

COND

N

Mean

1.00
2.00

12
10

1.1667
1.6000

Std. Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
.3892
.1124
.4269
1.3499
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Table 6.21 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 1 + condition 2)
Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances

F
NUMAL

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

t-test for Equality of Means

Sig.

6.407

t

.020

Sig.
(2-tailed)

df

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper

-1.065

20

.300

-.4333

.4070

-1.2822

.4156

-.982

10.250

.349

-.4333

_4414

-1.4136

.5470

The second significant result was between condition 1 (tool + model) and
condition 3 (no tool + model). Table 6.22 shows the group statistics. Table 6.23
shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 6.1 translating to a
significance of .022.

Table 6.22 Group Statistics (condition 1 + condition 3)

NUMAL

COND

N

1.00
3.00

12
11

Std. Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
1.1667
.3892
.1124
1.8182
.9816
.2960
Mean

Table 6.23 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 1 + condition 3
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances ,

F
NUMAL

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

6.099

Sig.
.022

t-test for Equality

t

Sig.
K2-tailed)

df

eans

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

_______
95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference _,
Upper .
Lower
-1.47E-02 I

-2.127

21

.045

-.6515

.3062

-1.2884

-2.058

12.848

.060

-.6515

.3166

-1.3363 3.3:''

The third significant result was between condition 2 (tool + no model) and
condition 4 (no tool + no model). Table 6.24 shows the group statistics. Table 6.25
shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 5.57 translating to a
significance of .029.
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Table 6.24 Group Statistics (condition 2 + condition 4)
Grouo Statistics
NUMAL

COND

N

Mean

2.00
4.00

10
11

1.6000
1.1818

Std. Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
1.3499
.4269
.4045
.1220

Table 6.25 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 2 + condition 4)
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances

Sig.

F
NUM.aL

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

5 567

t-test for Equality of Means

t

.029

Sig.
(2-tailed)

dt

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Upper
Lower

.982

19

.338

.4162

.4257

- 4728

1.3092

.942

10.467

.367

.4182

.4440

-.5651

1.4014

The fourth and final significant result was between condition 3 (no tool
model) and condition 4 (no tool + no model). Table 6.26 shows the group statistics.
Table 6.27 shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 5.2 translating to
a significance of .034.

Table 6.26 Group Statistics (condition 3 + condition 4)
Group Statistics

NUMAL

COND

N

Mean

3.00
4.00

11
11

1.8182
1.1818

Std. Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
.9816
.2960
.1220
.4045

Table 6.27 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 3 + condition 4)
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality ofVariances

F
NUMAL

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

5.200

Sig.
.034

Hest for Equality of Means

t

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper

1.988

20

.061

.6364

.3201

-3.14E-02

1.3041

1.988

13.301

.068

.6364

.3201

-5.36E-02

1.1264
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These results indicate that either the tool or the model alone was significantly
better. However, the combination or the absence of was not significantly better
Hypothesis H 5c was supported.

6.4.4 Solution Creativity Results
The Solution Creativity variable was measured by the judges' evaluation of the
Solution Plan document that was written by each group. The results showed no
significance with any of the independent variables as shown in Table 6,28,
Therefore, hypotheses H1a, H1b, and Hie were not supported.

Table 6.28 Solution Creativity Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 7.63
SD: .933
Mean: 7.14
SD: 1.47
7.38

Mean: 6.7
SD: 2.18
Mean: 7.41
SD: 1.0
7.06

7.163
7.273
Grand Mean: 7.22_

Tools:
p .802
F = .064
Model:
p = .460
F = .557
Tools X Model:
F 1.88
p .178

6.4.5 Solution Quality Results
The Solution Quality variable was measured by the judges' evaluation of the Solution
Plan document that was written by each group. The results, shown in Table
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showed no significance with any of the independent variables. Therefore, hypotheses
H2a, H2b, and H2c were not supported.

Table 6.29 Solution Quality Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 7.71
SD: .941
Mean: 6.91
SD: 1.67
7.31

Mean: 7.35
SD: 1.6
Mean: 6.91
SD: 1.77
7.13

7.53
6.91
Grand Mean: 7.22

Tools:
p .184
F = 1.83
Model:
p .698
F .153
Tools X Model:
p .698
F .153

6.4.6 Task Oriented E-mail Message Results
The Task Oriented e-mail variable was evaluated by the judges' categorization of the
e-mails passed between group members during the experiment. The e-mails were
judged to be either socially oriented or task oriented. The results of the categorization
were then evaluated by performing 2X2 ANOVAs on both variables. The results 01
the task-oriented e-mails are shown in Table 6.30. The results of the socially oriented
are discussed in section 6.4.9.
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Table 6.30 Task Oriented E-mail Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 28.17
SD: 16.85
Mean: 75.41
SD: 48.67
51.79

Mean: 20.85
SD: 15.99
Mean: 22.41
SD: 7.87
21.63

24.51

-1

48.91
Grand Mean: 36.71

Tools:
p = .005
F 8.773
Model:
F = 13.402
p = .001
Tools X Model:
p = .008
F = 7.688
These results showed that subjects without access to Groove passed more
task-oriented e-mails and subjects with access to the collaborative model passed more
task-oriented e-mails. The significant interaction effect was further evaluated by
doing a Post Hoc Bonferroni procedure to determine where the interactions lie. Six
independent T-tests were performed. Four of the six possible tests showed
significance. The first significant result is the analysis of condition 1 (tool + model)
with condition 3 (no tool + model). Table 6.31 shows the group statistics. Table 6.1'
shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 8.114 translating to a.
significance of .010.

Table 6.31 Group Statistics (condition 1 + condition 3)

QUAL

COND

N

Mean

1
3

12
11

28.1667
75.4091

Std. Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
16.8514
4.8646
48.6733
14.6756
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Table 6.32 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 1 + condition 3)
Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances

F
QUAL

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

t-test for Equality of

Sig.
.010

8.114

Sig.
(2-tailed)

df

1

eans

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Upper
Lower

-3.167

21

.005

-47.2424

14.9160

-78.262

-16.2229

-3.056

12.185

.010

-47.2424

15.4608

-80_872

-13.6127

The second significant result was between condition 1 (tool + model) and
condition 4 (no tool + no model). Table 6.33 shows the group statistics. Table 6.34
shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 4.95 translating to J
significance of .037.
Table 6.33 Group Statistics (condition 1 + condition 4)
COND

N

Mean

1
4

12
11

28.1667
22.4091

QUAL

Std. Std. Error
Mean
Deviation
4.8646
16.8514
2.3730
7.8703

Table 6.34 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 1 + condition 4)
Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances

F
QUAL

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

4.952

Sig.
.037

Hest for Equality of Means

t
1.033
1.064

Sig.
(2-tailed)

df

21 i_313
15.869

.303

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Upper
Lower

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

5.7576

5.5729

-5.8319

17

5.7576

5.4125

-5.7241

11 ."

The third significant result was between condition 2 (tool + no modeh and
condition 3 (no tool + model). Table 6.35 shows the group statistics. Tab;,
shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 7.6 translation
significance of .013.
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Table 6.35 Group Statistics (condition 2 + condition 3)
COND

N

Mean

2
3

10
11

20.8500
75.4091

QUAL

Std. Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
5.0575
15.9931
48.6733
14.6756

Table 6.36 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 2 + condition 3)
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances
1

F
QUAL

Equal variances
assumed

/602

Sig.
.013

Equal variances not
assumed

t-test for Equality of Means

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower

Upper

-3.376

19

.003

-54.5591

16.1608

-88.3841

-20.7340

-3.515

12.323

.004

-54.5591

15.5226

-88.2817

-20.8364

t

df

The fourth and final significant result was between condition 3 (no tool
model) and condition 4 (no tool + no model). Table 6.37 shows the group statistics.
Table 6.38 shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 13.59 translating.
to a significance of .001.

Table 6.37 Group Statistics (condition 3 + condition 4)

QUAL

COND

N

Mean

3
4

11
11

75.4091
22.4091

Std. Std. Error
Mean
Deviation
48.6733
14.6756
7.8703
2.3730
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Table 6.38 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 3 + condition 4)
Independent Samples Test

Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances

F
QUAL

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

13.587

Sig.
.001

t-test for Equality of Means

t

Sig.
(2-tailed)

dl

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Upper
Lower

3.565

20

.002

53.0000

14.8662

21.9897

84_0103

3.565

10.523

.005

53.0000

14.8662

20.0977

85.9023

This data shows the model alone caused the interaction effect on all other
conditions. In addition, the combination of the model and the tool caused an
interaction when compared to the condition with the tool and model absent.
These results showed that all three hypotheses, H 7a, H 7b, and H
supported.

6.4.7 Socially Oriented E-mail Message Results
The Socially Oriented e-mail variable was evaluated by the judges' categoriza

tion

the e-mails passed between group members during the experiment. The e-mails were
judged to be either socially oriented or task oriented. The results of the categorization
were then evaluated by performing 2X2 ANOVAs on both variables. The results of
the socially oriented e-mails are shown in Table 6.39.
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Table 6.39 Socially Oriented E-mails Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
AL L

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 11.42
SD: 5.73
Mean: 18.23
SD: 7.97
14.83

Mean: 10.9
SD: 9.64
Mean: 5.91
SD: 4.01
8.41

11.16
12.07
Grand Mean: 1

Tools:
p .672
F .182
Model:
F = 9.053
p .005
Tools X Model:
F = 7.654
p = .009
These results showed that subjects with access to the collaborative model
passed more social e-mails. The significant interaction effect was further evaluated

,

by doing a Post Hoc Bonferroni procedure to determine where the interactions lie.
Six independent T-tests were performed. One of the six possible tests show.
significance. The significant result was from condition 3 (no tool + model)
condition 4 (no tool + no model). Table 6.40 shows the group statistics. Table
shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 4.49 translating to
significance of .047.

Table 6.40 Group Statistics (condition 3 + condition 4)

SOCE

COND

N

Mean

3
4

11
11

18.2273
5.9091

Std. Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
7.9730
2.4039
4.0113
1.2095
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Table 6.41 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 3 + condition 4)
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances

F
SOCE

Equal variances
assumed

Sig.

4.494

Equal variances not
assumed

.047

t-test for Equality of Means

t

Sig.
(2-tailed)

df

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower

Upper

4.577

20

.000

12.3182

2.6910

6.7048

17.9316

4.577

14.758

.000

12.3182

2.6910

6.5741

18.0622

These results showed that the condition having access to only the model and
only e-mail caused the interaction when compared to the condition with neither
access to Groove nor the collaborative model. These results supported two
hypotheses: H 8b and H 8c.

6.4.8 Average E-mail Messages Passed Per Day Results
E-mail Messages passed per day was evaluated by averaging the total number of cmails that were passed by each group. This variable was evaluated by performing a
2X2 ANOVA. The results are shown in Table 6.42.
Table 6.42 Average E-mail Messages Passed Per Day Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 3.6
SD: 2.18
Mean: 7.1
SD: 4.3
5.35

Mean: 2.04
SD: 2.04
Mean: 2.33
SD: .72
2.19

2.82

Tools:
p = .047
F = 4.185
Model:
p = .001
F = 13.123
Tools X Model:
F = 5.421
p = .025

4.715
Grand Mean: 177
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These results showed that without the tool the groups passed more e-mails per
day. In addition, the groups with access to the CM passed more e-mails per day.
There was also a significant interaction effect. The significant interaction effect was
further evaluated by doing a Post Hoc Bonferroni procedure to determine where the
interactions lie. Six independent T-tests were performed. Five of the six tests
showed significance. The first significant result is the analysis of condition 1 (tool +
model) with condition 3 (no tool + model). Table 6.43 shows the group statistics.
Table 6.44 shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 4.93 translating to
a significance of .037.

Table 6.43 Group Statistics (condition 1 + condition 3)

MESSPER

Condition

N

Mean

1.00
3.00

12
11

3.5950
7.0964

Std. Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
2.1771
.6285
4.3119
1.3001

Table 6.44 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 1 + condition 3)

Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality ofVariances

MESSPERD

F
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

4 933

Hest for Equality at

t

Sig
037

Sig.
(2-tailed)

dl

eans

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower

-2 491

21

021

-3 5014

1.4055

-6 4242

.5786

-2 425

14 500

029

-3 5014

1_4440

-6 5885

- 4142

Up er

The second significant result was between condition 1 (tool + mode,
condition 4 (no tool + no model). Table 6.45 shows the group statistics. Table 0.46
shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 7.18 translating
significance of .014.
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Table 6.45 Group Statistics (condition 1 + condition 4)

MESSPER

Condition

N

Mean

1.00
4.00

12
11

3.5950
2.3327

Std. Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
.6285
2.1771
.21761
.7216

Table 6.46 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 1 + condition 4)
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances

F
Equal variances
assumed

MESSPERD

1-test for Equality of Means

t

Sig.

7.180

.014

Equal variances not
assumed

Sig.
(2-tailed)

df

--

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper

1.830

21

081

1.2623

.6898

-.1722

2.6968

1.898

13.580

.079

1.2623

.6651

-.1683

2_6929

The third significant result was between condition 2 (tool + no model) and
condition 3 (no tool + model). Table 6.47 shows the group statistics. Table 6.48
shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 5.29 translating to a
significance of .033.

Table 6.47 Group Statistics (condition 2 + condition 3)

MESSPER

Condition

N

Mean

2.00
3.00

10
11

2.5590
7.0964

Std. Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
.6454
2.0411
4.3119
1.3001

Table 6.48 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 2 + condition 3)
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances

F
MESSPERD

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

5.292

Sig.
.033

t-test for Equality of Means

Sig.
(2-failed)

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower

Upper

-3.028

19

.007

-4.5374

1.4983

-7.6734

-1.4211

-3.126

14.554

_007

-4 5374

1.4515

-16394

-1_4353

f

df
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The fourth significant result was between condition 2 (tool + no model) and
condition 4 (no tool + no model). Table 6.49 shows the group statistics. Table 6.50
shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 4.36 translating to a
significance of .05.
Table 6.49 Group Statistics (condition 2 + condition 4)

MESSPER

Condition

N

Mean

2.00
4.00

10
11

2.5590
2.3327

Std. Std. Error
Mean
Deviation
2.0411
.6454
.2176
.7216

Table 6.50 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 2 + condition 4)
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances

Sig.

F
MESSPERD

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

4.363

050

1-test for Equality of Means

t

Sig_
(2-tailed)

df

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Upper
Lower

.345

19

734

2263

.6550

-1.1447

1.5972

.332

11.033

.746

.2263

_6811

-1.2723

1.7249

The fifth and final significant result was between condition 3 (no tool
model) and condition 4 (no tool + no model). Table 6.51 shows the group statistics.
Table 6.52 shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 15.38 translating
to a significance of .001.
Table 6.51 Group Statistics (condition 3 + condition 4)

MESSPER

Condition

N

Mean

3.00
4.00

11
11

7.0964
2.3327

Std. Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
4.3119
1.3001
.2176
.7216
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Table 6.52 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 3 + condition 4)
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances

F
Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

MESSPERD

15.378

Sig.
.001

t-test for Equality of Means

0
3.614
3.614

Sig.
(2-tailed)

dl
20 ,
I
10.560

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

.002

4.7636

1_3182

2_0140

7_5133

.004

4.7636

1.3182

1.8475

7.6798

This data shows that the model alone caused the interaction effect except if
both conditions had access to the tool. If neither condition had access to the CM then
the team with tool access caused the interaction.
These results showed that all three hypotheses, H 10a, H 10b, and H 10c were
supported.

6.4.9 Average Number of Lines Per E-mail Passed Per Group Results
Average number of lines per e-mail was evaluated by performing a 2X2 ANOVA.
The results are shown in Table 6.53.
Table 6.53 Average Number of Lines Per E-mail Passed Per Group Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 7.12
SD: 3.9
Mean: 11.31
SD: 4.75
9.22

Mean: 6.31
SD: 2.2
Mean: 10.96
SD: 7.25
8.64

6.72

Tools:
p = .005
F = 8.86
Model:
F = .154
p = .697
Tools X Model:
F = .025
p = .875

11.14
Grand Mean: 893
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These results showed that subjects without tool access averaged a greater
number of lines per e-mail. These results supported hypothesis H 11a.

6.4.10 Total E-mail Messages Passed Per Group Results
Total number of e-mails was evaluated by performing a 2X2 ANOVA. The results
are shown in Table 6.54.

Table 6.54 Total E-mail Messages Passed Per Group Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 53.92
SD: 32.65
Mean: 106.45
SD: 64.68
80.19

Mean: 38.4
SD: 30.62
Mean: 35.0
SD: 10.83
36.7

46.16
70.73
Grand Mean: 58.44

Tools:
p = .047
F = 4.19
Model:
p = .001
F = 13.12
Tools X Model:
p = .025
F = 5.43
These results showed that teams without tool access passed more e-mails
during the entire experiment that teams with tool access. The results also showed that
teams with access to the CM passed a higher number of e-mails during this
experiment than teams without CM access. There was also a significant interaction
effect. The significant interaction effect was further evaluated by doing a Post Ho(
Bonferroni procedure to determine where the interactions lie. Six independent T-tests
were performed. Four of the six tests showed significance. The first significant result
is the analysis of condition 1 (tool + model) with condition 3 (no tool + model) .
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Table 6.55 shows the group statistics. Table 6.56 shows the results from the T-test,
which is an F value of 4.93 translating to a significance of .038.

Table 6.55 Group Statistics (condition 1 + condition 3)

NUMMES

Condition

N

Mean

1.00
3.00

12
11

53.9167
106.4545

Std. Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
9.4263
32.6537
64.6844
19.5031

Table 6.56 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 1 + condition 3)
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances

F
NUMMESS

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

Sig.

4.931

.038

t-test for Equality of Means

t

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

.021

-52.5379

21.0827

-96.3818

-8.6940

.029

-52.5379

21.6616

-98.8480

-6.2277

Sig.
(2-tailed)

df

-2_492

21

-2 425

14.498

I

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper

The second significant result was between condition 1 (tool + model) and
condition 4 (no tool + no model). Table 6.57 shows the group statistics. Table 6.58
shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 7.2 translating to a
significance of .014.
Table 6.57 Group Statistics (condition 1 + condition 4)

NUMMES

Condition

N

Mean

1.00
4.00

12
11

53.9167
35.0000

Std. Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
32.6537
9.4263
3.2641
10.8259
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Table 6.58 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 1 + condition 4)
Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances

F
NUMMESS

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

1-test for Equality of Means

Sig.
.014

7.198

Sig.
(2-tailed)

dt

t

Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Upper
Lower

1 828

21

.082

18.9167

10.3461

-2_5993

1.896

1 3.581

.079

18_9167

9.9755

-2.5406

40.4326
-

40.3740

The third significant result was between condition 2 (tool + no model) and
condition 3 (no tool + model). Table 6.59 shows the group statistics. Table 6,60

shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 5.29 translating a
significance of .033.

Table 6.59 Group Statistics (condition 2 + condition 3)
Condition

N

Mean

2.00
3.00

10
11

38.4000
106.4545

NUMMES

Std. Std. Error
Mean
Deviation
9.6818
30.6166
19.5031
64.6844

Table 6.60 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 2 + condition 3)

Independent Samples Test
Levene's Test for
Equality of Variances

F
NUMMESS

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

5 291

Sig .
033

1-test for Equality of

t

Sig.
(2-failed)

df

e ns

Mean
Difference

Old Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Upper
Lower

-3.028

19

007

-68.0545

22.4761

-115.0976

-21 0114

-3125

14.554

.007

-68.0545

21 7740

-114.5890

-21
. _._

The fourth and final significant result was between condition 3 (n(
model) and condition 4 (no tool + no model). Table 6.61 shows the group
Table 6.62 shows the results from the T-test, which is an F value of 15.38 translating
to a significance of .001.
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Table 6.61 Group Statistics (condition 3 + condition 4)

NUMMES

Condition

N

Mean

3.00
4.00

11
11

106.4545
35.0000

Std. Std. Error;
Mean
Deviation
64.6844
19.5031
10.8259
3.2641;

Table 6.62 Independent Samples T-Test (condition 3 + condition 4)
Independent Samples Test
[scene's Test for
Equality of Variances

F
NUMMESS

Equal variances
assumed
Equal variances not
assumed

15.375

Sig.
.001

t-esforEqualiyMn

t

Sig.
(2-tailed)

df

Mean
Difference

Sid. Error
Difference

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper

3.613

20

_002

71.4545

19.7743

30.2060

112.7031

3.613

10.550

.004

71.4545

19.7743

27.7091

115.2000

This data shows that the model caused the interaction. These results showed
that all three hypotheses, H 12a, H 12b, and H 12c were supported.

6.4.11 E-mail Process Conflict Results
E-mail Process Conflict was evaluated by the judges' categorization of the e-mails
passed during the experiment. There was no significance as shown in Table 6.61
Hypothesis H 9c was supported in that no interaction effect was predicted.
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Table 6.63 Process Conflict Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: .08
SD: .19
Mean: .59
SD: 1.1
.34

Mean: .05
SD: .16
Mean: .14
SD: .45
.1

.07
.37
Grand Mean: .22

Tools:
F = 1.99
p .39
Model:
F = 1.34
p .45
Tools X Model:
F = 1.33
p = .26

6.4.12 Questionnaire Evaluation
The post task questionnaire, shown in Appendix B, was evaluated via a Factor
Analysis and Chronbach's Alpha to determine the factors; then an ANOVA was done
on the resulting scales.
The results from the Factor Analysis, using a factor loading of .55 or greater
and an Eigen value greater than one, were three scales. Scale one included questions
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10. It had an Eigen value of 6.73 explaining 48.1% of the
variance un-rotated. Scale one, when rotated, has an Eigen value of 4.2 explaining,
30% of the variance. Scale two included questions 2, 8, 10, 12, and 14. It had an
Eigen value of 1.34 explaining 9.5% of the variance un-rotated. Scale two, MI(
rotated, has an Eigen value of 3.2 explaining 22.6% of the variance. Scale three
included questions 11 and 13. It had an Eigen value of 1.03 explaining 7.4% of
variance. Scale three, when rotated, has an Eigen value of 1.7 explaining 12.4% of
the variance. The three scales combined accounted for 65.0% of the variance.
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Further analyzing the results, it made logical sense to only use scale one for
the 'Satisfaction' variable since it included every satisfaction question except
question eight. It also made logical sense to use scale three for 'task validation' since
it included two of the four 'task validation' questions and no satisfaction questions.
A Chronbach's Alpha evaluation was also performed resulting in a value of .9. This
value shows a high internal consistency for the questionnaire.
To complete the analysis, an ANOVA was performed on the Satisfaction
questions that resulted from the Factor Analysis. The results, shown in Table 6.64,
showed no significance for this variable. Therefore, H 3a, H 3b, and H 3c were not
supported.
Table 6.64 Satisfaction Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 49.43
SD: 10.52
Mean: 47.88
SD: 11.69
48.66

Mean: 51.65
SD: 8.57
Mean: 51.39
SD: 8.85
51.52

50.54
49.64
Grand Mean: 50.09

Tools:
F = .32
p .57
Model:
F 3.23
p .07
Tools X Model:
F .674
p .68

An ANOVA was also performed on the Task Validation question,
resulted from the Factor Analysis. The results, shown in Table 6.65, showed no
significance for this variable.
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Table 6.65 Task Validation Results

TOOL
NO
TOOL _
ALL

MODEL

NO MODEL

ALL

Mean: 9.11
SD: 3.46
Mean: 9.6
SD: 2.77
9.36

Mean: 9.62
SD: 3.34
Mean: 10.26
SD: 2.84
9.94

9.37
9.93
Grand Mean: 9.65

Tools:
F = 1.29
p = .26
Model:
F= 1.39
p = .241
Tools X Model:
F = .02
p = .88
6.5 Summary of Hypotheses Analysis
Table 6.66 shows a summary of the hypotheses results of the experiment. Please note
that hypotheses H 8a, H 8b, H 8c, H 9a, H 9b, H 9c, H 3a, H 3b, H 3c, H 7a, H 7b,
and H 7c were each refined as the data analysis was performed. The original
hypotheses were the following:
H 8a. Quality of e-mail participation will be lower in teams with tool access
than that of the teams working without tool access.
H 8b. Quality of e-mail participation will be higher in teams having access
to the CM than the teams working under the condition without the CM.
H 8c. When evaluating e-mail participation quality, no interaction effect
will occur between the tools and the CM.

H 9a. E-mail Message Pattern will be lower in teams with tool access that
that of the teams working without tool access.
H 9b. E-mail Message Pattern will be higher in teams with CM access.
H 9c. When evaluating e-mail message pattern no interaction effect will
occur between the tools and the CM.
H 3a. Solution Satisfaction will be higher in the teams with tools than for
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teams working without tools.
H 3b. Solution Satisfaction will be higher in the teams having access to the
CM than the teams working under the condition without the CM.
H 3c. When evaluating solution satisfaction, a positive synergistic effect will
occur between the tools and the CM.

H 7a. Process Satisfaction will be higher in the teams with tool access than
that of the teams working without tool access.
H 7b. Process Satisfaction will be higher in the teams having access to the
CM than the teams working under the condition without the CM access.
H 7c. When evaluating process satisfaction, a positive synergistic effect will
occur between the tools and the CM.

The refined hypotheses are shown in Table 6.66 and Table 6.67. The H 8
hypotheses series were refined into H 7 and H 8 series of hypotheses. The original
H 9 series of hypotheses were refined into H10, H11, and H12 series hypotheses. The
H 3 and H 7 series of hypotheses were combined into one hypothesis due
results of the Factor analysis discussed in section 6.4.12.
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Table 6.66 Summary of Hypotheses Results

HYPOTHESIS

RESULT

H la. Teams working with the tools will produce more creative solutions than the
teams working without tools.
H 1 b. The teams having access to the CM will produce more creative solutions than
the teams working under the condition without the CM.
1-1 1 c. When evaluating solution creativity, a positive synergistic effect will occur
between the tools and the CM.
H 2a. The teams working with the tools will produce higher quality solutions than
teams working without tools.
H 2b. Teams with access to the CM will produce higher quality solutions than the
teams working under the condition without the CM.
H 2c. When evaluating solution quality, a positive synergistic effect will occur between
the tools and the CM.
11 3a. Satisfaction will be higher in the teams with tools than for teams working
without tools.
H 3b. Satisfaction will be higher in the teams having access to the CM than the teams
working under the condition without the CM.
H 3c. When evaluating satisfaction, a positive synergistic effect will occur between the
tools and the CM.
H 4a. The teams having access to the collaborative tools will show superior
understanding of the problem as demonstrated by their ability to clearly and correctly
state problems and extract problem facts better than teams without tool access.
H 4b. The teams having access to the CM will show superior understanding of the
problem as demonstrated by their ability to clearly and correctly state problems and
extract problem facts better teams without CM access.
H 4c. When evaluating problem understanding, a positive synergistic effect will
occur between the tools and the CM.
El 5a. Teams working with the tools will generate more alternatives than those teams
working without tools.
El 5b. The teams having access to the CM will generate more alternatives than the
teams working under the condition without the CM.
H 5c. When evaluating the number of alternative generated, a synergistic effect will
occur between the tools and the CM. It was found that either the tool or the model
alone was significantly better. However, the combination or the absence of was not
significantly better.
H 6a. The teams having access to the collaborative tools will show higher quality
solution planning as demonstrated by their ability to provide detailed and clear plans,
complete goal refinements and representation of facts better then the teams working
under the condition without tool access.
H 6b. The teams having access to the CM will show higher quality solution planning
as demonstrated by their ability to provide detailed and clear plans, complete goal
refinements and representation of facts better then the teams working under the
condition without the CM.
H 6c. When evaluating solution planning quality, a positive synergistic effect will
occur between the tools and the CM.

Unsupported
Unsupported
Unsupported
Unsupported
Unsupported
Unsupported
Unsupported
Unsupported
Unsupported
Unsupported

Supported

Unsupported
Unsupported
Unsupported
Supported

Unsupported

Supported

Unsupported

H
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Table 6.67 Summary of Hypotheses Results (Continued)

HYPOTHESIS

RESULT

H 7a. Less Task Oriented e-mails will be sent from teams with tool access than teams
working without tool access.
H 7b. More Task Oriented e-mails will be sent from teams with CM access than teams
working without CM access.
H 7c. When evaluating Task Oriented e-mails, a synergistic effect will occur between
the tools and the CM. This data shows the model alone caused the interaction effect on
all other conditions. In addition, the combination of the model and the tool caused an
interaction when compared to the condition with the tool and model absent.
H 8a. Less Socially Oriented e-mails will be sent from teams with tool access than
teams working without tool access.
H 8b. More Socially Oriented e-mails will be sent from teams with CM access than
teams working without CM access.
II 8c. When evaluating Socially Oriented e-mails, a synergistic effect will occur
between the tools and the CM. The results showed that the condition having access to
only the model and only e-mail caused the interaction when compared to the condition
with neither access to Groove nor the collaborative model.
H 9a. Process Conflict will be lower in teams with tool access that that of teams with
tool access.
El 9b. Process Conflict will be higher in teams having access to the CM that that of
teams working under the condition without the CM.
H9c. When evaluating process conflict no interaction effect will occur between the
tools and the CM.
H 10a. E-mail Messages Passed Per day will be lower in teams with tool access that
that of the teams working without tool access.
H 10b. E-mail Messages Passed Per day will be higher in teams with CM access.
H lOc. When evaluating E-mail Messages Passed Per day synergistic effect will occur
between the tools and the CM. The data showed that the model alone caused the
interaction effect except if both conditions had access to the tool. If neither condition
had access to the CM then the team with tool access caused the interaction.
H I la. Average Number of Lines Per E-mail will be lower in teams with tool access
that that of the teams working without tool access.
H 11b. Average Number of Lines Per E-mail will be higher in teams with CM access.
H l lc. When evaluating Average Number of Lines Per E-mail synergistic effect will
occur between the tools and the CM.
12a. Total E-mail Messages will be lower in teams with tool access that that of the
teams working without tool access.
H 12b. Total E-mail Messages will be higher in teams with CM access.
H 12c. When evaluating Total E-mail Messages a synergistic effect will occur between
the tools and the CM. This data shows that the model caused the interaction.

Supported
Supported
Supported

Unsupported
Supported
Supported

Unsupported
Unsupported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported

Supported
Unsupported
Unsupported
Supported
Supported
Supported

In summary, out of the 12 hypotheses, four were supported for the tool, six
were supported for the model, and six were supported for the interaction.
The hypotheses that most represented the collaborative model were H1, 112
H4, 1-15, and 1-16. Two of these proved significant for the model: quality of solution
planning and problem understanding. One proved a significant interaction that
showed that either the tool or model alone was significantly better when creating
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solution alternatives. The hypotheses supported by the tool and hypotheses that
supported additional interactions were related to the e-mail statistics.

6.6 Dependent Variable Correlations
The model shown in the previous chapter (Figure 5.1) depicted correlations predicted
between the dependent variables. This model was slightly modified after the posttask questionnaire factor analysis results indicated to combine the solution and
process satisfaction variables into one 'satisfaction' variable. The new model is
shown in Figure 6.2 below.

Figure 6.2 New Theoretical Model.
A path analysis of the data collected was performed to test the model for
consistency. The hypothesized model, Figure 6.2, depicts the predicted relationships
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and how each variable combines to form a total model. The result of the analysis was
a Chi-Square value of 1.46 equating to a .23 significance indicating that there was not
a significant difference between the hypothesized model and the actual model. Figure
6.3 shows the actual correlation values. Any value over 2.0 was considered
significant.

Figure 6.3 Actual Path Model.
As shown in the actual path model there was a correlation between the model
and quality of solution planning, the model and satisfaction, and the tool and solution
quality. The actual model also showed a correlation between problem understanding
and solution creativity and solution quality and quality of solution planning.

CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This chapter concludes this dissertation with a summary of the evaluation results
presented in the previous chapter. This summary includes a discussion of the
experimental results and their implications. Questions will be answered as to why
certain variables had positive results and why others did not. In addition, the
implications of the experimental results will also be compared to the theory presented
in chapter 3 of this dissertation.
This chapter will also include a discussion of the various research
contributions this dissertation provides. Finally, a conclusion with proposed
enhancements to the experimentation of the Collaborative Problem Solving and
Program Development model, proposed further experimentation and future work
plans will be provided.

7.1 Evaluation Results
Taken as a whole this experiment proved some benefits of implementing a structured
framework during the collaborative problem solving and program development
process. This section will summarize the supported hypotheses of the experiment as
well as attempt to explain the unsupported hypotheses.

7.1.1 Problem Formulation Hypothesis
The resulting data from the problem formulation document showed that subjects
having access to the collaborative model had a greater understanding of the problem
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they were attempting to solve than the groups that did not have access to the
collaborative model. Problem understanding is specifically associated with the first
stage of the collaborative model that included the preliminary problem description,
preliminary mental model, and structured problem representation phases. The
subjects were able to show a clear understanding of the problem description, they
were able to determine goals, givens and unknowns, and they were able to extract
facts from the problem description and organize them in order to better understand
the problem. Specifically, the subjects were instructed to interpret and verbalize the
problem. If they were in a condition that had access to Groove they were able to use
a brainstorming or discussion tool to verbalize their problem understanding with
team members. If the were not assigned a condition which had access to Groove they
accomplished their verbalization through e-mail. Following the verbalization task
team members were to agree upon a problem description in which the entire team
would follow.
The team problem understanding success was further enhanced by the team
answering a few questions regarding the problem such as: what is the goal, (16
goals require clarification, are there any other explicit or implicit problem
requirements, what are the givens, what are the unknowns, are there any conditions

,

and constraints? These answers were organized and used to begin the design
planning of a solution. Lack of support for the tool main effect may have to do with
either the learning curve factor of using a new tool or possibly Groove not facilitating
the problem understanding tasks in the CM.
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7.1.2 Quality of Solution Planning Hypothesis
The resulting data from the solution plan document showed that subjects having
access to the collaborative model performed better on this step than subjects without
access to the collaborative model.
The success of the model for this variable may have to do with the specific
planning tasks such as the decomposition of the task into specific sub goals and
further showing a plan on how to accomplish this task, which was suggested by the
model. The lack of support for the tool main effect may have to do with the fact that
the tools associated with Groove were too complicated to learn in the limited amount
of time for the experiment.

7.1.3 Number of alternatives Hypothesis
The number of alternatives variable, measured by the solution plan document.
showed a significant interaction effect. Further analysis of the interactions showed
that the number of alternatives was significantly higher in teams that had access to the
collaborative model alone or had access to Groove alone. Teams with access to the
combination of Groove and the collaborative model or involved in the condition
where both Groove and the collaborative model were absent were found to have
created significantly fewer alternatives. This could be explained by the learn;
curve factor with both Groove and the collaborative model. Subjects having to learn
both may have had a slight disadvantage compared to those who only had to learn
either a new tool or the new model.
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Adding time and a simple task to the training session could possibly remedy
this problem. Modifying the training session will be discussed further in the next
section of this chapter. The success of the conditions with only access to the tool
could be explained by the increased ability to communicate such as having access to a
brainstorming tool as well as a chat tool. The teams with access to only the
collaborative model may have had success because of the explicit tasks involved in
using the collaborative model, which encourage a well thought out solution where
many alternatives are discussed to determine that the correct solution plan was
chosen.

7.1.4 Task-oriented E-mail Hypothesis
Evaluation of the e-mails passed between group members showed that teams with
access to Groove showed significantly less task-oriented e-mails. This is most likely
due to the fact that teams with Groove access have access to other communication
tools in addition to e-mail such as brainstorming, discussion, and chat tools.
Therefore, most of the team's task-oriented conversation was accomplished with the
Groove tool and not e-mail.
Teams with access to the CM had a significantly higher number of task e-mails than teams without access to the CM. The teams with CM access had more
direction as far as team interaction. Therefore, they were encouraged by the model to
discuss the task due to specific problem solving exercises involved in the CM.
The task oriented e-mails variable also produced an interaction effect. F,
analysis of the interaction showed that it was explained by access to the CM.
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7.1.5 Socially-oriented E-mail Hypothesis
Evaluation of the e-mails passed between the team members also showed that the
teams with access to the CM had written significantly more social e-mails than the
other experimental conditions. As mentioned previously, the team members were
prompted to interact more than teams without access to the CM. This increased the
probability of social interaction between the team members. It can be hypothesized
that even though there was no significance with the tool main effect, teams with
access to Groove and the CM accomplished their socializing within the Grow, y
application due to the additional communication possibilities with Groove, I I
was also an interaction effect with this variable. Further analysis of the interaction
showed that the interaction was explained by access to the CM, where the sure,
were prompted to interact more than teams without access to the CM.

7.1.6 Number of E-mails Per Day Hypothesis
The number of e-mails passed per day between the team members was significantly
lower in teams with access to Groove and significantly higher in teams with access to
the CM. This result can be explained by similar reasons as discussed in the task
socially oriented e-mail results. For example, teams with access to Groove
need to use their e-mail tool since they had a choice of many communication tools
with Groove. The teams with CM access were encouraged to communicate, therefore
had more reasons to use their e-mail tool.
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7.1.7 Average Number of Lines Per E-mail Hypothesis
The average number of lines per e-mail was lower in the teams with tool access. All
of these results occurred for the same reasons as stated above where teams with
Groove access had other means of communication in addition to e-mail and teams
with CM access were prompted to communicate more. The interaction effect for the
number of e-mails passed per day was explained again by use of the CM.

7.1.8 Total Number of E-mails Hypothesis
Evaluating the total number of e-mails passed per group was lower in teams with
Groove access and higher in teams with model access. The interaction effect was
again explained by access to the CM. The support for the tool with the e-mail
statistics hypotheses showed that teams with Groove access did use e-mail less
possibly indicating that the teams used Groove to communicate. This shows that the
teams utilized the tool but possibly had more of a focus on the new tool than
facilitating the use of the collaborative model.

7.1.9 Process Conflict Hypothesis
The final supported hypothesis was that there was no interaction between teams
access to both Groove and the collaborative model when evaluating process conflict.
The process conflict variable had no main support. It was predicted that teams with
access to the CM would have more conflict due to the amount of interaction and
amount of decisions to be made among the group members. This was not the
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and possibly due to the fact the tasks involved in using the CM produced a positive
side effect such as cognitive synchronization and this eliminated many of the conflicts
possible in a group environment. The tool main effect predicted that the teams with
groove access would show less conflict via e-mail. There was no significance
probably due to the fact that any conflict was resolved via Groove or cognitive
synchronization occurred.

7.1.10 Solution Creativity Hypothesis
Solution creativity is the first of the three totally unsupported dependent variables in
that there were no main effects for either the tool or the model or an interaction effect.
The judge's evaluation of creativity did not show a significant difference between the
conditions. This could be a result of the task given to the subjects in this
experiment(supermarket system modeling, a well structured task with components pre-specified)
may not have produced sufficient variance in creativity. In other words, it was
obvious of a task that produced similar solutions by the subjects in the various
conditions. To increase the variance for creativity in the experimental conditions.
experimental task difficulty, novelty, or ambiguity could be increased. The increased
task difficulty would result in a larger range of solutions for the task.

7.1.11 Solution Satisfaction Hypothesis
Solution satisfaction was also an unsupported dependent variable. The lack of
support could be attributed to insufficient training time prior to the experiment.
training period of the experiment the subjects were expected to download the

k
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software, install it, and create a workspace for their team. This could have been
overwhelming to some of the team members and in effect slowing down the
connection process with their team. This would create dissatisfaction for the
overwhelmed team members as well as the team members that were waiting for then
team to connect. There was also no training task therefore; teams with access to the
CM were working with a model they have never had the opportunity to use prior to
the experiment creating possibly another overwhelming situation. Adding a train
task would possible remedy that situation.
An experiment on the CyberCollaboratory (Dufner et. al., 2002) also produ

ced

Dun

similar results for efficiency, coordination, fairness and satisfaction.

experiment suggested subjects in a condition with access to the CyberCollaboratory
system felt the process was less efficient, coordinated, fair and satisfying. ft v
suggested by Dufner et. al. (2002) that this result was possibly due to the insufficient
training time combined with a short amount of time using the tools for a fairly
group training task.

7.1.12 Solution Quality Hypothesis
Solution quality is equally affected by the short training period as well as the absence
of a training task. The teams with Groove access may have been focusing mo

reon

the new tools available to them and not on a quality solution to the task. The teams
with CM access may not have been able to fully utilize the model since it was the first
time the model was seen by the subjects.
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The unsupported variables of this experiment, creativity and quality, are also
consistent with Ocker's (1995) research of software requirements creation. Ocker's
results stated that using a "problem solving approach did not significantly impact
creativity or quality".

7.1.13 Results Overview

To summarize the results, the hypotheses variables that most represented the
collaborative model were problem understanding, quality of solution planning‘
creativity, quality, and number of alternatives. Two of these proved significant for
the model: quality of solution planning and problem understanding. One proved a
significant interaction, number of alternatives, which showed that either the tool or
model alone was significantly better when creating solution alternatives. The
hypotheses supported by the tool and hypotheses that supported additional
interactions were related to the e-mail statistic variables.
It is probable that the lack of support for Groove with the hypotheses related
to the model has to do with the learning curve of using a new tool. Adding a simpic
training task to this experiment to be performed during the training period could have
increased the hypothesis support for Groove. This task would have acted a
practice problem to familiarize the team with Groove and all of its features. Mot,
time would have been required for this addition; however, adding a practice problem
may have increased the quality, creativity, and satisfaction variables.
Another possible cause of the lack of Groove support could be that the
and tool did not bear a close enough resemblance. Subjects in the condition
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they had access to both the tool and the model had to learn both, subsequently
increasing the apparent learning curve. The reason Groove was chosen was to
facilitate certain aspects of the model. Further study of tool assistance with the CM
would be possible future work that will be discussed in the next section.

7.2 Summary of Research Contributions

This dissertation has proposed a framework for a Collaborative Problem Solving and
Program Development Model that detailed the cognitive processes and the
activities that occur during problem solving and program development. This in,
has shown improvement on the output and success of a group attempting to solve
problem with software.
In the past, most groupware systems have focused on the communication
aspect of collaboration but not the coordination and cognitive issues that need to N
addressed during problem solving and software development. The CM does address
such issues by detailing the cognitive activities and collaborative structure in each
phase of the model. Previous studies in this area have only examined software
requirement development with use of different modes of collaboration (Ocker, 111.
Turoff, Fjermestad, 1995; Ocker & Fjermestad 1998; Ocker et. al. 1998; Ocker,
and use of a decision making model with modes of collaboration (Ocker,
Turoff, Fjermestad, 1995).
The experiment performed to test the CM considered a much larger a:
the problem solving and software development process. The focus was on th

,
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two stages of problem solving and software development: Problem Formulation and
Solution Planning. Several objectives have been accomplished by this research:

1. The cognitive processes and collaborative structure required for the six stages
of collaborative problem solving and program development were defined and
detailed. These cognitive processes and collaborative structure take into
consideration the psychological and sociological issues present during
problem solving and program development collaboration. Collaborative
problem solving is characterized by the cognitive processes it identifies for
problem solving and by the collaborative structure it utilizes. A collaborative
structure was defined both by the modality of the collaboration and the
dynamics of the group. The modality of collaboration refers to the variety (1 t
possible interaction modes, ranging from chat to asynchronous messaging .
The group dynamics of a collaboration encompasses the processes that de
the collaboration: negotiation, scheduling, coordination, integration,
acceptance, etc.; the side effects of these collaborative processes: cognitive
bias, conflict resolution, group cohesion, distributed learning, etc, the
administration of these collaborative processes: task initiation, delegation H
functions, subcomponent integration, on going evaluation, etc, and
management of side effects.

2. An extensive literature review beginning with a discussion of inch
problem solving prior to discussing the background literature on collaborative
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problem solving was presented. Additional background literature on
groupware systems, general groupware tools, and groupware tools specific for
problem solving and software development was also presented. This review
determined the lack of collaborative problem solving models and tools to
enhance the problem solving and program development needs of teams.

3. A review and case study of groupware tools was performed and critiqued.
This review resulted in first determining that a tool available to assist in the
entire collaborative problem solving and program development process did
not exist. Secondly, the review resulted in finding a tool to facilitate the
collaborative modality of the model during the experimentation with the
Collaborative Problem Solving and Program Development model.

4. Results of an experiment showing the enhancement of solution planning and
problem understanding for subjects using the collaborative model were
detailed. In addition, a few of the measured variables of this experiment also
showed similar results to previous studies experimenting with groupware
tools.

7.3 Future Work
Future work should consist of thorough experimentation on the remaining four stage s
of the collaborative problem solving and program development model. This should
further show the benefits of the CM during the solution design, solution translation,
solution testing, and solution delivery stages of the model. This type of experiment
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would be rather extensive in that an entire project from problem understanding to
code implementation would be necessary. At least six to eight weeks of time should
be allocated to test these stages of the model. The allocated experiment time would
be dependent upon the complexity of the problem. It should be noted again that
having a more complex problem could create the right amount of variance for the
measured creativity variable.
In addition to testing the remaining stages of the CM, modifying of the
training portion of the experiment by adding a simple training task and additional
time to the training session may show positive results when measuring the quality,
creativity and satisfaction variables. The extra training time would also lessen
effects of the learning curve that occurred with using Groove and the CM. The extra
training time may also increase satisfaction among the subjects given that satisfaction
was decreased due to learning curve issues and possibly feeling overwhelmed which
may have occurred with learning a new tool and model.
Future work should also consist of integrating the collaborative model with
existing groupware tools such as Groove. This would eliminate a portion of
apparent learning curve during the experiment and ultimately during use of the tool
by software developers.
The combination of Groove and the CM would only be prudent if pc
results from the tool main effects of the hypotheses resulted from testing the
remaining stages of the CM. If the tool main effects do not show positive results a
new collaborative tool should be designed that has a closer resemblance
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collaborative modality of the CM. This tool could contain the necessary technology
to facilitate the collaborative dynamics imbedded in each phase of the CM.
A newly designed tool would have a higher probability in facilitating the
experimental results of the CM such as problem understanding and solution planning
and possibly the non-positive experimental results such as creativity, quality, and
satisfaction. This tool could take into consideration the group dynamics of software
development and facilitate the processes that define the collaboration such as:
negotiation, scheduling, coordination, integration, acceptance, etc. The tool could
also be designed to eliminate the negative side effects of collaboration such as
cognitive bias and conflict resolution and the positive side effects such as group
cohesion and distributed learning.

7.4 Conclusion
Contemporary system developers work in environments where projects require a team
effort. This fact implies that collaboration or group problem solving is an expected
skill for current software and systems engineers. Factors driving this implication
include the scale of contemporary engineering projects that necessitate collaborative
development, the logistical difficulties of divergent work schedules, the geographical
dispersion of expertise, and the availability of platform-independent communications
provided by the web.
Collaborative development has a variety of advantages beyond alleviating
logistical difficulties, ranging from demonstrable improvements in design efficiency,
effectiveness of problem specification, substantial benefits from group learning, the
reliability afforded through group understanding of the problem and the current state
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of the project, to other advantages indicated in our analysis. By integrating the
problem solving underpinnings of collaborative development, the technological,
psycho-social, and cognitive factors that arise in these systems, the requirements
needed for collaboration during software development have been identified.

APPENDIX A
CONSENT FORMS

This appendix shows the four different consent forms used for each condition of the
experiment.
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NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
323 MARTIN LUTHER KING BLVD.
NEWARK, NJ 07102

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY — Form 1
TITLE OF STUDY:
RESEARCH STUDY:

, have been asked to
participate in a research study under the direction of Joanna
DeFranco-Tommarello.
Other professional persons who work with her as study staff may assist to act
for her.
PURPOSE:

To test the problem solving and software development effectiveness of using the
specified collaborative software model with the appropriate groupware tools.
DURATION:

My participation in this study will last for 3 weeks.
PROCEDURES:

I have been told that, during the course of this study, the following will occur:
My team will be given a software problem to solve collaboratively using the
collaborative model and Groove that I will download as per the instructions given to
me at the outset of the experiment. I was told that Groove would provide tools such~
as brainstorming, voting, documentation storage, asynchronous messaging, member:
contacts, scheduling etc.
No talking with team members is allowed. The team will be required to
perform the tasks under the Problem Formulation and Solution Planning stages of a
collaborative model. Following the completion of the tasks required, I am required to
fill out a questionnaire and participate in a debriefing session in my sections web
board conference.
I was given a choice of either participating in this experiment or working on a
similar project. My grade will be based on my ability to follow directions and the
quality of my performance on the specific tasks.
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My team has decided that the process facilitator is
and the content facilitator is
. The facilitators have agreed to follow the
instructions as outlined in the task document provided at the outset of this experiment.
The facilitators will receive up to an extra 10 points added to their score depending on
how well they carry out the role responsibilities.

PARTICIPANTS:
I will be one of about l92 participants to participate in this trial.
EXCLUSIONS:
I will inform the researcher if any of the following apply to me: N/A

RISK/DISCOMFORTS:
I have been told that the study described above may involve the following
risks and/or discomforts:
There are no known risks or discomforts.
There also may be risks and discomforts that are not yet known — N/A.
CONFIDENTIALITY:
Every effort will be made to maintain the confidentiality of my study
Officials of NJIT will be allowed to inspect sections of my research
related to this study. If the findings from the study are published, I will
identified by name. My identity will remain confidential unless disci=
required by law.
PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION:
I have been told that I will receive $0 compensation for my participation in
this study.
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CONSENT AND RELEASE:
I fully recognize that there are risks that I might be exposed to by volunteering
in this study which are inherent in participating in any study; I understand that
I am not covered by NJIT's insurance policy for any injury or loss I might
sustain in the course of participating in the study.
I agree to assume and take on myself all risks and responsibilities in any way
associated with this activity. I release NJIT, its trustees, agents, employees
and students from any and all liability, claims and actions that may arise as a
result of my participation in the study. I understand that this means that I am
giving up my right to sue NJIT, its trustees, agents and employees for injurie
damages or losses I may incur.
s

RIGHT TO REFUSE OR WITHDRAW:
I understand that my participation is voluntary and I may refuse to participate
or may discontinue my participation at any time with no adverse consequence. I also
understand that the investigator has the right to withdraw me from the study at any
time.
INDIVIDUAL TO CONTACT:
If I have any questions about my treatment or research procedures that I
discuss them with the principle investigator. If I have any addition questions
about my rights as a research subject, I may contact:
Robin-Ann Klotsky, Executive Director of Research and Development at
(973) 596-5227.

SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT

I have read this entire faun, or it has been read to me, and I understand it
completely. All of my questions regarding this form or this study have b' °t,
answered to my complete satisfaction. I agree to participate in this research
study.
Subject: Name:
Signature:
Date:
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SIGNATURE OF READER/TRANSLATOR IF THE PARTICIPANT DOES
NOT REM) ENGLISH WELL

The person who has signed above,

, does not read
English well, I read English well and am fluent in (name of the language)
, a language the subject
understands well. I have translated for the subject the entire content of this
form. To the best of my knowledge, the participant understands the content of
this form and has had an opportunity to ask questions regarding the consent
form and the study, and these questions have been answered to the complete
satisfaction of the participant (his/her parent/legal guardian).
Reader/Translator Name:
Signature:
Date:

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR OR RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUAL

To the best of my knowledge, the participant,

has
understood the entire content of the above consent form, and comprehends the
study. The participants and those of his/her parent/legal guardian have been
accurately answered to his/her/their complete satisfaction.
Investigator's Name:
Signature:
Date:
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NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
323 MARTIN LUTHER KING BLVD.
NEWARK, NJ 07102

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY — Form 2
TITLE OF STUDY:
RESEARCH STUDY:
, have been asked to
participate in a research study under the direction of Joanna
DeFranco-Tommarello.
Other professional persons who work with her as study staff may assist it
for her.
,

PURPOSE:

To test the problem solving and software development effectiveness of using the
appropriate groupware tools.
DURATION:

My participation in this study will last for 3 weeks.
PROCEDURES:

I have been told that, during the course of this study, the following will occur
My team will be given a software problem to solve collaboratively using
Groove that I will download as per the instructions given to me at the outset of the
experiment. I was told that the groupware systems would provide tools such
brainstorming, voting, documentation storage, asynchronous messaging, me—
contacts, scheduling etc.
No talking with team members is allowed. The team will be required to
perform the tasks under the Problem Formulation and Solution Planning stages of a
collaborative model. Following the completion of the tasks required, I am require!°
fill out a questionnaire and participate in a debriefing session in my sections
board conference.
I was given a choice of either participating in this experiment or working 'm 9
similar project. My grade will be based on my ability to follow directions are
quality of my performance on the specific tasks.
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is
facilitator
process
the
that
is
facilitator
content
the
and
. The facilitators have agreed to follow the
instructions as outlined in the task document provided at the outset of this experiment.
The facilitators will receive up to an extra 10 points added to their score depending on
how well they carry out the role responsibilities.
My

team

has

decided

PARTICIPANTS:
I will be one of about 192 participants to participate in this trial.
EXCLUSIONS:
I will inform the researcher if any of the following apply to me: N/A

RISK/DISCOMFORTS:
I have been told that the study described above may involve the following
risks and/or discomforts:
There are no known risks or discomforts.
There also may be risks and discomforts that are not yet known — N/A.
CONFIDENTIALITY:
Every effort will be made to maintain the confidentiality of my study records,
Officials of NJIT will be allowed to inspect sections of my research records
related to this study. If the findings from the study are published, I will not be
identified by name. My identity will remain confidential unless disclosure is
required by law.
PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION:
I have been told that I will receive $0 compensation for my participation in
this study.
CONSENT AND RELEASE:
I fully recognize that there are risks that I might be exposed to by volunteering
in this study which are inherent in participating in any study; I understand 411.1,
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I am not covered by NJIT's insurance policy for any injury or loss I might
sustain in the course of participating in the study.
I agree to assume and take on myself all risks and responsibilities in any way
associated with this activity. I release NJIT, its trustees, agents, employees
and students from any and all liability, claims and actions that may arise as a
result of my participation in the study. I understand that this means that I am
giving up my right to sue NJIT, its trustees, agents and employees for injuries,
damages or losses I may incur.

RIGHT TO REFUSE OR WITHDRAW:
I understand that my participation is voluntary and I may refuse to participate,
or may discontinue my participation at any time with no adverse consequence. I also
understand that the investigator has the right to withdraw me from the study at any
time.

INDIVIDUAL TO CONTACT:
If I have any questions about my treatment or research procedures that I
discuss them with the principle investigator. If I have any addition questions
about my rights as a research subject, I may contact:
Robin-Ann Klotsky, Executive Director of Research and Development at
(973) 596-5227.

SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT
I have read this entire form, or it has been read to me, and I understand it
completely. All of my questions regarding this form or this study have been
answered to my complete satisfaction. I agree to participate in this research
study.
Subject: Name:
Signature:
Date:

SIGNATURE OF READER/TRANSLATOR IF THE PARTICIPANT DOES
NOT READ ENGLISH WELL
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The person who has signed above,
does not read
English well, I read English well and am fluent in (name of the language)
, a language the subject
understands well. I have translated for the subject the entire content of this
form. To the best of my knowledge, the participant understands the content of
this form and has had an opportunity to ask questions regarding the consent
form and the study, and these questions have been answered to the complete
satisfaction of the participant (his/her parent/legal guardian).
Reader/Translator Name:
Signature:
Date:

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR OR RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUAL
To the best of my knowledge, the participant,
understood the entire content of the above consent form, and comprehend
study. The participants and those of his/her parent/legal guardian have been
accurately answered to his/her/their complete satisfaction.
Investigator's Name:
Signature:
Date:
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NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
323 MARTIN LUTHER KING BLVD.
NEWARK, NJ 07102

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY — Form 3
TITLE OF STUDY:
RESEARCH STUDY:
, have been asked to

participate in a research study under the direction of Joanna
DeFranco-Tommarello.
Other professional persons who work with her as study staff may assist to act
for her.
PURPOSE:

To test problem solving and software development effectiveness when
using the specified collaborative software development model.
DURATION:
My participation in this study will last for 3 weeks.
PROCEDURES:

I have been told that, during the course of this study, the following will occur:
My team will be given a software problem to solve collaboratively using only
the collaborative model and e-mail. No talking with team members is allowed. The
team will be required to perform the tasks under the Problem Formulation and
Solution Planning stages of a collaborative model. Following the completion of the
tasks required, I am required to fill out a questionnaire and participate in a debriefing
session in my sections web board conference.
I was given a choice of either participating in this experiment or working on a
similar project. My grade will be based on my ability to follow directions and the
quality of my performance on the specific tasks.
facilitator
is
My team has
process
decided
that
the
is
facilitator
content
the
and
. The facilitators have agreed to follow the
instructions as outlined in the task document provided at the outset of this experiment.
The facilitators will receive up to an extra 10 points added to their score depending on
how well they carry out the role responsibilities.
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PARTICIPANTS:
I will be one of about 192 participants to participate in this trial.

EXCLUSIONS:
I will inform the researcher if any of the following apply to me: N/A

RISK/DISCOMFORTS:
I have been told that the study described above may involve the following

risks and/or discomforts:

There are no known risks or discomforts.
There also may be risks and discomforts that are not yet known — N/A.
CONFIDENTIALITY:
Every effort will be made to maintain the confidentiality of my study records.
Officials of NJIT will be allowed to inspect sections of my research records
related to this study. If the findings from the study are published, I will not be
identified by name. My identity will remain confidential unless disclosure is
required by law.
PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION:
I have been told that I will receive $0 compensation for my participation in
this study.

CONSENT AND RELEASE:
I fully recognize that there are risks that I might be exposed to by volunteering
in this study which are inherent in participating in any study; I understand that
I am not covered by NJIT's insurance policy for any injury or loss I might
sustain in the course of participating in the study.
I agree to assume and take on myself all risks and responsibilities in any way
associated with this activity. I release NJIT, its trustees, agents, employees
and students from any and all liability, claims and actions that may arise as a
result of my participation in the study. I understand that this means that I am
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giving up my right to sue NJIT, its trustees, agents and employees for injuries,
damages or losses I may incur.
RIGHT TO REFUSE OR WITHDRAW:
I understand that my participation is voluntary and I may refuse to participate,
or may discontinue my participation at any time with no adverse consequence. I also
understand that the investigator has the right to withdraw me from the study at any
time.
INDIVIDUAL TO CONTACT:
If I have any questions about my treatment or research procedures that I
discuss them with the principle investigator. If I have any addition questions
about my rights as a research subject, I may contact:
Robin-Ann Klotsky, Executive Director of Research and Development at

(973) 596-5227.

SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT
I have read this entire form, or it has been read to me, and I understand it
completely. All of my questions regarding this form or this study have been
answered to my complete satisfaction. I agree to participate in this research;
study.
Subject: Name:
Signature:
Date:

SIGNATURE OF READER/TRANSLATOR IF THE PARTICIPANT DOES
NOT READ ENGLISH WELL
The person who has signed above,
, does not read
English well, I read English well and am fluent in (name of the language)
, a language the subject
understands well. I have translated for the subject the entire content of this
form. To the best of my knowledge, the participant understands the content of
this form and has had an opportunity to ask questions regarding the consent
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form and the study, and these questions have been answered to the complete
satisfaction of the participant (his/her parent/legal guardian).
Reader/Translator Name:
Signature:
Date:

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR OR RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUAL

To the best of my knowledge, the participant,

has
understood the entire content of the above consent form, and comprehends the
study. The participants and those of his/her parent/legal guardian have been
accurately answered to his/her/their complete satisfaction.
Investigator's Name:
Signature:
Date:
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NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
323 MARTIN LUTHER KING BLVD.
NEWARK, NJ 07102

CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY — Form 4
TITLE OF STUDY:
RESEARCH STUDY:
, have been asked to

participate in a research study under the direction of Joanna
DeFranco-Tommarello.
Other professional persons who work with her as study staff may assist to act
for her.
PURPOSE:

To test the problem solving and software development effectiveness of groups.
DURATION:

My participation in this study will last for 3 weeks.
PROCEDURES:

I have been told that, during the course of this study, the following will
My team will be given a software problem to solve collaboratively using
e-mail. No talking with team members is allowed. The team will be required
perform the tasks under the Problem Formulation and Solution Planning stages (4 ' a
collaborative model. Following the completion of the tasks required, I am required
fill out a questionnaire and participate in a debriefing session in my sections
board conference.
I was given a choice of either participating in this experiment or working on a
similar project. My grade will be based on my ability to follow directions and the
quality of my performance on the specific tasks.
facilitator
process
the
that
is
My team has
decided
is
facilitator
content
the
and
. The facilitators have agreed to folly
instructions as outlined in the task document provided at the outset of this expel
,
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The facilitators will receive up to an extra 10 points added to their score depending on
how well they carry out the role responsibilities.

PARTICIPANTS:
I will be one of about 192 participants to participate in this trial.
EXCLUSIONS:
I will inform the researcher if any of the following apply to me: N/A

RISK/DISCOMFORTS:
I have been told that the study described above may involve the following
risks and/or discomforts:
There are no known risks or discomforts.
There also may be risks and discomforts that are not yet known — N/A.
CONFIDENTIALITY:
Every effort will be made to maintain the confidentiality of my study record
Officials of NJIT will be allowed to inspect sections of my research records
related to this study. If the findings from the study are published, I will
identified by name. My identity will remain confidential unless disclosure is
required by law.
PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION:
I have been told that I will receive $0 compensation for my participation
this study.

III

CONSENT AND RELEASE:
I fully recognize that there are risks that I might be exposed to by volunteering:
in this study which are inherent in participating in any study; I understand
I am not covered by NJIT's insurance policy for any injury or loss I might
sustain in the course of participating in the study.
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I agree to assume and take on myself all risks and responsibilities in any way
associated with this activity. I release NJIT, its trustees, agents, employees
and students from any and all liability, claims and actions that may arise as a
result of my participation in the study. I understand that this means that I am
giving up my right to sue NJIT, its trustees, agents and employees for injuries,
damages or losses I may incur.

RIGHT TO REFUSE OR WITHDRAW:
I understand that my participation is voluntary and I may refuse to participate,
or may discontinue my participation at any time with no adverse consequence. I also
understand that the investigator has the right to withdraw me from the study at any
time.

INDIVIDUAL TO CONTACT:
If I have any questions about my treatment or research procedures that I
discuss them with the principle investigator. If I have any addition questions
about my rights as a research subject, I may contact:
Robin-Ann Klotsky, Executive Director of Research and Development at

(973) 596-5227.

SIGNATURE OF PARTICIPANT
I have read this entire form, or it has been read to me, and I understand it
completely. All of my questions regarding this form or this study have been
answered to my complete satisfaction. I agree to participate in this research
study.
Subject: Name:
Signature:
Date:

SIGNATURE OF READER/TRANSLATOR IF THE PARTICIPANT DOES
NOT READ ENGLISH WELL
The person who has signed above,
, does not read
English well, I read English well and am fluent in (name of the language)
, a language the subject
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understands well. I have translated for the subject the entire content of this
form. To the best of my knowledge, the participant understands the content of
this form and has had an opportunity to ask questions regarding the consent
form and the study, and these questions have been answered to the complete
satisfaction of the participant (his/her parent/legal guardian).
Reader/Translator Name:
Signature:
Date:

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR OR RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUAL
To the best of my knowledge, the participant,

as

understood the entire content of the above consent form, and comprehend the
study. The participants and those of his/her parent/legal guardian have h
accurately answered to his/her/their complete satisfaction.
Investigator's Name:
Signature:
Date:

APPENDIX B
SURVEY INSTRUMENTS
This appendix contains the post-task questionnaire that the subjects filled out to
measure solution satisfaction, process satisfaction and task validation.
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POST-EXPERIMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Group

ID:
Last 4 digits of your SS#:
Class (601 or 602):
Section #:

1. I am very satisfied with the quality of my group's solution.
Strongly Agree
7
6

5

Undecided
4

3

2

Strongly Disagree
1

2

Strongly Disagree .
I

2. My group's problem solving process was efficient.
Strongly Agree
7
6

5

Undecided
4

3

3. I am not confident in the group's fmal solution.
Strongly Agree
1
2

3

Undecided
4

5

6

Strongly Disagree

4. My group's problem solving process was coordinated.
Strongly Agree
7
6

5

Undecided
4

3

2

Strongly Disagree , _

5. I am very committed to my group's fmal solution.
Strongly Agree
7
6

5

Undecided
4

3

2

Strongly Disagree
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6. My group's problem solving process was unfair.
Strongly Agree
2
1

3

Undecided
4

5

6

Strongly Disagree
7

7. The final solution and formal reports do not reflect my inputs.
Strongly Agree
2
1

3

Undecided
4

5

6

Strongly Disagree
7

8. My group's problem solving process was confusing.
Strongly Agree
2
1

3

Undecided
4

5

6

Strongly Disagree

7

9. I feel I had an equal part in the correctness of the group's final solution.
Strongly Agree
6
7

5

Undecided
4

3

2

Strongly Disagree

10. My group's problem solving process was satisfying.
Strongly Agree
6
7

5

Undecided
4

3

2

Undecided
4

5

6

Undecided
4

3

2

Strongly Disagree

11, I felt the task was too difficult.
Strongly Agree
2
1

3

Strongly D:

12. I understood the task.
Strongly Agree
6
7

5

Strongly D

1
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13. I felt there wasn't enough time to complete the task.
Strongly Agree
2
1

3

Undecided
4

5

6

Strongly Disagree
7

2

Strongly Disagree
1

14. I felt that everyone on my team understood the task.
Strongly Agree
6
7

5

Undecided
4

3

End of Questionnaire
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Questionnaire to validate Post-Task Questionnaire

Questionnaire items for measuring satisfaction with the process:
How would you describe your group's problem-solving process?
q18. efficient
q19. coordinated
q20. fair
q21. understandable
q22. satisfying

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5

inefficient
uncoordinated
unfair
confusing
unsatisfying

Questionnaire items for measuring satisfaction with the outcome
q23.

How satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the quality of
your group's solutions
2
3
very dissatisfied 1
4
very satisfied
5
q43.
To what extent does the final design and formal report reflect your
inputs?
q45.
To what extent are you confident that the group's solutions are correct?
q47.
To what extent do you feel committed to the group's solutions?
q53.
To what extent do you feel personally responsible for the correctness
of the group's solutions (decision or recommendation)?
Scale for items 43,45,47,53:
Not at
all

little
extent

some
extent

great
extent

23

4

very great
extent
5

APPENDIX C
TASK LISTS
This appendix shows the four different task lists used for each condition of the
experiment.
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Task List — Condition 1
Rules:
1. You are only to contact your team members via an e-mail list (see below) or
the Groove application. It is very important that you do not talk to your team
members on the phone or face-to-face.
2. Keep the daily schedule of this experiment. There are only tasks assigned
Monday thru Friday. The tasks are not time consuming but an entire day is
allotted to allow for every team member to accomplish the task.
3. Approximately half your grade will be based on how well each individual
follows the directions and completes all the steps at the designated time. The
other half of your grade will be based on the quality and timeliness of the
required documents to be turned in;
a. Consent form.
b. Post-task questionnaire.
c. Participating in the debriefing session
d. Contributing/reviewing to the teams output documents:
i. Problem Formulation Document: This document will contain
the group's output from the days you worked on the
Preliminary Problem Description, Preliminary Mental Model,
and Structured Problem Representation.

ii. Solution Plan Document: This document will contain the
group's output from the days you worked on, Strategy
Discovery, Goal Decomposition, and Data Modeling.

Training
Day 1— February 5, 2002

1. Fill out Consent form. Sign and Mail to:
NJIT College of Computing Sciences
Attn: Joanna DeFranco-Tommarello (Group Experiment)
University Heights
Newark, NJ 07102-1982
2. Create a mailing list (distribution list) of your group listed in the course web
board conference and include my e-mail joannadt@njit.edu . The subject of

the e-mail MUST always include your ID.
a. Every mail system creates mailing lists differently — you need to check
the on-line help of your e-mail application.
b. The purpose of the mailing list is to make sure everyone on your team
knows what is going on. Treat me like a silent team member. I will
only intervene if the collaborative activities are getting off track.
3. Send a test message to your group.
4. Choose a Content Facilitator and a Process Facilitator. Each person taking
these jobs will receive up to an extra 10 points added to their final project
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score depending on how well they carry out the role responsibilities. Detailed
explanations of theses roles are described at the end of this document.
a. Content Facilitator: This person is responsible for turning in the output
documents created by the team.
b. Process Facilitator: This person is responsible for initiating the tasks
for each day of the experiment.
Day 2 — February 6, 2002
I. Download groove from http://www.groove.net/
2. Install it on your system.
3. Skim the Groove document to familiarize yourself with the application.
4. Do not create a project workspace unless you are the "Process Facilitator"
5. The Process Facilitator will be inviting you to join the project workspace
today so make sure you have completed the tasks from Day I. Refer to your
groove document to perform the following tasks once you receive your
invitation via e-mail from the process facilitator:
a. Accept the invitation to join the project workspace.
b. Use the Contacts tool and add your information.
Day 3 — February 7, 2002

1. Use the discussion tool to introduce yourself
2. Familiarize yourself with the other tools in Groove by reading the Groove
document and using the application.
3. Read the entire schedule. Three brainstorming activities are suggested to
be scheduled. If possible agree on a time via e-mail or the discussion tool
with your team members where you can all synchronously brainstorm to
accomplish that day's task.

TASK:

The task is to plan a solution for a super market simulation program using the
groupware application "Groove" and by following the tasks assigned to you
day. Neither implementation nor coding is required, only the solution's plan
Each task needed to devise a plan will be outlined for you in the schedule.
The final plan of the supermarket should include the different aspects of a
supermarket using object-oriented concepts. The user of the simulation program
should be able to input the customer frequency, the number of stockers restocking the shelves, and the number of cashiers working, where customer
frequency is how often a customer will enter the store. Determine any addition,
objects needed to simulate a supermarket and what functions all of the object('
need to perform during simulation. The output of the design will be any statistical
information from the different objects in the supermarket you feel necessary.
Experiment Week 1
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Day 1— February 8, 2002
1. Create a Preliminary Problem Description. This is accomplished by:
a. Each team member will evaluate the task and enter their interpretation
of the task in the discussion tool.
b. The team will decide which description or combination of descriptions
the team will follow. This can all be accomplished in the discussion
or brainstorming tool.
2. The Content Facilitator will document the results in the Problem
Formulation document. Other team members should review this document for
correctness.
Day 2 — February 11, 2002
1. Create a Preliminary Mental Model. This is accomplished by refining the
problem description by determining the problem/task goals, givens,
unknowns, conditions, and any requirements for understanding. Answer the
following questions in the discussion tool. Come up with one answer for the
entire group.
Q: What is the goal?
Q: Do any of these goals require clarification?
Q: Are there any other explicit or implicit problem requirements?
Q: What are the givens?
Q: Are there any flow control related inputs or givens?
Q: What are the unknowns?
Q: Are there any conditions and constraints.

2. The Content Facilitator will document the results in the Problem
Formulation document. Other team members should review this document for
correctness.
Day 3 — February 12, 2002

1. Finish the Preliminary Mental Model.
2. The Content Facilitator will document the results in the Problem
Formulation document. Other team members should review this document
correctness.
Day 4 — February 13, 2002
1. Create a Structured Problem Representation. This is accomplished by
extracting facts from the problem description. Basically you need to organize
the information you produced from the Mental Model yesterday. Your output
should look as follows:
Goal: xxx
Givens: xxx
Unknowns: xxx
Conditions and Constraints: xxx
2. The Content Facilitator will document the results in the Problem
Formulation document. Other team members should review this document for
correctness.
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Day 5 — February 14, 2002
1. Work on Strategy Discovery. This means generate alternatives and select a
solution strategy. Content Facilitator will document all alternatives
generated and the option chosen by the group in the Problem
Formulation Document. Answer the following questions for each alternative

in the discussion tool or a brainstorming activity.

Q: Identify a strategy for solving the problem.
Q: Are there any difficulties to this strategy?
Q: Identify an alternative strategy for solving the problem.
Q: Are there any difficulties to this strategy?

Experiment Week 2
Day 6 — February 15, 2002
Strategy Discovery (Continued)

1. Finish the Strategy Discovery Task by answering the following questions after
reviewing all the alternatives listed by your teammates.

Q: Identify the best alternative and explain your choice.
Q: Are there any special formulas and techniques needed to implement this
strategy?

2. Have a vote using the discussion tool as to which alternative is best.
3. The Content Facilitator will document the results in the Solution Plan
document. Other team members should review this document for correctness.
Day 7 — February 18, 2002
1. Today you will be performing Goal Decomposition. This is accomplished by
breaking down the problem into major components. Use either the discussion
or brainstorming tool. The output of this activity should be as follows.
Sub-goal 1
Sub-goal 2
Sub-goal 3
Sub-goal 4
Etc.

Day 8 — February 19, 2002
Goal Decomposition (Continued)

1. Finish the Goal Decomposition Task by distributing the goals among each
team member.
2. Enter the distribution in the Task List tool.
3. The Content Facilitator will document the results in the Solution Plan
document. Other team members should review this document for correctness.
Day 9 — February 20, 2002
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1. Today you are working on Data Modeling. Organize and associate facts with
your components. This is accomplished by integrating the givens and
unknowns from the elicitation task with the refined goals identified at goal
decomposition, yielding a preliminary data model. The output of this task
should look as follows:
Input (givens)

Name
Given 1

Description/Units
description

Used in
Origin
Subgoal
Where does
X
this
information
originate.

Description
Type of output

Destination
Screen

Output (unknowns

Name
Output 1

Used in
Subgoa l
X

Day 10 — February 21, 2002
Data Modeling (Continued)
1. Finish the Data Modeling Task.
2. The Content Facilitator will document the results in the Solution Plan
document. Other team members should review this document for correctnes

s

February 22, 2002
1. Fill out questionnaire
2. E-mail your questionnaire to joannadt njit.edu Subject of the e-mail
be "Questionnaire — your name - Section XXX"
3. Participate in the debriefing session located in your sections web board
conference. In the debriefing session will be asked about the task, the
interactions between your team mates, any modification you would make to
the processes or task, and what you learned.
@

Process Facilitator Description

,

Day 2 of Training — February 6, 2002
1. After installing the Groove application on your pc:
a. Create a project workspace in Groove.
b. Invite you team members to join the project workspace (including
2. Use the schedule tool to display the team's schedule that is in this document
Use the monthly schedule, refer to the Groove Document, and input the daily
tasks for each team member as well as any team activities such as
brainstorming sessions.
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Day 3 thru Day 10 — You are responsible for initiating any brainstorming
activities, task list tool activities, and discussion tool activities noted in any day's
tasks.

Content Facilitator Description

Day 2 of Training - February 6, 2002
After you have accepted your invitation to join the Groove conference, create the
output documents and store them in the "documents tool" in groove.

Day 3 thru Day 10 — You are responsible for updating daily the output
documents required for submission. The document format should have each day
listed with the output following. The documents should always be available in the
document tool.
Day 10 — E-mail me, joannadt@njit.edu both output documents (Problem
Formulation and Solution Planning). The subject of your e-mail MUST be "Team

ID — Section XXX — Output Documents".
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Task List — Condition 2
Rules:
1. You are only to contact your team members via an e-mail list (see below) or
the Groove application. It is very important that you do not talk to your team
members on the phone or face-to-face.
2. Approximately half your grade will be based on how well each individual
follows the directions and completes all the steps at the designated time. The
other half of your grade will be based on the quality and timeliness of the
required documents:
a. Consent form.
b. Post-task questionnaire.
c. Participating in the debriefing session
d. Contributing/reviewing to the teams output documents:
i. Problem Formulation Document - This document will contain
the following information:
1. The problem description in your own words
2. Any information you know regarding the problem
ii. Solution Plan Document - This document will contain the
following information:
1. A strategy to accomplish a solution, i.e. document any
alternatives you come up with and the final alternative
chosen by the team.
2. An exact plan to accomplish the solution.
3. Any facts associated with the plan

Training

Day 1 — February 5, 2002

1. Fill out Consent form. Sign and Mail to:
NJIT
College of Computing Sciences
Attn: Joanna DeFranco-Tommarello (Group Experiment)
University Heights
Newark, NJ 07102-1982
2. Create a mailing list (distribution list) of your group listed in the course web
board conference and include my e-mail joannadt@njit.edu. The subject of the email MUST always include your group ID.
a. Every mail system creates mailing lists differently — you need to check
the on-line help of your e-mail application.
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b. The purpose of the mailing list is to make sure everyone on your team
knows what is going on. Treat me like a silent team member. I will
only intervene if the collaborative activities are getting off track.
3. Send a test message to your group.
4. Choose a Content Facilitator and a Process Facilitator. Each person taking
these jobs will receive up to an extra 10 points added to their final project
score depending on how well they carry out the role responsibilities. Detailed
explanations of theses roles are described at the end of this document.
a. Content Facilitator: This person is responsible for turning in the output
documents created by the team.
b. Process Facilitator: This person is responsible for initiating the
necessary activities to complete the task of the experiment.
Day 2 — February 6, 2002
1. Download groove from http://www.groove.net/
2. Install it on your system.
3. Skim the Groove document to familiarize yourself with the application.
4. Do not create a project workspace unless you are the "Process Facilitator
5. The Process Facilitator will be inviting you to join the project workspace
today so make sure you have completed the tasks from Day 1. Refer to you
groove document to perform the following tasks once you receive your
invitation via e-mail from the process facilitator:
a. Accept the invitation to join the project workspace.
b. Use the Contacts tool and add your information.
Day 3 — February 7, 2002
I. Use the discussion tool to introduce yourself
Familiarize yourself with the other tools in Groove by reading the Groove
document and using the application.
Read this entire document carefully. Discuss with your team via groove or email how you want to allocate your time to complete this experimental task.
TASK:

The task is to plan a solution for a super market simulation program u
groupware application "Groove" and by following the tasks assigned to
day. Neither implementation nor coding is required, only the solution's plan.
Each task needed to devise a plan will be outlined for you in the schedule.
The final plan of the supermarket should include the different aspects of a
supermarket using object-oriented concepts. The user of the simulation program
x:
prs
should be able to input the customer frequency, the number of stockers
stocking the shelves, and the number of cashiers working, where customer
frequency is how often a customer will enter the store. Determine any ad
objects needed to simulate a supermarket and what functions all of tin:
,
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need to perform during simulation. The output of the design will be any statistical
information from the different objects in the supermarket you feel necessary.

You have two weeks to complete the output documents
st
described. Begin on February 8 th and end on February 21 . On
February 22 nd you have specific items to turn in that are outlined
below.
February 22, 2002

I. Fill out questionnaire
2. E-mail questionnaire to joannadt@njit.edu Subject of the e-mail MUST be
"Questionnaire — your name - Section X"
3. Participate in the debriefing session located in your sections web board
conference. In the debriefing session will be asked about the task, the
interactions between your team mates, any modification you would make to
the processes or task, and what you learned.
Process Facilitator Description

Day 2 of Training — February 6, 2002

1.After installing the Groove application on your pc:
a. Create a project workspace in Groove.
b. Invite you team members to join the project workspace
(including me).
2.Use the schedule tool to display the team's schedule that is in this document.
Use the monthly schedule, refer to the Groove Document, and input the daily
tasks for each team member as well as any team activities such as brainstorming
sessions.

Day 3 thru Day 10 — You are responsible for initiating any brainstorming

activities, task list tool activities, and discussion tool activities noted in any day's
tasks.
Content Facilitator Description

Day 2 of Training — February 6, 2002

After you have accepted your invitation to join the Groove conference, create the
output documents and store them in the "documents tool" in groove.

Day 3 thru Day 10 — You are responsible for updating daily the output

documents required for submission. The document format should organized with
each day listed with any output following that date. The documents should
always be available for review in the document tool.
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Day 10 — E-mail me, joannadt@njit.edu both output documents (Problem
Formulation and Solution Planning). The subject of your e-mail MUST be "Team
ID — Section XXX — Output Documents".
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Task List — Condition 3
Rules:
1. You are only to contact your team members via an e-mail list (see below). it
is very important that you do not talk to your team members on the phone or
face-to-face. I am to be CC'd on all e-mails during this entire experiment.
2. Keep the daily schedule of this experiment. There are only tasks assigned
Monday thru Friday. The tasks are not time consuming but an entire day is
allotted to allow for every team member to accomplish the task.
1 Approximately half your grade will be based on how well each individual
follows the directions and completes all the steps at the designated time. The
other half of your grade will be based on the quality and timeliness of the
required documents:
a. Consent form.
b. Post-task questionnaire.
c. Participating in the debriefing session
d. Contributing/reviewing to the teams output documents:
i. Problem Formulation Document: This document will contain
the group's output from the days you worked on the

Preliminary Problem Description, Preliminary Mental Model,
and Structured Problem Representation.

ii. Solution Plan Document: This document will contain the
group's output from the days you worked on, Strategy
Discovery, Goal Decomposition, and Data Modeling.

Training
Day 1— February 5, 2002

1. Fill out and sign Consent form. Mail to:
NJIT
College of Computing Sciences
Attn: Joanna DeFranco-Tommarello (Group Experiment)
University Heights
Newark, NJ 07102-1982

2. Create a mailing list (distribution list) of your group listed in the course web
board conference and include me: e-mail joannadt@njit.edu. The subject of
the e-mail MUST always include your GROUP ID.
a. Every mail system creates mailing lists differently — you need to check
the on-line help of your e-mail application.
b. The purpose of the mailing list is to make sure everyone on your team
knows what is going on. Treat me like a silent team member. I will
only intervene if the collaborative activities are getting off track.
3. Send a test message to your group.
4. Choose a Content Facilitator and a Process Facilitator. Each person taking
these jobs will receive up to an extra 10 points added to their final project
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score depending on how well they carry out the role responsibilities. Detailed
explanations of theses roles are described at the end of this document.
a. Content Facilitator: This person is responsible for turning in the output
documents created by the team.
b. Process Facilitator: This person is responsible for initiating the tasks
for each day of the experiment.
Day 2 — February 6, 2002
Send an e-mail to your group to introduce yourself
Day 3 — February 7, 2002
Read the entire schedule in this document. Three brainstorming activities are
suggested to be scheduled. If possible agree on a time via e-mail with your
team members where you can all semi-synchronously brainstorm using e-mail
to accomplish that day's task.
TASK:

The task is to plan a solution for a super market simulation program using email and by following the tasks assigned to you each day. Neither
implementation nor coding is required, only the solution's plan. Each task needed
to devise a plan will be outlined for you in the schedule.
The final plan of the supermarket should include the different aspects of a
supermarket using object-oriented concepts. The user of the simulation program
should be able to input the customer frequency, the number of stockers restocking the shelves, and the number of cashiers working, where customer
frequency is how often a customer will enter the store. Determine any additional
objects needed to simulate a supermarket and what functions all of the objects
need to perform during simulation. The output of the design will be any statistical
information from the different objects in the supermarket you feel necessary.
Experiment Week 1
Day 1— February 8, 2002
I. Create a Preliminary Problem Description. This is accomplished by:
c. Each team member will evaluate the task and e-mail their
interpretation of the task.
d. The team will decide which description or combination of descriptions
the team will follow.
2. The Content Facilitator will document the results in the Problem
Formulation document. Other team members should review this document for
correctness.
Day 2 — February 11, 2002
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2. Create a Preliminary Mental Model. This is accomplished by refining the
problem description by determining the problem/task goals, givens,
unknowns, conditions, and any requirements for understanding. Answer the
following questions and come up with one answer for the group.
Q: What is the goal?
Q: Do any of these goals require clarification?
Q: Are there any other explicit or implicit problem requirements?
Q: What are the givens?
Q: Are there any flow control related inputs or givens?
Q: What are the unknowns?
Q: Are there any conditions and constraints.
2. The Content Facilitator will document the results in the Problem
Formulation document. Other team members should review this document for
correctness.
Day 3 — February 12, 2002
1. Finish the Preliminary Mental Model.
2. The Content Facilitator will document the results in the Problem
Formulation document. Other team members should review this document for
correctness.
Day 4 — February 13, 2002
1. Create a Structured Problem Representation. This is accomplished by
extracting facts from the problem description. Basically you need to organize
the information you produced from the Mental Model yesterday. Your output
should look as follows:
Goal: xxx
Givens: xxx
Unknowns: xxx
Conditions and Constraints: xxx
2. The Content Facilitator will document the results in the Problem
Formulation document. Other team members should review this document for
correctness.
Day 5 — February 14, 2002
Work on Strategy Discovery. This means generate alternatives and select a
solution strategy. Content Facilitator will document all alternatives generated
and the option chosen by the group in the Problem Formulation Document.
Answer the following questions for each alternative and e-mail them to your
group.

Q: Identify a strategy for solving the problem.
Q: Are there any difficulties to this strategy?
Q: Identify an alternative strategy for solving the problem.
Q: Are there any difficulties to this strategy?
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Experiment Week 2
Day 6 — February 15, 2002
Strategy Discovery (Continued)

1. Finish the Strategy Discovery Task by answering the following questions after
reviewing all the alternatives listed by your teammates.

Q: Identify the best alternative and explain your choice.
Q: Are there any special formulas and techniques needed to implement this
strategy?

2. Have a vote as to which alternative is best.
3. The Content Facilitator will document the results in the Solution Plan
document. Other team members should review this document for correctness.
Day 7 — February 18 2002

1. Today you will be performing Goal Decomposition. This is accomplished by
breaking down the problem into major components. The output of this
activity should be as follows.
Sub-goal 1
Sub-goal 2
Sub-goal 3
Sub-goal 4
Etc.

Day 8 — February 19, 2002
Goal Decomposition (Continued)

1. Finish the Goal Decomposition Task by distributing the goals among each
team member.
2. The Content Facilitator will document the results in the Solution Plan
document. Other team members should review this document for correctness.
Day 9 — February 20, 2002

1. Today you are working on Data Modeling. Organize and associate facts with
your components. This is accomplished by integrating the givens and
unknowns from the elicitation task with the refined goals identified at goal
decomposition, yielding a preliminary data model. The output of this task
should look as follows:
Input (givens)

Name
Given 1

Output (unknowns)

Description/Units
description

Used in
Origin
Where does Subgoal
X
this
information
originate.
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Name
Output 1

Description
Type of output

Destination
Screen

Used in
Subgoal
X

Day 10 — February 21, 2002
Data Modeling (Continued)

1. Finish the Data Modeling Task.
2. The Content Facilitator will document the results in the Solution Plan
document. Other team members should review this document for correctness.
February 22, 2002
1. Fill out questionnaire that will be posted on the web board today.
2. E-mail your questionnaire to joannadt@njit.edu Subject of the e-mail
MUST be "Questionnaire — your name - Section XXX"
3. Participate in the debriefing session located in your sections web board
conference. In the debriefing session will be asked about the task, the
interactions between your team mates, any modification you would make to
the processes or task, and what you learned.

Process Facilitator Description
Day 2 of Training — February 6, 2002
Each day e-mail your group about that day's task/activity.
Day 3 thru Day 10 — You are responsible for initiating any brainstorming/voting
activities, and discussion activities noted in any day's tasks.
Content Facilitator Description
Day 2 of Training — February 6, 2002
Create the output documents and store them on your PC.
Day 3 thru Day 10 — You are responsible for updating daily the output
documents required for submission. The document format should have each day
listed with the output following. The documents should always be e-mailed to
your group each day.

Day 10 — E-mail me, joannadt@njit.edu both output documents (Problem
Formulation and Solution Planning). The subject of your e-mail MUST be "Team
ID — Section XXX — Output Documents".
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Task List — Condition 4
Rules:
1. You are only to contact your team members via an e-mail list (see below). It
is very important that you do not talk to your team members on the phone or
face-to-face. I am to be CC'd on all e-mails during this entire experiment.
2. Approximately half your grade will be based on how well each individual
follows the directions and completes all the steps at the designated time. The
other half of your grade will be based on the quality and timeliness of the
required documents:
a. Consent form.
b. Post-task questionnaire.
c. Participating in the debriefing session
d. Contributing/reviewing to the teams output documents:
i. Problem Formulation Document - This document will contain
the following information:
1. The problem description in your own words
2. Any information you know regarding the problem
ii. Solution Plan Document - This document will contain the
following information:
1. A strategy to accomplish a solution, i.e. document any
alternatives you come up with and the final alternative
chosen by the team.
2. An exact plan to accomplish the solution.
3. Any facts associated with the plan
Training
Day 1— February 5, 2002

1. Fill out Consent form. Sign and Mail to:
NJIT
College of Computing Sciences
Attn: Joanna DeFranco-Tommarello (Group Experiment)
University Heights
Newark, NJ 07102-1982

2. Create a mailing list (distribution list) of your group listed in the course web
board conference and include my e-mail joannadt@njit.edu. The subject of
the e-mail MUST always include your group letter.
a. Every mail system creates mailing lists differently — you need to check
the on-line help of your e-mail application.
b. The purpose of the mailing list is to make sure everyone on your team
knows what is going on. Treat me like a silent team member. I will
only intervene if the collaborative activities are getting off track.
3. Send a test message to your group.
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4. Choose a Content Facilitator and a Process Facilitator. Each person taking
these jobs will receive up to an extra 10 points added to their final project
score depending on how well they carry out the role responsibilities. Detailed
explanations of theses roles are described at the end of this document.
a. Content Facilitator: This person is responsible for turning in the output
documents created by the team.
b. Process Facilitator: This person is responsible for initiating the
necessary activities to complete the task of the experiment.
Day 2 — February 6, 2002
Send an e-mail to your group to introduce yourself
Day 3 — February 7, 2002
Read this entire document carefully. Discuss with your team via e-mail how
you want to allocate your time to complete this experimental task.
TASK:

The task is to plan a solution for a super market simulation program
following the tasks assigned to you each day. Neither implementation nor coding
is required, only the solution's plan.
The final plan of the supermarket should include the different aspects of a
supermarket using object-oriented concepts. The user of the simulation program
should be able to input the customer frequency, the number of stockers
stocking the shelves, and the number of cashiers working, where custom
frequency is how often a customer will enter the store. Determine any additions
objects needed to simulate a supermarket and what functions all of the objects
need to perform during simulation. The output of the design will be any statisti
information from the different objects in the supermarket you feel necessary.
You have two weeks to complete the output documents
described. Begin on February 8 th and end on February 21". On
February 22" you have specific items to turn in that are outlined
below.
February 22, 2002
1. Fill out questionnaire
2. E-mail your questionnaire to j oannadt@njit.edu Subject of the e-mail
MUST be "Questionnaire — your name - Section X"
3. Participate in the debriefing session located in your sections web board
conference. In the debriefing session will be asked about the task, the
interactions between your team mates, any modification you would make to
the processes or task, and what you learned.
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Process Facilitator Description

Day 2 of Training - February 6, 2002
Each day e-mail your group about that day's task/activity.
Day 3 thru Day 10 — You are responsible for initiating any activities noted in any
day's tasks.
Content Facilitator Description

Day 2 of Training - February 6, 2002
Create the output documents and store them on your PC.
Day 3 thru Day 10 — You are responsible for updating daily the output
documents required for submission. The document format should organized with
each day listed with any output following that date.
Day 10 — E-mail me, joannadt@njit.edu both output documents (Problem
Formulation and Solution Planning). The subject of your e-mail MUST be "Team
ID — Section )00( — Output Documents".
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Alternate Task List
Rules:
1. Your group has 3 weeks to do this project. It is due February 15, 2002.
2. You are only to contact your team members via an e-mail list (see below). it is
very important that you do not talk to your team members on the phone or faceto-face.
3. Follow the activities listed to solve the task below.
4. Approximately half your grade will be based on how well you follow the
directions and complete all the steps outlined. The other half of your grade
will be based on the quality and timeliness of the required documents:
a. Problem Formulation Document: This document will contain your
output from the days you worked on the Preliminary Problem
Description, Preliminary Mental Model, and Structured Problem
Representation.
b. Solution Plan Document: This document will contain your output from
the days you worked on Strategy Discovery, Goal Decomposition, and
Data Modeling.
c. Submit these documents to me joannadt@njit.edu with the subject
heading "Alternate Task — Section ,00i — Group Br.

TASK:
The task is to plan a solution for a super market simulation program by
following the tasks outlined for you. Neither implementation nor coding H
required, only the solution's plan. Each task needed to devise a plan will be
outlined for you in the schedule.
The final plan of the supermarket should include the different aspects of a
supermarket using object-oriented concepts. The user of the simulation program
should be able to input the customer frequency, the number of stockers restocking the shelves, and the number of cashiers working, where customer
frequency is how often a customer will enter the store. Determine any additional
objects needed to simulate a supermarket and what functions all of the objects
need to perform during simulation. The output of the design will be any statistical
information from the different objects in the supermarket you feel necessary.
1. Create a Preliminary Problem Description. This is accomplished by:
e. Evaluating the task by writing down your interpretation of the task,
f Document the results in the Problem Formulation document.
2. Create a Preliminary Mental Model. This is accomplished by refining the
problem description by determining the problem/task goals, givens,
unknowns, conditions, and any requirements for understanding. Answer the
following questions:
Q: What is the goal?
Q: Do any of these goals require clarification?
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Q: Are there any other explicit or implicit problem requirements?
Q: What are the givens?
Q: Are there any flow control related inputs or givens?
Q: What are the unknowns?

3. Document the results in the Problem Formulation document.
4. Create a Structured Problem Representation. This is accomplished by
extracting facts from the problem description. Basically you need to organize
the information you produced from the Mental Model. Your output should
look as follows:
Goal: xxx
Givens: xxx
Unknowns: xxx
Conditions and Constraints: xxx
5. Document the results in the Problem Formulation document.
6. Work on Strategy Discovery. This means generate alternatives and select a
solution strategy. Answer the following questions.
Q: Identify a strategy for solving the problem.
Q: Are there any difficulties to this strategy?
Q: Identify an alternative strategy for solving the problem.
Q: Are there any difficulties to this strategy?
Q: Identify the best alternative and explain your choice.
Q: Are there any special formulas and techniques needed to implement this
strategy?
7. Document the results in the Solution Plan document.
8. Goal Decomposition. This is accomplished by breaking down the problem
into. major components. The output of this activity should be as follows.
Sub-goal 1
Sub-goal 2
Sub-goal 3
Sub-goal 4
Etc.
9. Document the results in the Solution Plan document.
10.Data Modeling. Organize and associate facts with your components. This is
accomplished by integrating the givens and unknowns from the elicitation ta
with the refined goals identified at goal decomposition, yielding a preliminary
data model. The output of this task should look as follows:
Input (givens)

Name
Given 1

Output (unknowns)

Description/Units
description

Origin

Used in

Where does Subgoal
X
this
information
originate.
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Name
Output I

Description
Type of output

11. Document the results in the Solution Plan document.

Destination
Screen

Used in
Subgoal
X
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